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Abstract 

The main purpose of this study is to examine the effect of Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) on Bank of Palestine's clients loyalty in Gaza Strip, and to 

explore the role of mediators ( satisfaction, trust and corporate image ) in the 

relationship between CSR and loyalty. The main dimensions of CSR are: economic, 

legal, ethical, philanthropic/voluntary and environmental responsibility towards 

clients and the community. 

 The study targets all branches of Bank of Palestine in Gaza Strip which are 

eight.The descriptive analytical method was used and utilized both primary and 

secondary sources of data. A structured questionnaire including 61 closed ended 

questions were specially designed for this study. Questionnaires were distributed to 

bank's clients at all branches. A number of 353 questionnaires were valid for 

analysis . 

The results show that Bank of Palestine is concerned of ( economic, 

legal ,ethical ,voluntary and environmental ) responsibilities toward its clients and 

community as a whole.  

Philanthropic\voluntary responsibility has the most significant effect on 

clients loyalty followed by environmental , legal and economic , while the ethical 

responsibility has insignificant effect on clients loyalty.  

Corporate image and customer satisfaction mediate the relationship between 

CSR and loyalty. On the other hand, trust has  insignificant effect on clients loyalty 

and it dose not mediate the relationship between CSR and loyalty. 

 

The main recommendations of this study are asserted to pay special attention 

by banking sector to CSR through paying more efforts to develop banks economic, 

legal, ethical , philanthropic and environmental responsibilities to gain clients 

loyalty. Moreover, providing a training programs for bank's staff to increase their 

ability and skills to solve the various issues and problems that customer faced, 

improve their methods in handling clients complaints and problems in order to be 

solved more quickly, and train their staff how to deal with different clients (be more 

kind and professional) in order to leave a good impression in the mind of their 

clients. 
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 ملخص الذراست

 –تٍدف ٌذي الدراسة الى توضيح أثر الهسئولية االجتهاعية عمى والء عهالء بىك فمسطين 
دور العواهل الوسيطة االتية ) رضا العهالء ، الثقة ، صورة قطاع غزة ، كها وتٍدف الى اختبار 

، وكاىت أبعاد الهسئولية االجتهاعية سئولية االجتهاعية ووالء العهالءالهىظهة ( عمى العالقة بين اله
والتي يتم توجيٍٍا لمعهالء تتهثل في: الهسئولية االقتصادية ، القاىوىية ، األخالقية ، الخيرية والبيئية 

 ككل .   تهعوالهج

تم  .قطاع غزة  بىك فمسطين بفروعً الثهاىية الهىتشرة في جهيع أىحاءالدراسة  استٍدفت
 استخدام الهىٍج التحميمي الوصفي وقد تم االعتهاد عمى الهصادر االولية والثاىوية في جهع البياىات.

لفروع حسب سؤال هغمق وقد تم توزيع االستباىات عمى جهيع ا 66صههت استباىة هكوىة هن  
 استباىة هن العدد الكمي لمعيىة صالحة لمتحميل. 353العيىة التي تم احتسابٍا ، تم استرجاع 

تهام   )االقتصادية ، بتطبيق أبعاد الهسئولية االجتهاعية  بىك فمسطين أوضحت الىتائج هدى ٌا
 تجاي عهالئٍا والهجتهع.  القاىوىية ، االخالقية ، الخيرية والبيئية(

 الهسئولية الخيرية كان لٍا أكبر أثر عمى والء العهيل يميٍا في ذلك الهسئولية البيئية ثم القاىوىية
 أن الهسئولية األخالقية ال يوجد لً تأثير عمى والء العهيل لمبىك. في حين فاالقتصادية،

االجتهاعية ووالء صورة الهىظهة ورضا العهالء يمعبان دور الوسيط في العالقة بين الهسئولية  
دور  يمعبال  وأىً اكه. بيىها تبين أن عاهل الثقة ال يوجد لً تأثير عمى والء العهالء، العهالء بالبىك

 في العالقة بين الهسئولية االجتهاعية والوالء.الوسيط 

تهام القطاع البىكي بالهسئولية االجتهاعية لها لً هن أثر كبير  اوصت الدراسة عمى ضرورة ٌا
، ئولية االجتهاعية ) االقتصاديةيادة والء العهالء وذلك هن خالل التركيز عمى تطبيق أبعاد الهسعمى ز 

 الخالقية ، الخيرية و البيئية (.القاىوىية ، ا

تهام البىك بعقد دورات تدريبية لهوظفيٍا لتطوير  ضرورةاضافة الى ذلك ، أوصت الدراسة ب ٌا
هٍاراتٍم  لحل الهشاكل الهختمفة التي تواجً الزبون وتطوير طرق وأسموب التعاهل هع شكاوي العهالء 

العهالء بطريقة لبقة وهٍذبة كافة كيفية التعاهل هع فة الى تدريبٍم عمى اضالحمٍا بشكل أسرع وأدق ، 
 ضل عن البىك في ذٌن العهالء.وذلك حتى تعكس صورة أف
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   يهَ  اَلّله  يَْزفَع ىكهمْ  آَمىهوا الّذ  يهَ  م   َوالّذ 

ْلمَ  أهوتهوا   دََرَجبث   اْلع 
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Chapter 1 

The Research General Framework 
1.1 Introduction: 

Companies use different ways to show their corporate social responsibility practices 

which are related to employee welfare, environment, community, charities and so on. 

Companies dedicating themselves into a serious of CSR practices because they 

believed that customers provide more support to the responsible companies. 

Obtaining customers‘ support and having loyal customers are very important aspects 

for the operations of modern enterprises. 

In order to evaluate a firm's value, the financial performance was used as the 

main scale of measuring its value. The greater the margins financially, the higher 

rank would be given to firms. Increasing shareholders wealth was considered the 

essential objective of profit-driven corporations. Therefore, CSR importance in the 

past was not noticeable. Recently, the awareness about CSR has increased and 

improved magnificently (Asaad, 2010). Because of the CSR increasing importance, a 

firm's success is now also being distinguished by its contribution to society 

(Pakseresht, 2010).  

In recent years the corporate environmental, social, and governance 

programs perceived importance has increased. As a result of this awareness, 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) has developed to be a fundamental part of 

today‘s corporate strategies. Managers , investors, and regulators have grown 

increasingly aware that such strategies can ease corporate crises and build 

reputations. After the financial crises, the argument on the corporate social 

responsibility has increased. Many of these arguments discuss how CSR could play a 

major role in developing the society and  to involve in supporting social causes in 

times of crisis (Anghel, Grigore & Roşca, 2011(. 

Most studies that have been previously carried out have shown how CSR 

activities can be beneficial to an organization, and drawn favourable responses from 

their stakeholders. These CSR initiatives have also acted as a source of competitive 

advantage. Investors are attracted to make investments in public companies with 

CSR Policies (Sen, Bhattacharya & Korschun,2006). Such investments can ensure 

long-term survival of the organization and also act as a tool of competitive 

advantage. As noted in El Ashkar (2016) study , CSR plays as opportunity more than 
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cost or constrain which lead to achieve business objectives and sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

Customer loyalty has been recognized over several decades for its role in 

the creation of many successful businesses . Although customer loyalty is a 

commonly acknowledged concept, its operationalization varies. Three main 

approaches are broadly accepted as measures of customer loyalty, attitudinal, 

behavioral and combinational loyalty measures (Mandhachitara & Poolthong, 2011). 

Khan, Ferguson & Pérez (2015) asserted that CSR has an effect on customer 

attitudes in the banking industry such as repurchase and word of mouth (loyalty), the 

concept CSR also tested in hotel industry by (Martínez, Pérez & Del Bosque, 2014) 

who confirms a positive and direct effect of CSR  on brand loyalty. Other studies 

represent an indirect relationship between CSR and loyalty as (Chung, Yu ,Choi & 

Shin, 2015) who represented that satisfaction play as mediator role in a relationship 

between CSR and customer loyalty. On the other hand (Alam & Rubel, 2014) 

asserted that there is no significant relationship between awareness of CSR and 

purchase intention (loyalty). 

Customer satisfaction ,Customer trust and corporate image considered as an 

antecedents variables of loyalty (Boohene & Agyapong, 2010), (Aydin & Özer, 

2005) ,which have a direct or indirect effect on customer loyalty ,these variables also 

have affected by CSR positively as noted in many researches (Pérez & Rodríguez del 

Bosque ,2015), (Naqvi ,2013) and (Servera-Francés & Arteaga-Moreno, 2015).    

Many researches indicate a direct and indirect effect of CSR dimensions on 

customer loyalty , so the researcher decided to study this relation and effect between 

the two variables and showed the mediating role of  (trust , satisfaction and corporate 

image ).    

In this study the researcher explored the effect of corporate social 

responsibility on client's loyalty of bank of Palestine, such study assists in effective 

management of bank-client relationship and achieving a higher level of loyalty 

among clients.   

Bank of Palestine become one of the largest financial institutions in 

Palestine. Many special banking services are being provided by the bank to meet 

client's needs and expectations. Bank of Palestine deals with a large number of 
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clients, it has budgeted 6% of its annual profit to support community projects for 

Palestinian society. Therefore, bank of Palestine is selected to be our targeted  case 

study, in order to represent the effect of corporate social responsibility of the bank on 

client's loyalty. 

1.2 Research Problem Statement: 

For a company, one of the most important challenges is to get trust and recognition 

from their consumers. Whether or not a responsible company could get more support 

is depend on the customers‘ decision. 

Intense competition has in many markets decreased the prospects for 

differentiation in terms of technology and product/service quality. For this reason, 

CSR become an important attribute that can enhance a company's image (Ahmad, 

2006). 

CSR has become a high profile issue generating great public interest. An 

extensive global survey found 52 percent of respondents ask to see information on 

the companies CSR activities (Fleishman-Hillard, 2007).  

To win customers loyalty in today's markets, companies have to focus on 

building and sustaining customer loyalty. Nowadays,  organizations looking forward 

to achieve a sustainable competitive improvement based on focusing on customer 

oriented concept which will lead to customer satisfaction, trust and finally to 

customer loyalty. In this regard CSR has become a valuable tool.  

Bank of Palestine as noted on their website specialized 6% o it's profits to 

CSR activities and it also reach a high number of clients in 2016 around 750000 , so 

researcher want to approve if concerning of applying CSR activities related to 

increase clients loyalty . in order to achieve, keep and maintain clients loyalty within 

such a complex and competitive market of today ; it should pay more attention to the 

bank social responsibility towards its environment ,community and clients who 

represent the lion share of the bank's transactions. 

In addition to that this study aims to investigate influences of CSR 

dimensions on clients loyalty , so the study problem can be summarized by 

answering the following question: 
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     " To What Extent does the Corporate Social Responsibility of Bank of Palestine 

affect Clients Loyalty and What is the Mediating Role Played by Trust, Satisfaction 

and Corporate Image ?" 

  

1.3 Research Questions : 

 Main question  

To what extent does the corporate social responsibility of bank of Palestine 

affect  clients loyalty? 

 Sub questions 

1. To what extent corporate social responsibility affects clients trust, clients 

satisfaction and corporate image in bank of Palestine? 

2. To what extent clients trust, clients satisfaction and corporate image affect clients 

loyalty in bank of Palestine? 

3. Do client trust , client satisfaction and corporate image mediate the relationship 

between corporate social responsibility and clients loyalty? 

1.4 Research Variables : 

 Independent Variables: 

Main Independent variable is: "Corporate Social Responsibility" 

Sub - Variables: 

1. Economic Responsibility 

2. Legal Responsibility 

3. Ethical Responsibility 

4. Philanthropic/voluntary Responsibility 

5. Environmental Responsibility  
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 Mediating Variables: 

1. Clients Trust 

2. Clients Satisfaction 

3. Corporate Image 

 Dependent Variable: "Clients Loyaty". 

Mediation analyses are employed to understand a known relationship by exploring 

the underlying mechanism or process by which one variable influences another 

variable through a mediator variable. Mediation analysis facilitates a better 

understanding of the relationship between the independent and dependent variables 

when the variables appear to not have a definite connection (Baron & Kenny ,1986). 

The term statistical mediation or simply mediation, refers to a causal chain in which 

it is assumed that the effect of one or more independent variables is transmitted to 

one or more dependent variables through third variables. In the simplest case, 

Mediation, or an indirect effect, is said to occur when the causal effect of an 

independent variable on a dependent variable is transmitted by a mediator . In other 

words, independent variable affects dependent variable because independent variable 

affects a mediator, and a mediator, in turn, affects dependent variable . Mediation 

effect and indirect effect are often used interchangeably (Baron & Kenny ,1986) . 

Methods to assess mediation became particularly popular in psychology after 

publications by Judd and Kenny (1981) and Baron and Kenny (1986). The strategy 

proposed by Baron and Kenny to tackle with the study of mediation consists of 

making a sequential verification of four conditions (reason why Baron & Kenny‘s 

proposal is known as the four step model): 

1. Independent variable (IV) must predict and related to the dependent 

variables(DP) ; (direct relationship). 

2. Independent variable(IV) must predict and related to the mediating 

variable(MV) . 

3. Mediating variable(MV) and dependent variable (DV) must be related once 

the effect of independent is controlled.               
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4. The relationship between Independent variable (IV) and dependent variable 

(DV) must be significantly reduced when controlling the effect of mediating 

variable (MV)―the strongest mediation demonstration this relation is zero‖. 

 Total effect: c = ab + c’ 

 Direct effect: c’ = c – ab 

 Indirect effect: c – c’ = ab 

 

Figure (1.1) Mediation Model. 

Source: Baron and Kenny‘s (1986) 

 

In this research the direct relationship between independent variable 

(corporate social responsibility ) and dependent variable ( clients loyalty) is 

tested and confirmed in many previous studies . Many researchers agreed that 

CSR activities positively affect customer loyalty as noted by (Chung and Bang 

,2016; Abbasi, Mozzi , Ayvazi and Ranjber, 2012; (khan,Fergusonn and 

Perez , 2014; Taheri and Bavarsad,2015; alam and rule ,2014) on the other 

hand Chun and Bang (2016) indicated that corporate social responsibility 

affect indirectly customer loyalty through corporate image and customer trust 

while others confirmed the relation between CSR and loyalty through 

customer satisfaction(Chung, Yu et al. 2015), also Abbasi, Moezzi et al. 

(2012) noted an indirect relations between CSR and loyalty through 

advertising and customer satisfaction , Arıkan and Güner (2013) concludes 

that CSR has indirect effect on customer loyalty through customer 

satisfaction. 
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Figure (1.1): Theoretical Framework  

 Source: Adopted by  (Researcher , 2017) 

 

 

1.5 Research Hypotheses: 

To examine the impact of Corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty , 

the following hypotheses are formulated: 

1. Corporate social responsibility has a statistically significant effect at α   ≥

0.05  on clients loyalty. 

1.1 Economic responsibility of CSR has a significant effect on clients loyalty. 

1.2 Legal responsibility of CSR has a significant effect on clients loyalty. 

1.3 Ethical responsibility of CSR has a significant effect on clients loyalty. 

1.4 Philanthropic responsibility of CSR has a significant effect on clients 

loyalty. 

1.5 Environmental responsibility of CSR has a significant effect on clients 

loyalty. 
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2. Corporate social responsibility has a statistically significant effect at α   ≥

0.05  on Mediators. 

2.1 Corporate social responsibility has a significant effect on trust. 

2.2 Corporate social responsibility has a significant effect on satisfaction. 

2.3 Corporate social responsibility has a significant effect on corporate image. 

 

3. Mediators has a statistically significant effect at α   ≥ 0.05  on clients 

loyalty. 

3.1 Trust has a significant effect on clients loyalty. 

3.2  Satisfaction has a significant effect on clients loyalty. 

3.3 Corporate Image  has a significant effect on clients loyalty. 

 

4. Trust , satisfaction and corporate image mediate the relationship 

between CSR and clients loyalty at α   ≥ 0.05 on clients loyalty. 

 

5. There exists a statistical significant differences at α  ≥ 0.05  among 

respondents due to personal traits (Gender, Age, Educational Level, Job, 

Income, Bank Account Type , Years of having the account (account period) 

,and Bank Branch. 

1.6 Research Objectives : 

This study seeks to explore the impact of corporate social responsibility 

activities on clients loyalty. In particular, to gain in depth insights about the study 

questions, this current study endeavors to explore the following objectives: 

 To identify and characterize the concept of corporate social responsibility in 

banking sector. 

 Assess the implementation of corporate social responsibility in bank of Palestine. 

 To explore the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty. 

 To suggest some suitable ways and recommendations to improve and develop the 

strategies of corporate social responsibility and maintain clients loyalty in the 

bank of Palestine. 
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 To explore the role of mediators  (clients satisfaction, trust and corporate image ) 

in relationship between bank's CSR and clients loyalty. 

 To examin the significant differences among respondents du to (Gender, Age, 

Educational Level, Job, Income, Bank Account Type , Years of having the 

account (account period) ,and Bank Branch). 

1.7 Research Importance : 

 

 The importance of the study for Bank of Palestine Managers 

Managers of the bank might benefit from this study as an integrated part of 

study, that will help to design a criteria for the management of their corporate social 

responsibility while planning their strategies and giving some recommendations for 

providing their services with social attributes to satisfy their client's needs and wants 

and consequently increase their clients loyalty. 

 

  The  importance for the Palestinian Society 

The study recommendations will develop and improve the banks quality of 

services provided to the clients and it will help in continuing the humanitarian 

development across all economic and social sectors and making a positive impact in 

our communities. 

 

 The importance of the study for the University 

This is the first local academic study  that engages the importance of 

corporate social responsibility and clients loyalty according to researcher's 

knowledge. Therefore the study provides the academic libraries in Gaza with 

significant new research topics. 

 

 The importance of the study for the Researcher 

The study provides the researcher with good knowledge and new zones of 

researching in one of the largest banks in Gaza strip,  "Bank of Palestine". 
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1.8 Research limitations: 

 The bank refused to distribute the questionnaires by researcher or to supervise the 

process of distribution inside the bank's branches according to internal policies 

and laws of bank , 215 questionnaires were distributed by bank and only  (138) 

were distributed by the researcher herself,so most of questionnaires were 

distributed by a bank    

 The researcher couldn't reach the West Bank because of the closure of Gaza strip 

where the researcher lives.   

 

1.9 Terms  Definitions 

1. Corporate social responsibility: a set of activities contribute to develop the 

local economy and the quality of life , the social responsibility of 

organizations encompasses the economic, legal, ethical , voluntary and 

environmental activities. (Farcane & Bureana, 2015);(Mohr, Webb & Harris , 

2001);(Carroll ,1999). 

2. Economic social responsibility: direct and indirect economic impacts of 

organization's operations on the society and stakeholders as well such as 

maximizing profits, create jobs, establish local business linkage (Uddin, 

Tarique & Hassan , 2008) 

3. Legal social responsibility: performing in a matter consistent with all the 

state laws , governmental regulations, within the legal framework of the 

society (Carroll ,2016). 

4. Ethical  social responsibility: performing in a manner consistent with 

expectations of societal mores and ethical norms, recognizing and respecting 

new or evolving ethical/moral norms adopted by society (Carroll ,2016). 

5. Voluntary social responsibility : performing in a matter consistent with the 

charitable expectations of society, such as performing educational and 

cultural projects to improve the quality of life , involving a managers and 

employees in voluntary and charitable activities within their local 

communities.(Carroll & Shabana ,2009). 
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6. Environmental social responsibility: approaches to prevent or minimize 

adverse impacts support for initiatives, developing and diffusing 

environmentally friendly technologies .(Asemah, Okpanachi & 

Olumuji,2013) 

7. Clients loyalty: held commitment to repurchase a services or an overall 

feelings about the services provided despite any situational influences that 

cause switching behavior (Schiffman & Kanuk ,2010); (Worthington, 

Russell-Bennett & Härtel ,2010). 

8. Satisfaction : a comparison process between the actual service performance 

against their expectations , it is a matter of judgment the services and the way 

it provided (Oliver ,1999);(Grigoroudis & Siskos ,2009). 

9. Trust: the level of reliability and dependability held by customers to service 

provider  in their relationship includes staff trust , system and institution itself 

(Bülbül, 2013); (van Esterik-Plasmeijer & van Raaij ,2017). 

10. Corporate image: overall impression the organizations left on the clients 

mind about their reputations , identity and service quality (Kotler & 

Armstrong ,2010);(Khvtisiashvili ,2012). 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Section 1 

Corporate Social Responsibility  

2.1.1 Introduction 

In recent years most corporations and thier stakeholders showed a great interest on 

corporate social responsibility. In the past organizations goals were focused on 

increasing sales and profits, but now it look forward achieving targets other than 

profits to tell their customers that they are not only money making bodies but also it 

contributes to develop their society because it is considered as a part of it , it is also 

concerned about their employees , suppliers , customers and its stakeholders as a 

whole.  

In the past, financial performance was considered as a main indicator of a 

firm value. The greater the margins of profits, the higher rank would be given to 

firms.  

Maximizing a shareholder wealth was a considered one of the main 

objectives organizations seek to perform , also it was considered  as a major 

indicators of  organization's health, corporate social responsibility was given a main 

importance in the past, however today the perception about corporate social 

responsibility has changed significantly (Almohammad ,2010).  

 The main motive behind corporate social responsibility is the benefits that 

organizations can be derived when they socially responsible toward their 

stakeholders and society(Tian, Wang & Yang ,2011). The importance of CSR was 

discussed and explored later , many researchers have explored the potential effect 

that CSR has on consumer behavior and responses, such as product and services 

responses (Kaur ,2013) customer satisfaction(Arıkan & Güner ,2013);(Luo & 

Bhattacharya, 2006) or customer loyalty (Pérez & Rodríguez del Bosque, 

2015);(Chung, Yu et al ., 2015). 
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2.1.2 Corporate Social Responsibilities Definitions 

  

Corporate social responsibility term (CSR) has its origins back in the "1930- 1940's". 

Milton friedman (1970-2007) noted that " There is one and only one social 

responsibility to use its resources and engaging in activities designed to increase its 

profits as long as stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in free 

and open competition without deception or fraud and again". He defined corporate 

social responsibility as maximizing shareholder wealth. 

 ―the social responsibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, 

ethical and discretionary expectation that society has of organizations at a given 

point in time‖(Carroll)1979-1991. Carroll's definition has been used widely in most 

research on corporate social responsibility (Mandhachitara & Poolthong, 

2011) ;(Lindgreen & Swaen ,2010). 

The European Commission definition of corporate social responsibility is ―a 

concept whereby companies integrates social and environmental concerns in their 

business operation and in their interaction with their stakeholder on a voluntary 

basis‖. Corporate social responsibility is about ―doing the right things right‖. The 

World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) describes CSR as 

―the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable economic development, 

working with  employees,  their families, the local community and society at large to 

improve quality of life‖ (WBCSD,  2000).   

According to (Mohr, Webb et al., 2001), corporate social responsibility is a 

company's responsibility to minimize or avoid harmful effects of organizations and 

to maximize useful impact on society.   

The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (2006) has 

defined CSR as Behaving in an ethical manner and continuing commitment by 

organizations to contribute in developing the local and public economy of the 

society ,  and  improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families . 

"a commitment to improve community well-being through discretionary 

business practices and contributions of corporate resources (Kotler & Lee, 2008). 

From the marketing point of view, Alvarado‘s definition should be noted 

(2008) ‗The process of  strategic marketing activities, which a business company 

carries out and that involve its stakeholders‘ social and environmental concerns, so 
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that the damages are reduced and the long-run positive impact of the company on 

society is maximized‘.  

CSR has several functions and the activities can range from focusing in 

stakeholders interests to charity and volunteering activities. From the business 

perspective, CSR functions are primarily divided into three  main categories; 

maximization of value, risk management and corporate voluntary (Bhattacharya, Sen 

& Korschun, 2011).  

CSR functions recognized by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) and was published in ISO 26000 in 2010 ,ISO 26000 provides 

guidance on how businesses and organizations can operate in a socially responsible 

way. The European Commission (2011) explains CSR as ―the responsibility of 

enterprises for their impacts on society‖. 

Today, CSR is an integral part of many organizations mission statement , 

strategies and policies for ensuring long-term success and profits. Implementing CSR 

concept help in minimizing risks and increasing values and profits(such as improved 

corporate image reputation, employee commitment, competitive advantage etc.. 

(Bhattacharya, Sen et al., 2011). 

CSR is the way by which a company attains a balance or integration of 

economic, environmental, and social imperatives, while addressing shareholder and 

stakeholder expectations, with the understanding that businesses play a key role on 

job and wealth creation in the society (Alsenawi & Banat ,2014). 

Farcane and Bureana (2015) defined the CSR  as" Without neglecting the 

implicit social responsibility of companies towards others (like human beings) – by 

means of taxes and social charges imposed by law, and without fully accepting the 

extreme opinion that presents corporations as entities that indirectly hold all the 

communities‘ political, social and economic power, companies should strictly follow 

their economic goal, which implicitly fulfills all the additional requirements imposed 

to companies by some stakeholders". 
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2.1.2.1 Corporate social responsibility development over years : 

Table (2.1): CSR development over years, adopted by Researcher, 2017 

Main points and definitions Main Author Year 
CSR refers to the obligations of businessmen 

to pursue those polices, to make decisions , or 

to follow those lines of action which are 

desirable in term of the objectives and values 

of our society. 

Howard Bowen (1953) 1950 s 

“Businessmen's decisions and actions taken for 

reasons at least partially beyond the firm's 

direct economic or technical interest" 

Keith davis (1960) 1960s 

“The idea of social responsibilities supposes 

that the corporation has not only economic and 

legal obligations but also certain 

responsibilities to society which extend beyond 

these obligations” 

W. Mcguir (1963)  

―The social responsibility of business 

encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and 

discretionary (or philanthropic) expectations 

that society has of organizations at a given 

point in time‖ 

Carroll (1979) 

 

 

1970s 

Explored relation between CSR and financial 

performance 

Peter Drucker (1984) 1980s 

CSR built on the four dimentions of CSR, 

examined by Carroll in 1979: economic, legal, 

ethical and discretionary/philanthropic. 

(Triple Bottom Line): focusing on three issues; 

social responsibility (people), environmental 

responsibility (planet), and economic 

responsibility (profit).  

The aim of the CSR in this period is to 

measure the financial as well as the social and 

environmental performance of organizations. 

Carroll(1999)  

 

 

 

Elkington‘s (1998) 

1990s 

During the 21th century, the focus of the 

environmental aspect of CSR grew ,focus of 

CSR from a consumer perspective. 

corporations started to work and participate 

actively in projects regarding CSR predictably 

woke up an interest also among consumers. 

CSR is a marketing tool to achieve and 

maintain competitive advantage. 

companies should strictly follow their 

economic goal, which implicitly fulfills all the 

additional requirements imposed to companies 

by some stakeholders". 

Moher (2001) 

 

 

 

 

 

Micheal porter and 

mark kramer (2006) 

(Farcane and Bureana , 

2015) 

2000s –  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2015 
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2.1.3 The Role Of Corporate Social  Responsibility  In Marketing 

Cause related marketing (CRM) is another concept reflects the corporate social 

responsibility. The concept has been developed since late 80th century and one of the 

earliest definitions was formulated by (Varadarajan & Menon, 1988):  

―Cause-related marketing is the process of formulating and implementing 

marketing activities that are characterized by an offer from the firm to contribute a 

specified amount to a designated cause when customers engage in revenue-providing 

exchanges that satisfy organizational and individual objectives" . CRM can be 

defined as organizations promise to specialized a part of money to support and 

denote nonprofit organizations or to other social projects when customers purchase 

its products or services(Nan & Heo, 2007).  

CRM is also defined as ‗a promotional activity of an organization in which a 

societal or charitable cause is endorsed, commonly together with its products and 

services as a bundle or tie-in‘ (Idowu, Capaldi & Zu , 2013) 

CRM is considered an essential business policy that generates higher profits, 

improve corporate image and employee morale and successfully compete with 

competitors and increased sales through campaigns that positively impact consumer's 

attitudes toward the organizations, most importantly CRM is used as a marketing tool 

to gain customers loyalty (Demetriou, Papasolomou & Vrontis ,2010). 

Cause-related marketing as part of corporate social responsibility, becomes 

an increasingly used tool by companies operating in the market. Corporate social 

responsibility is important for maintaining long-term success, being each 

organization‘s essential competitive advantage and a path to society‘s sustainable 

development. The new consumers identify with increased requirements and will 

prefer to buy from companies that are committed to noble social causes, as long as 

there are no major differences concerning the quality of the products (Anghel, 

Grigore et al., 2011). 
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2.1.4 Theoretical Foundation of Corporate Social Responsibility 

  

1. Consumer Behavior Theory 

Consumer behavior theory is applied in various fields such as economics, marketing, 

psychology etc. Its principle assumption is that a customer efforts to allocate his or 

her money towards available goods and services in order to maximize value so it will 

lead to satisfaction. Customer satisfaction ultimately can cause to achieve customer 

loyalty towards a certain product, service, or even an organization. The purchasing 

decision can be affected by factors such as family and friends, the financial 

capability of the consumer, the attitude and perception of the buyer towards the 

product, external factors such as advertising or market perception etc. Consumer 

behavior is an essential guiding principle in understanding how customer loyalty is 

linked to CSR.  

The most dominant model of this theory is the utility theory. This theory 

assumes that a consumer is a rational economic being, who makes purchases based 

on the outcomes of the purchases therefore acting in self-interest(Schiffman & 

Kanuk, 2007). Consumer behavior can be defined as ―the study of the process 

involved when individuals or groups select, purchase use or dispose of products, 

services, ideas or experiences to satisfy needs and desires.‖ (Solomon, Bamossy , 

Askegaard & Hogg, 2006). 

 Organizations can use CSR to appeal to customer behavior. Advertising 

and brand promotion can be used to create awareness of products and services, which 

are working as a platforms of CSR activities. Despite CSR being carried out for 

public good, organizations are using it to attract and maintain customers, who like or 

want to be recognized with a company that carries out CSR activities.  

2. Stakeholder Theory  

This theory lists and describes those individuals and groups who will be affected by 

(or affect) the organizations actions. These individuals and groups hold a right and 

obligation to contribute in guiding the organization. There would be no end to simply 

assuming whose rights need to be accounted for due to the large number of 

stakeholders involved. Realistically, the stakeholders surrounding a business should 
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be described as those tangible affected by the organizations action. However, it 

would not be an easy task and constitutes a daily challenge for managers. 

Indeed,(Wood,1991) suggested stakeholders are likely to develop a different 

understanding of what CSR means and what they can expect from the organization in 

terms of CSR.  

Thus stakeholder management implies assigning organizational resources in 

such a way as to take into account the impact of these allocations on various groups 

within and outside of the firm (Jones, 1999). 

3. Corporate Social Performance Theory  

 

Corporate Social Performance theory has developed and retrieved from several 

earlier concepts and methods. Its foundation was referred to  (Bowen ,1953) who 

explained that, the social responsibility of firms was to setting policies and make 

decisions which are compatible with the objectives and values of the society  

In 1979, Carroll introduced the concept of corporate social performance, 

amalgamating the basic principle of social responsibility, and the specific philosophy 

of response to social issues. These were encompass of four obligations namely, 

economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic responsibility.  

Refer to (Garriga & Melé ,2004) The corporate social performance include 

the principles of CSR, expressed in term of institutions, organizations and   

individual levels, responses to the corporate social responsibility processes, such as 

environmental measurement, stakeholder management and issues management, and 

outcomes of corporate behavior including social effects, social programs and 

strategies and policies. 

2.1.5 Dimensions of Corporate Social Responsibility 

  

Carroll (1979,1999) explained in his definition the main types of responsibilities 

( economic , legal , ethical ad philanthropic ) in which it can provide a useful 

direction for business to engage in CSR activities. Carroll's definition has been used 

widely in most study on corporate social responsibility (Mandhachitara & 

Poolthong ,2011) ,(Lindgreen & Swaen, 2010), (Carroll & Shabana, 2009). 
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The environment dimension CSR represent the level of corporate support 

for the natural environment, such as the use of clean energy, the provision of 

environmentally friendly products and services, and the implementation of recycling 

programs. (Inoue & Lee, 2011). 

In this study the researcher based on the four dimensions of Carroll's social 

responsibility ( economic , legal , ethical ad philanthropic ) in addition to the fifth 

dimension which is the environmental dimension according to its importance which 

noted by many researches in a manufacturing or non-manufacturing organizations.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.1): The pyramid of CSR 

 Source: A. B. Carroll,1991; Rothaermel, 2013, "Strategic Management‖ p. 340 

 

 

2.1.5.1  Economic Responsibilities 

 The economic responsibility represents the basic layer of Carroll's pyramid and the 

main obligations of organizations. Economic responsibility was the base line to 

predict and achieve other types of responsibilities ( carroll, 1991). 

In the past , most organizations aimed to provide goods and services needed 

by consumers at a reasonable price to achieve high profits. This represents an 

economic responsibility that firms obliged toward it's society. But the question here " 

up to what extent should the organizations maximize it's profits? As carroll 1991 
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noted that profits of any organizations should be acceptable , but later this principle 

transformed into " maximization of profits" . 

Profit maximization term is expressed actually by  (Friedman ,1960-2007) 

who noted that ‗there is one and only one social responsibility of business to use it 

resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays 

within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition 

without deception or fraud‘.  

On the other hand Drucker (2006) provided another perspective of 

maximizing profits, he confirms that profits played  three main functions which are: 

first, measuring the value and effectiveness of business operations; second, it 

provides a ‗risk premium‘ for business to continue in a market and keep survived; 

and third, it insures the future supply of capital. From the prior it can be concluded 

that profitability term is referred to a minimum profits that firms could achieved not 

the maximum profits that can be generated (Drucker, 2006). 

Crane and Matten (2016) claim that economic responsibility is focused 

primarily on profitability and increasing revenues to shareholders ( dividends), while 

the others defined it as achieving a maximum level of profits.   

Anglo American (2003) emphasize in their Report to Society 2003 (a form 

of CSR reporting) as cited in(Visser, 2006) that ―our economic contribution extends 

far beyond the profits we generate and can be divided into:  

1. Value added in the course of production and the wider effects of these activities 

through payments to suppliers and multiplier (effects) and through investments in 

staff development, technology transfer and investment. 

2. The value to society of our products, which are used in the manufacture of goods 

that underpin our way of life and for which there are few ready substitutes‖ . 

  Nelson (2003) expressed the ―economic multipliers‖, in eight points as 

follows:    

1. Generate investment and income  

2. Produce safe products and services  

3. Create jobs  

4. Invest in human capital  

5. Establish local business linkages  
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6. Spread international business standards  

7. Support technology transfer  

8. Build physical and institutional infrastructure. 

Barnett (2007) provides another perceptive about maximizing profits , he 

noted that a higher profits leads stakeholders to think that the firm is doing 

something bad in order to maximize its profits, it may extracting more from the 

society than what is providing, or it may give a good impression to the shareholders 

or the upper management that the firm performed in an effective manner, This can 

lead to untrustworthiness of stakeholders toward firm and reduce their desirability to  

maintain a relations with the firm . 

However, today, the economic responsibility concept transformed from 

making profits to keep company survive and grow through pay their employees and 

increase shareholder's wealth and stakeholder interest as well. 

All organizations stakeholders ( employees, local governments, non-profit 

organizations, customers, suppliers, and the communities in which the companies 

operates) influenced by the economic performance of the firm whether directly or 

indirectly; for example an effective economic performance would help an 

organizations to improve its process and operations, employees' salaries and wages 

would be improved and increased so they have the ability to purchase goods and 

services and pay taxes . this activities will fuel the government and local industry 

(Uddin, Tarique et al., 2008).  

Researcher summarized Economic responsibility as : a process of maximize 

profits, ,maintaining a favorable market position and high level of efficiency , it also 

aim to create jobs and generate growth for society. The economic aspects of CSR 

consist of understanding the economic impacts of the company‘s operations. In the 

past economic aspects expresses in term of a financial issues of firms , but it is more 

than being financially accountable , recording employment figures and debts . the 

economic dimension should consider the direct and indirect economic impacts of 

organization's operations on the society and stakeholders as well. 
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2.1.5.2  Legal Responsibilities 

 

Legal responsibility is the second layer of corporate social responsibility pyramid , 

organizations should not only perform with the profit motive but also operate 

according to the laws and regulations while creating profits for shareholders. Firms 

are fulfilling the " social contract" between business and society when implemented 

its operations within the framework of laws. legal responsibility also reflects the " 

codified ethics" set by lawmakers(Carroll ,1991). 

Laws and regulations could be in adequate in these matters: 

 When laws can cover or address all of business issues that corporations may face. 

 Laws lag behind more recent concepts of what is considered right behavior. 

 When laws represents the personal interests of legislators.   

The legal obligations of a business deal with several areas, but at least the 

law determines the basic requirements that a business should obey (Morrison, 2011). 

The basic principles under which a business should operate is determined by laws 

and regulations which have been established by legislators of federal, state, and local 

governments (Carroll ,1999). Examples of some of the obligations that business 

organizations should obey are employment law, environmental law, and health and 

safety regulations followed by many more, which also differ from country to 

country. Furthermore, it is important that successful business organizations are 

fulfilling their legal responsibility to be marked out as one that obeys the law 

(Carroll, 1999). 

Legal responsibilities consist of four main components which 

are:(Carroll ,2016) 

 Organizations complying with all the state laws , federal and local regulations.  

 Operate within the legal framework of the society. 

 Performing in a manner consistent with expectations of government and law. 

  Providing goods and services that at least meet minimal legal requirements and 

fulfilling legal obligations to be defined as a successful firm.  
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2.1.5.3 Ethical Responsibilities 

Economic and legal responsibilities mark out standards about fairness and justice. On 

the other hand, ethical responsibilities indicate the practices and business 

performance which are accepted or prohibited by the society and it is not codified to 

any rules or governmental laws. 

It also represents those social norms, or expectations and concern of 

customers, employees, shareholders, and the community ,  respecting and protecting 

shareholders moral right. (Carroll,1991). Ethical responsibilities go further than legal 

responsibilities because it encompass any newly values and norms in a society, it is 

always in a dynamic interplay as any new issues arise into the light, organizations 

should be always aware of. As a result, this type of responsibility is very 

complicated, organizations face many difficulties to be managed and understood 

correctly because of its dynamic nature. Dealing with ethical responsibilities 

businesses are expected to behave in a way that is fair and right to avert wrongdoing 

to their stakeholder groups (Carroll ,2009).                

The components of the third layer can be summarized as: performing in a 

manner consistent with society norms and believes, keep recognizing of any new 

norms or moral norms adopted by society, preventing ethical norms from being 

compromised to achieve organizations goals and objectives, recognizing corporate 

integrity and ethical behavior go beyond mere compliance with laws and regulations 

and being good corporate citizenship as doing what is expected morally or ethically 

(Carroll ,2016). 

Social responsibility is not only a direct response to any issues and problem  

when arises, businesses should always have an ethical concerns since its 

establishment and contains an ethics in its business strategy, social responsibility , 

practices, polices , objectives and into a daily decision making.  

(Nicolae &  Sabina, 2010). 
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2.1.5.4  Philanthropic Responsibilities 

Philanthropic responsibilities includes all corporation's activities that are aiming to 

become good corporate in eyes of its citizens, society expect firms to use their 

resources to promote human welfare or goodwill through contribute in performing 

programs and projects (arts , educations or community) from its financial resources 

or executive time (carroll, 1991). 

McGuire (1963) argued that ‗The idea of social responsibilities supposes 

that the corporation has not only economic and legal obligations, but also certain 

responsibilities to society which extend beyond these obligations. By identifying and 

distinguishing the ethical and discretionary/philanthropic categories, Carroll clearly 

understood that McGuire is talking about responsibilities that every organizations 

should concerned with other than the economic and legal responsibilities. Carroll 

then divided the responsibilities into three categories ; first " required responsibilities 

" which refer to the economic and legal responsibilities; second "expected 

responsibility" which represents the ethical responsibilities ; and finally the 

philanthropic responsibilities which called the " desired one". In that manner he 

actually differentiate between the traditional and new responsibilities of businesses. 

The economic and legal responsibilities referred to the old contract between the 

society and organization ,while the ethical and discretionary/philanthropic 

responsibilities expressed the new responsibilities of business toward its society. 

Kotler & Lee (2008) essentially see  CSR as ‗a commitment to improve 

community well-being through discretionary business practices and contributions of 

corporate resources‘ 

Philanthropic responsibilities differ from ethical responsibilities , 

philanthropy is the most discretionary dimension of the corporate social 

responsibility , community desire firms to contribute their money and employees to 

welfare programs , but they don‘t considered the firm as unethical if they don‘t 

provide it (Carroll, 1991). Philanthropy may not generate returns but it will enhance 

the firm's competitive position in a long run through gains employees, customers 

loyalty and reputation .  

The fourth layer in the pyramid mainly consists of; performing in a manner 

consistent with the philanthropic and charitable expectations of society, assisting the 
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fine and implementing projects and programs supporting the ( education, art and 

culture), involving executives and employees in a voluntary and charitable activities 

in their communities , providing assistance to private and public educational schools 

and universities, assisting voluntarily those projects that developed a community's 

"quality of life" (Carroll &  Shabana, 2009). 

2.1.5.5  Environmental Responsibilities: 

 

The execution of  CSR activities usually differs from company to another based on 

its type or size and culture, Manufacturing companies faced many environmental 

challenges, on the other hand non-manufacturing (services) organizations face these 

issues but in a lower extent.  

 Whatever the nature of the commitment, most companies follow a similar 

series of steps when addressing their impact on the environment (Mazurkiewicz, 

2006). 

Asemah, Okpanachi & Olumuji (2013) confirms that environmental 

responsibility doesn't mean using the organizational energy in an efficient 

way ,minimizing the dependency on paper and using alternatives sources of energy 

which has a minimal effect on the environment and investing in a technology which 

reduce the air pollution. 

Environmental responsibility expressed as a proactive approaches to prevent 

or reduce the contradict effects of organizational initiatives, promoting greater 

environmental responsibility, developing and diffusing environmentally friendly 

technologies and similar areas.  

There are some points can be applied by organizations to develop their 

enviromental responsibility: (Asemah, Okpanachi et al., 2013). 

1. Corporate Environmental Policy: Companies usually establishing a set of 

environmental policies and strategies in order to minimize its environmental effect 

on the society . these  principles  express a company‘s intentions to respect the 

environment in its process, design and manufacturing then distributing the 

products and services, and establish an open-book policy whereby employees, 
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community members and others can be informed of any potentially adverse 

effects the company might have on the environment.    

2. Environmental Audit: organizations should asses the effect of its processes and 

operations on the surrounding environment before thinking how to minimize it, 

companies should understand the impact of its operations on the environment ,this 

is what is called" environmental audit" which expressed the kind and quantity of 

resources used by organizations and try to quantify this data in monetary items to 

understand the bottom-line impact. This also helps to set priorities  as to how a 

company can get the greatest return on its efforts.    

3. Employee Involvement: effective companies should set an environmental 

standards and strategies to be applied by its employees by engaging in a several of 

activities, especially education, in order to help them to understand the 

environmental effect of their processes and activities and try to support their 

efforts to make positive changes. On the other hand many companies helping their 

employees to become environmentally responsible through setting a true 

environmental ethics, provides a rewards and incentives ,and perform a 

recognition programs for the employees who approved his environmental 

commitment.    

4. Green Procurement: organizations try to find and purchase a green raw material, 

machines and products from suppliers that minimize its production impact on the 

environment .Some companies participate in buyer's groups in which they 

leverage their collective buying clout to push suppliers to consider alternative 

products or processes.    

5. Green Products: organizations aimed to produce green products or service which 

are more environmentally friendly, for example, the control of emissions, noise, 

reduced health and safety risks, and reduced energy requirements.    

2.1.6 Business Advantages of Corporate Social Responsibility 

Organization's that value corporate social responsibility stand the chance of having 

the following advantages: 

1. Enhanced Brand and Reputation:  
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Consumers are often attract to brands and good reputations companies. A 

socially responsible companies can also benefit from its reputation within the 

business community by having increased ability to attract capital and trading 

partners, it also have less risk of negative rare events. (Asemah, Okpanachi et al., 

2013). 

2. Reduction in Operation Costs:  

Some CSR initiatives can dramatically reduce operating costs. For example, 

reducing packaging material or planning the optimum route for delivery trucks not 

only reduces the environmental impact of a company‘s operation, but it also reduces 

the cost. (Asemah, Okpanachi et al. ,2013). 

3. Attracting New employees: 

Companies perceived to have a strong CSR commitment often have an 

increased ability to attract and to retain employees (Turban & Greening ,1997), cited 

in (Tsoutsoura ,2004 ; Asemah, Okpanachi et al.,2013)  which leads to reduced 

turnover, recruitment and training costs. Employees often evaluate their companies‘ 

CSR performance to determine if their personal values conflict with those of the 

businesses at which they work.  

4. It balances Power with Responsibility:  

As noted by  Frederick (1998) modern business corporation possesses 

power and influence and this should be accompanied with responsibility. When they 

do this, they win the goodwill of the community members, but when they fail to do 

this, they attract the wrath of the community members.  

5. It Discourages Government Regulation :  

Government regulations may affect the business negatively, but when 

organizations known that they have a social responsibility to the community where 

they operate, there may be no need for regulation. Frederick (1998), cited in 

(Asemah, Okpanachi et al., 2013)avers that business by its own socially possible 

behavior can discourage new government restrictions; it is accomplishing a public 

good, as well as, its own private good. 
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6. It Promotes Long Run Profit .  

This is the normal result of the better community relations and improved 

business image that responsible (Asada ,2010), cited in (Asemah , et al. , 2013) . 

They believe that because the society supports business by ensuring its continuous 

existence, the only way business can repay society is to continue to ensure that it is 

making profits. 

7. Recognizes Business Moral Obligations:  

Organizations owe a duty to provide amenities to environments where they 

operate. Thus, those who argue in favor of corporate social responsibility note that it 

is the organization's moral obligation to help society. (Asemah, et al., 2013)   

8. Stronger Relations within Communities through Stakeholder Engagement: 

This is a potentially important benefit for companies because it increases 

their "license to operate", enhances their prospects to be supported over the longer 

term by the community and improves their capacity to be more sustainable. 

Companies can use stakeholder engagement to internalize society‘s needs, hopes, 

circumstances into their corporate views and decision-making (Asemah, et al., 2013)   

2.1.7 Corporate Social Responsibility in Banking Sector: 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in banks has became a worldwide demand. 

Now a days, by recognizing CSR, banks from all over the world endorse programs of 

educational, cultural, and environmental, as well as health initiatives. Besides, they 

implement sponsorship actions towards vulnerable groups and charitable nonprofit 

organizations (Polychronidou, Ioannidou , Kipouros, Tsourgiannis & Simet, 

2014).the financial crisis in 2008 drew attention to the importance of corporate social 

responsibility in banking sector in order to increase trust , accountability and 

transparency. banking compared with other sectors, it affect a large number and 

variety of people (owners, depositor, managers, employees and government) (Yamak 

& Süer, 2005) cited in (Lentner, Szegedi & Tatay ,2015) 
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Corporate Social Responsibility in terms of the Banks According to 

Carroll's Model (Decker & Sale , 2009):  

1. Economic responsibility: This is the traditional reason for establishing banks, in 

other words to increase the owner's wealth, ensure profitability and growth. Since 

individual and corporate financial interests are constantly changing, banks try to 

developing new services, and updating the existing one and creating new channels 

to provides the various services more quickly and accurately. Some organizations 

interact with its stakeholders in order to share them in determining these new 

services. 

2. Legal responsibility: rules and regulations  are settled by governments " , which 

aim to reduce risks and ensure safety and confidence of the financial system. in 

practice, statutes are supplemented by the compliance with the guidance of 

various supervisory bodies and trade associations, which is signified by the 

compliance function . 

3. Ethical responsibility: norms and morals can be understood through clients and 

the expectations of external stakeholders. Every bank has its own code of ethics 

which encompass a basic principles of respect, integrity, fair treatment and 

transparency in bank's financial system.  

4. Discretionary (philanthropic) responsibility : it is not amendatory activities to be 

performed , it is a voluntary and charitable activity . however, today it become a 

common practice by all organizations and financial institutions to gain a better 

goodwill and society trust and respecting. 

Although banks have a slight impact on the environment , their indirect 

environmental responsibility may increased if banks grant credit to organizations in 

which harm the community and pollute the environment and violate human rights 

(Idowu & Leal Filho, 2009). 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Section 2 

Customer Loyalty 

2.2.1 Introduction 

 

Over the last decades, companies usually try to find methods to differentiate its 

operations , products and services provided to customers from their competitors. 

Total quality management , restructuring system and product redesign and innovation 

are systems applied by companies in order to compete others and be a distinct. 

However, these approaches focused on internal management ,organizations 

nowadays, looking forward to achieve sustainable competitive improvement based 

on applying customer oriented system which lead to customer satisfaction , 

commitment and finally to customer loyalty. Organizations today should seek to 

maintain long range relationship with customers to face a highly competitive 

environment and to enhance its profitability. 

Building a loyal customer base has not only become a major marketing goal (Fornell, 

Mithas , Morgeson & Krishnan, 2006), but it is also an important basis for 

developing a sustainable competitive advantage (Denoue & Saykiewicz ,2009). 

Understanding loyalty cultivation or retention is thus considered to be a key element 

in delivering long-term corporate profitability,(Chiou & Droge , 2006) . 

2.2.2 Loyalty Definitions  

 

Customer loyalty is defined as the relationship of relative attitudes on object (brand, 

service, and dealer) and repeat patronage (Onlaor & Rotchanakitumnuai ,2010). The 

customer loyalty term can be expressed as a combination of several favorable 

characteristics that lead to repurchase and recommend others to try good or services. 

(Jacoby, Chestnut & Fisher, 1978) posited that ―the success of a brand in the long 

term is not based on the number of consumers that buy it once, but on the number of 

consumers who become regular buyers of the brand‖ . 

Oliver (1999) defines customer loyalty as: "a deeply held commitment to 

rebuy or re patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby 
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causing repetitive same-brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational 

influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior." 

Walsh, Evanschitzky & Wunderlich ,(2008) defined loyalty as a "deeply 

held commitment to rebuy or patronize a preferred product or service consistently in 

the future, which causes repetitive same-brand or same-brand set purchasing, despite 

any situational influences and marketing efforts that might cause switching 

behavior" .(Baumann, Elliott & Hamin ,2011) expressed loyalty as attitude and 

behavior. (Kumar & Srivastava ,2013) define customer loyalty as ―Customer Loyalty 

is a psychological character formed by sustained satisfaction of the customer coupled 

with emotional attachment formed with the service provider that leads to a state of 

willingly and consistently being in the relationship with preference, patronage and 

premium‖. 

Loyal customers can serve as effective elements in the marketing 

mechanism when they refer their bank to more people. In this way these existing 

customers contribute towards increasing their respective bank‘s customer base and 

market share (Khan & Fasih ,2014). 

The operational definition Zhao, Webb & Shah, (2014) of customer loyalty 

provides a way for behavioral and attitudinal loyalty to be represented as tangible 

and functional constructs. There are three main components that are used in 

combination to provide a concrete picture of a customer's behavioral and emotional 

attachment to a product/service. These components are intent to repurchase/reuse, 

likelihood of recommending to others, and overall customer satisfaction. 

Griffin (1995) claims that there are four types of loyalty based on degree of 

repurchase and the degree of attachment.  

 Premium loyalty: characterized by high level of attachment to service provider 

and repeat purchase ,this type of loyalty should be strived by firms. 

 Inertia loyalty: is most susceptible to competitors' earnings. It characterized by 

high level of repeat purchase but no emotional attachment to the service provider.  

 Latent loyalty:  occurs when customers purchase the service infrequently, even 

though they feel a strong emotional attachment to the service.  

 No loyalty : occur when there is no attachment to the service provider and 

customers don't repeat purchasing from the firm again. 
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 2.2.3  Loyalty Benefits  

1. Loyalty benefits for the Organization 

There are a lot of benefits gained by keep organizations customer loyal ,it 

can be summarized as follows:(Bennett & Bove ,2002) 

 Acquiring a new customer costs more than retaining an existing one.  

It is more costly to establish a relationship with new customer, than the net 

return on the transaction itself. But as the relationship continues, leading to more 

business, the customer becomes profitable to the service provider. 

 Loyal customers tend to be less deal prone. 

Customers who had a strong and along run relationship with its bank or 

organizations, they are actually become less sensitive to price or any  Attractive 

efforts of competitors than a non- loyal customers. Customers who had a good 

personal relationship with their service provider did not affected by any issues or 

other alternatives and have the ability to pay whether the price go up or not.  

 Loyal customers are likely to provide free word-of-mouth advertising and 

referrals.  

Engaging in extensive word-of-mouth advertising is much more adopted by 

customers who had a clear and healthy and long run relationships with their service 

providers.   

 Loyal customers are likely to purchase additional products with less 

marketing effort.  

New services costs provided to the loyal customers are less than provided to 

the non-loyal customers due to their strong relationship with the firm. This is because 

there is a less need to conduct a wide variety of activities by the firm such as: 

informing , awareness building, qualifying activities, ―comfort building‖, 

competitive proposals and presentations. 
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 Loyalty customers tend to place similar orders and therefore usually cost less 

serve. 

The existence of a strong and a good relationship within customers and their 

service providers, will enhance the ability to serve them because the service 

provider's operations are understood and take few time to be accomplished and 

delivered.  

 Customer loyalty and employee loyalty tend to be positively correlated. 

When a customer become loyal to a service provider , this will lead to 

increases  employees loyalty because they will be more satisfied and comfort with 

their relations with a customer , a loyal customers are easier to serve because they 

well informed and aware how the system worked and built up good working 

relationships with loyal employees. Improved employees loyalty will led to improve 

customer retention. Because long serving customer contact personnel become 

increasingly experienced in creating value for their customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure (2.2): The Benefits of CSR  

Source: (Carroll , 2016) 
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2. Loyalty Benefits for the Customer (Bennett & Bove ,2002): 

 Long-term relationships between customers and service provider will minimize 

risks, and facilitate choice and achieve optimal satisfaction. 

 Enhance customer confidence about the firm , so it will supply appropriate 

product\ services and if the product is non- performing , the customer assured that 

the firm will take the corrective action quickly.  

 Loyal customer can economize decision efforts. 

 Firms could be easily understand loyal customer needs and this will reduce time 

consumed by customer in providing information , communicating problems.   

 Loyal customer can avoided the cost of learning new purchasing procedures.  

 loyal customer will encourage service provider to offer " special treatment " such 

as ( price breaks, faster services, extra attention, personal recognition).  

 Loyal Customers will gains a social benefits from a health and strong relationship 

with their service provider such as (feeling more comfort and familiarity, 

friendship, social support and personal recognition).   

In summary, loyalty provides many benefits to both the organization and the 

customer. To achieve a truly loyal customer base is a highly preferable goal for 

organizations but its achievement wanted to be accurately controlled and measured 

by firms. 

 

2.2.4 Service Loyalty Measures\ Dimensions 

 

In past, loyalty concept was focused on brand loyalty with respect to tangible goods, 

whereas loyalty service has remained underexpose. There are a reasons why brand 

loyalty results cannot be generalized to service loyalty: first, Service loyalty depend 

greatly on interpersonal relationship. Second perceived risk of intangibility is higher 

than goods , because it is difficult for the customer to evaluate the service quality of 

intangible things, also it is difficult and expensive to gather information of services 

(Ishak & Ghani ,2013). 

A review of the literature defines a loyalty in a three ways: First, is the 

purely behavioral stochastic approach, (Kuusik ,2007)Argues that behaviorally loyal 
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consumers can be divided into three sub-segments: forced to be loyal, loyal due to 

inertia or functionally loyal.  

Then, there is another approach that define the loyalty as an attitude. 

According to this approach,  it is not concerned on the a simple reaction of consumer 

as an actual behavior such as repurchasing, but it mainly focus on analyzing and 

describing the attitudes of consumers, so it is preferred in order to accurately 

measure the attitudinal consumers loyalty using tools which measure customer 

preferences and desires, their purchase intention, supplier prioritization and 

willingness to recommend " word of mouth ". (Khan, 2009) noted that a combination 

of these approaches is called composite loyalty. In addition to these approaches 

( behavioral and attitudinal) there is a cognitive loyalty  (Ehsan, Warraich & 

Sehribanoglu, 2016) which will be explained in detail later. However, (Worthington, 

Russell-, Bennett et al., 2010) suggests that all human behavior is a combination of 

cognitive, altitudinal ( emotional) and/or behavioral responses. 

Loyalty is said to evolve from the act of purchase which leads to customer 

satisfaction, then the customer trusted this product or services ,then they become 

more committed  and finally to  a loyal  customer (Njiru, 2014).  

In this study the researcher used the three loyalty-related dimensions 

explored by (Jones & Taylor ,2007);(Dahlgren ,2011), in order to measure the banks 

client loyalty (behavioral, cognitive and attitudinal loyalty).  

1. Behavioral Loyalty 

Most studies conducted on consumer goods has used a behavioral dimension as a 

measure tool of customer loyalty. Behavioral loyalty means consumer's repurchase 

behavioral or intension of specific brand (Russell-Bennett, McColl-Kennedy & 

Coote, 2007). 

Behavioral measures are based on observable, actual behaviors regarding 

the product\service , such as quantity purchased, purchase frequency and repeated 

buying (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2010). 

Behavioral loyalty dimensions includes : (1) Purchase frequency Broyles, 

2009, (2) Repurchase intention Jones & Taylor, 2007; Worthington, Russel-Bennett 
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& Hartel, 2010 ,(3) Switching intentions (Jones & Taylor, 2007) , (4) Brand 

allegiance (Worthington, Russel-Bennett & Hartel, 2009)   

However, Behavioral definitions lack of precision, because they do not 

distinguish between the  real brand loyal customer and spurious loyal customer who 

repurchase because lack of choice  or no alternative was provided, lack of provider 

preference (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2010). The customers seem to be less brand loyal 

when many brands offered in the store. On the other hand, the products having few 

competitors are purchased with high quantity and therefore are seen as having great 

brand loyalty.  

According Bloemer , Ruyter (1998) as cited in (Filip & Anghel ,2009) , 

bank behavioral loyalty can be defined as: the biased (nonrandom) behavioral 

response ( revisit), expressed over time, by some decision-making unit with respect 

to one bank out of a set of banks, which is a function of psychological (decision-

making and evaluative) processes resulting in brand commitment. So it  means 

customers will stay with bank even after unfavorable evaluation because changing 

the bank will be effortful (new account number and another website for transactions) 

and may cause a risk of financial mistakes and discontinuity (van Esterik-Plasmeijer 

& van Raaij, 2017). 

2. Attitudinal loyalty 

Attitudinal measures are concerned with consumer‘s overall feelings about service 

provided , and their purchase intentions (Schiffman & Kanuk ,2010). According to 

(Izogo ,2016) attitudinal loyalty is a deep sense of commitment by a customer to 

continue patronizing a particular telecom service provider and equally recommend it 

to others.  

The main attitudinal loyalty dimensions in the services literature include:  

commitment, providing positive word-of-mouth recommending the service to others 

(Mandhachitara & Poolthong, 2011). 

Some researchers have noted that a behavioral approach to measure the customer 

loyalty is insufficient because it does not distinguish between true loyalty and 

spurious loyalty that may result from a lack of available alternative for the 

consumer ,so both the altitudinal and behavioral ( repeating purchase) used to define 
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loyalty ( Jones & Taylor, 2007);(Kumar, Shah  & Venkatesan, , 2006);(Bove, 

Pervan , Beatty,& Shiu, 2009). Behavioral brand loyalty leads to a higher market 

share whereas the attitudinal loyalty enables the marketer to charge a higher price for 

the brand relative to the competition. Attitudinal loyalty dimensions can be 

summarized as : (1) Commitment to a brand (Worthington, Russel-Bennett & Hartel, 

2009, (2) Willingness to recommend (Jones & Taylor, 2007), (3) Brand preference 

(Broyles, 2009) 

3. Cognitive Loyalty 

Cognitive loyalty is another dimension of loyalty identified in more recent years, 

which viewed loyalty as a higher level dimension and involves the consumer‘s 

conscious decision making process in the evaluation of alternative brands before a 

purchase is made. Oliver (1999) building on the work (Manzuma-Ndaaba, Harada , 

Romle & Shamsudin, 2016) emphasized the value (price, time, energy, gain, loss, 

benefits) aspect of purchase decision in form of cognitive. Thus, customers are loyal 

to the extent of cognitive appraisal of their decision.   

Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) highlighted the importance of cognitive loyalty 

by stating as cited in (Ehsan, Warraich et al., 2016) ―If brand loyalty is ever to be 

managed, not just measured, it will have to be elaborated in a much more detailed 

description of cognitive activities rather than focusing only on behavioral aspects of 

brand loyalty (repeat purchase)‖. 

Cognitive loyalty for an organization or a brand means to keep committed to 

that organization or a specific brand based on the concerns of switching costs and 

brand attributes evaluation (Worthington, Russel-Bennett & Hartel, 2010). Cognitive 

loyalty is based in an information and prior knowledge about the brand or a recent 

experience based on belief that this brand is better than competitors brands (Harris & 

Goode ,2004).In loyalty framework developed by (Dick & Basu ,1994) also noted 

that the cognitive loyalty as an  important dimension to measure a loyalty which is 

associated with a rational customer who makes a decision based on a prior 

information and knowledge.    

Cognitive loyalty dimensions can be summarized as: (1) Price tolerance 

(Ulas & Bader Arslan, 2006);(Matzler, Grabner-Kräuter & Bidmon, 2008); (Jones & 

Taylor, 2007) ; (2) Exclusive consideration (Jones & Taylor, 2007; Worthington, 
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Russel-Bennett et al.,2010) (3) Brand Identification (Jones & Taylor, 2007; 

Worthington, Russel-Bennett et al., 2009) . 

2.2.5   The Antecedents Of Clients Loyalty 

 

In this study, In order to measure the effects of CSR dimensions on clients loyalty, 

researcher first identify the antecedents of customer loyalty, which are divided in two 

categories. First, customer related antecedents which is expressed in term (overall 

satisfaction) with the service (Pérez & Rodríguez del Bosque, 2015), and client trust 

of the bank is also considered as a main a variable that effect loyalty. (van Esterik-

Plasmeijer & van Raaij ,2017) have demonstrated  that trust is directly related to both 

behavioral and attitudinal loyalty.  Secondly, there is factor related to the bank itself 

such corporate image (Boohene & Agyapong, 2010). 

This study attempts to create a framework for examining loyalty by looking at three 

antecedents to service loyalty:  client satisfaction, client trust , and corporate image. 

 

2.2.5.1  Customer Satisfaction 

Competitive advantages and loyalty can be obtained by caring about customers. 

Nowadays organizations seeks for a ways to achieve higher level of customer 

satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is identified as one of the most important 

antecedents for customer loyalty in many service marketing literatures. There are 

many studies and researchers confirm that customer satisfaction has positive effect 

on loyalty as (Perez & Bosque ,2013); (chung ,Choi & Shin, 2013) ; ( Frances & 

Moreno ,2015); ( Taheri & Bavarsad ,2015);(Arkan & Ginner,2013); (Abbasi , 

Moezzi & Ranjbar, 2012). 

 

2.2.5.1.1  Customer Satisfaction Definitions: 

 

Oliver (1999) explained that customer satisfaction occur when customers compare 

between the actual performance of the provided services verse their expaectations 

and any discrepancy between the two generates disconfirmation which can be of 

three types: (1)Positive disconfirmation: high satisfaction (2) Negative 

disconfirmation: high dissatisfaction (3) Zero disconfirmation.  
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Philip Kotler says that customer satisaction is predetermined by how the 

expectations of the customer are met. Customer satisfaction is directly connected to 

customer's needs. The degree to which these needs are satisfied determines the 

enjoyment in the case of conformity or disappointment from discrepancy (Hill, 

Roche & Allen , 2007). 

  Satisfaction is the customer‘s fulfillment response. It is a judgmental that a 

product or service feature, or the product or service itself, provides a pleasurable 

level of consumption- related fulfillment (Oliver 1999). ‗This definition approaches 

two sides where the first approach defines satisfaction as a final situation or as end-

state resulting from the consumption experience and the second approach emphasizes 

the perceptual, evaluative and psychological process that contributes to 

satisfaction‘. )Grigoroudis & Siskos, 2009(. 

Aburoub, Hersh & Aladwan (2011) mentioned that customers satisfaction in 

the first place is interested in defining of buying behavior. It means a Comparison 

between expectation and the actual performance achieved which leads either to 

customers satisfaction or dissatisfaction of customer. 

From a service perspective, satisfaction is considered as an affective 

customer condition that results from a global evaluation of all the aspects that make 

up the customer relationship with the service provider . 

 

2.2.5.1.2 Importance of Customer Satisfaction  

In modern business philosophy business should be customer oriented . customer 

satisfaction is represent an excellence performance of a firm and it also helps to 

improve firm's competitiveness and profitability as well.  

However, the concept of customer satisfaction is not a new one. It is 

founded in the  early of 1980‘s where some researchers argued that customer 

satisfaction is the best reflection of customer loyalty. They also confirmed that 

customer satisfaction has a direct effect on company's financial performance" 

profitability" , ROI (return on investment), or earning per share. Satisfied customer is 

very difficult to them to take a decision to change their brand ,so they think many 

times before switching what they are desired because they become attached 

emotionally and also afraid to believe on alternatives quality Oliver (1999).  
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  Wadud (2013) mentioned a main advantages of measuring customer 

satisfaction:  

 Business can evaluate their current performance compared with the competitors 

and setting their future strategies and plans.  

 Business have the ability to seek and obtain any potential market opportunities by 

measuring their customers satisfaction. 

 It help the organizations to recognize their consumer behavior in order to analyze 

their expectations, needs and wants.  

 It improve the communication between the organizations and their customers.  

 Business can identify their weakness and strength and compare it against rivals , 

based on customers perceptions and judgment.  

 Satisfied customer motivate the business and employees to increase productivity.   

2.2.5.1.3 Measuring Customer Satisfaction  

Today measuring customer satisfaction become an integral part to most of business 

organizations. The importance of customer satisfaction has increased thus many 

organization considered measuring customer satisfaction should be set as a factor 

which determined the health and efficiency of a firms. 

Wadud (2013) said, customer satisfaction measurement represent as an 

indicator for all employees of a business achievement and accomplishment involved 

in any stage of the customer service process and it motivates people to perform as 

well as achieve higher levels of productivity.  

The researchers who investigated loyalty in the banking sector have 

attributed it as a function of customer's satisfaction with the bank (Ladhari, Ladhari 

& Morales, 2011).The customers who are loyal spend much more than others and 

also spread positive word-of-mouth about the bank‘s service offers (Amin, Isa & 

Fontaine , 2013) .It can be concuded that service quality is an effective tool to keep 

customers loyal to the bank. Once the customers are loyal, they will generate positive 

word-of-mouth about the bank, will spend more, and will be less prone to switching 

to other service providers. Customers will also stay loyal to a bank if they feel that 

banks staff is providing a sincere advice and are treating them as Customer perceived 

service quality. 
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According to this study the following factors were used to measure clients 

satisfaction: friendly employees, Helpful employees, service quality, good value, 

clarity and quick service , problem solving based on (Pérez and Rodríguez del 

Bosque) study. 

2.2.5.2 Customer Trust  

Customer trust is a main parameter in a relationship marketing and plays an essential 

role in increasing customer retention and loyalty(Aydin & Özer, 2005); (Khan, 

Ferguson et al., 2015). 

Trust is defined as the level of reliability ensured by one party to another 

within a given exchange relationship . In a marketing context, trust is usually linked 

to consumer expectations concerning the firm‘s capacity to assume its obligations 

and keep its promises . These expectations are based on the firm‘s competence, 

honesty, and benevolence . Competence is expertise; and, for customers, it reflects 

the firm‘s capacity to carry out transactions and to meet their expectations. Honesty 

is associated with fulfilling promises made by the firm, and benevolence represents 

the firm‘s willingness to take into consideration consumer interests when making 

decisions and when planning for engagement in customer relationship activities. 

Consumers who trust a firm expect promises to be respected as advertised. They also 

expect the firm to act based upon their interests (Nguyen, Leclerc & LeBlanc, 2013). 

Trust is important for client bank relationships and, for quite a number of 

reasons. Trust facilitates transactions with clients because they do not have to worry 

about their personal interests being taken care of, their savings with the bank, and the 

financial products they have bought or intend to purchase from the bank, which 

include insurance policies and mortgages . 

Trust classified into  (person, system, institution) that can be trusted within 

the firm, Person trust is the trust in banks staff. System trust is trust in banks in 

general, banks operations system, and the transfer of money. Trust within the 

banking network (between banks and other financial institutions (Bülbül, 

2013).System trust is also referred to as broad-scope trust, and may be defined as 

―the expectation held by consumers that companies within a particular business type 

are generally dependable and can be relied on to deliver on their promises.‖ 
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Institution trust is the trust in a bank to keep its promises and to act according to the 

agreed promises, procedures, and outcomes. This is also referred to as narrow-scope 

trust, defined as ―the expectation held by customers that the service provider, in this 

case the bank, is dependable and can be relied on to deliver its promises (van Esterik-

Plasmeijer & van Raaij, 2017). 

 

2.2.5.2.1 Customer Trust Measures: 

In the services sector, the intangibility and high risk involved in service transactions 

means that the concept of trust is very important in developing and sustaining 

business relationships.    

  Trust is a multidimensional phenomenon.  In a study of the relationship 

between bank staff and its customers, (Heffernan, O'Neill & Travaglione & 

Droulers , 2008) identified three dimensions of trust: credibility, integrity and 

benevolence. They found a positive and significant relationship between the 

dimensions of trust, relationship manager's level of trust, emotional intelligence and 

bank's financial performance  

Pirson and Malhotra (2008) used a distinguish competence, integrity, and 

transparency as determinants of customer trust. Competence includes technical and 

managerial competence to provide financial services and to provide a consultant 

services to customer to take a decisions, and to solve problems and complaints. It is 

clear that no one will trust an incompetent institution. However, being competent is 

not enough to be trusted. Integrity of employees, fairness in rules and procedures, 

and with  customer treatments. benevolence, caring for the customers‘ interest and 

wellbeing. Transparency is disclosure of information to customers, not only about the 

benefits but also about the costs and financial risk . 

Ennew and Sekhon (2007) distinguish five determinants of trust of financial 

services: benevolence (customer orientation), integrity (fairness), ability/expertise 

(competence), shared values, and communications (transparency). 

  Based on (Schumann, von Wangenheim , Stringfellow,Yang, Praxmarer, 

Jimenez, Blazevic, Shannon, Randall MShainesh &Komor, , 2010), and (Sekhon, 

Ennew Kharouf  & Devlin, 2014) studies and researches, six determinants of 

(institution , system  and staff trust), were used to measure trust: 
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 competence, ability, expertise; 

 stability 

 integrity, fairness, credibility, honesty, (consistency); 

 customer orientation, benevolence; 

 open and clear communications; 

 shared values. 

In this study the researcher based on measuring the trust on the following 

determinants which mention and approved in a previous studies: 

 Staff trust (fairness, integrity, honesty, competence). 

 Bank System ( clarity , truthfulness in business communication ,safe transactions). 

 Institution "bank"( stability, reliable ).  

2.2.5.2.2 Tools  Of  Building Customer Trust  

It's a proven fact that building customer trust in services provided and institution is a 

great way to increase profits and build a strong, dependable consumer base. Most of 

the techniques come down to treating customers the way that they want to be treated 

(Paliszkiewicz & Klepacki ,2013). 

Strategies to build customer trust can be as follows:  

 Highlight professional accomplishments, certificates and awards on websites. 

organizations should represents their a professional achievements for overall 

public on the website as an evidence for their efficiency . Certificates and awards 

can be framed and posted for all to be seen on the site.  

 Share testimonials. Testimonials and certificates can help build customer trust in 

organization such as ISO certificates. 

 Organizations should be honest and straightforward. The key to building customer 

trust is to meet agreed obligations and build a mutual relation with customer based 

on a trust and creditability. 

 Secured transactions. Organizations should show clients that they want to protect 

their data by using secured communication. 
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 Respond personally to complaints and different issues and Make it easy for 

customers to complain by offering phone numbers e- mail to share their problems. 

 Give the right advice to the clients. clients want to be able to trust the advice and 

recommendations bank gives to help them in taking the correct decision. 

 Company profile. Organizations can build trust with their customers by providing 

a historical information of a company , reasons of establishment ,their main goals 

and objectives and  employee profiles if any. 

2.2.5.3  Corporate Image 

Corporate image is the customer's opinion of the company regarding its service, 

product quality, culture, corporate behavior or the behavior of company's employees 

and others. (Smith & Taylor, 2006) declare: ―images and perceptions are created 

through all senses (sight, sound, smell, touch, taste) and feeling experienced through  

product usage, customer service, the commercial environment and corporate 

communications‖. 

Kandampully and Hu (2007) noted that corporate image contains two main 

components; the first is functional such as the tangible attributes that can be easily 

measured and evaluated. The second is emotional such as feelings, attitudes and 

beliefs the customers have towards the firm. These emotional components are based 

on accumulative experiences the customer have over a time with the organization.  

Alwi and Da Silva (2007) claimed that corporate image may lead to an 

association between the product attributes or benefits, people and relationships or 

consumer orientation, programs and values (responsibility) of the company to 

environment and social responsibility and the credibility of the company . Contact 

that occurs between consumers and companies directly or indirectly may affect the 

existence or strength of association.  

Thus, corporate image is a communication process in which the firms set 

and distribute specific message that constitutes their strategic intent; mission, vision, 

goals and identity that reflects their core values (Bravo, Montaner & Pina, 2009). 

Similarly bank image is everything that the bank is and does: Its identity,  

bank image is constructed through the relationship between the bank and its 

stockholders or various clients . For a good image to be portrayed by banks, it must 
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have a strong corporate identity and i to behave with integrity. In this way, a good or 

bad reputation would be the final result of management behaviors and organization 

public relationships. As regards to the banking sector, several scholars recognize that 

corporate image is particularly one of the most valuable assets for any financial firm 

and most of all for a global, financial institution (Stansfield, 2006). 

Corporate image represents the overall impression , and a picture the 

organizations drawn on the minds on their customers and the public . (Kotler & 

Armstrong ,2010); (Kim & Lee ,2010) described corporate image as the perception 

of an organization that customers hold in their memories, because it works as a filter 

through which a company‘s whole operation is perceived and it reflects a company‘s 

overall reputation and prestige. Some researcherS argue that corporate image is one 

of the greatest factor affecting customer loyalty.  

Many researches argued that corporate image is an antecedents of customer 

loyalty according to (van den Berg & Lidfors ,2012); (Boohene & Agyapong, 2010) 

and (Agyei & Kilika ,2014). Since corporate image is an attitude, it affects 

behavioral intentions such as customer loyalty and offers an indication of a positive 

relationship between corporate image and customer loyalty. A study of the Turkish 

mobile phone industry by (Türkyılmaz & Özkan ,2007) provides evidence of a 

positive relationship between corporate image and customer loyalty but it indirectly 

affect firm's loyalty. 
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2.2.5.3.1 Advantages of a Good Corporate Image  

Smith and Taylor (2006) confirmed  that corporate image can lead to competitive 

advantage, it can help to:   

 Improve sales:  customers desired to purchase and deal with companies had a 

good reputation, rather than that had not any information or had a bad 

reputation.  

 Support new product development : organizations can be easily introduce any 

new product or services and penetrate it in a market without any problems 

only if , it well known and has a good reputation among public.  

 Strengthen financial relations : a well-known organizations has the ability to 

make deals with other organizations and suppliers easily , financing their 

activates from banks… etc.       

 Harmonize employee relations: Effectively managed corporate identity will 

create a sense of common purpose within organizations. If the employees 

perceive a good image about their company , it will be expressed in their 

communication with the customers , so they will help to transform and build 

appositive or negative picture in the mind of the company's customers. 

 Manage crises : In times of crisis, a company with a good image will not 

suffer as an organizations with bad reputation, it enjoys a presumption of 

innocence. 

2.2.5.3.2 Corporate Image Dimensions: 

According to corporate image consists of several dimensions of corporate identity, 

corporate reputation, and service quality provided by the company. The service 

quality includes three sub dimensions: physical quality, interactive quality and 

corporate quality. 

Nukpezah and Nyumuyo( 2009) and Islam (2010) indicated that corporate 

image is related to the functional "physical" and emotional "behavioral" attributes of 

the firm, such as business name, identity, architecture, variety of products/services, 

and the impression of quality communicated by each person interacting with the 

firm‘s clients. They concluded in many sectors including (telecommunication, 
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education, and retailing) that corporate image has a appositive relationship with 

customer loyalty.  

The researcher measure (a corporate image) of a bank by :corporate identity, 

corporate reputation, and service quality,  based on the study of (Khvtisiashvili, 

2012) dimensions.  

 

2.2.5.3.3 Distinction between Corporate Image , Identity and Reputation. 

Many definitions and ideas are similar to the concepts of corporate image such as 

identity, and reputation. Both corporate identity and corporate image are 

interchangeably used , but actually there are difference between the terms.  

Hence, corporate identity realized as firm‘s presentation in which contains: 

first, the company overall appearance which differentiate one company from the 

other. Second is about corporation's perception who you are, what is your business 

and how you perform( logo, name) your duties.  

However, corporate reputation represents a part of corporate image, which 

concerned with the internal perceptions like management and leadership 

style ,credibility actions, guarantee of reliable service and organization culture 

focused on customer's requirements (Khvtisiashvili ,2012). 

Finally, it can be concluded that corporate image is a broad concept 

encompass both corporate identity and corporate reputation , which considered as a 

sub criteria of the whole image of corporation. 

 

2.2.5.3.4 Characteristics of Corporate Image 

  There are several key characteristics that shows corporate image to be 

favorable.(Amaka & Campus, 2012).  

 Consistency Corporate image must be consistent with the company's service 

portioning statements. Once the company defines who it is, what it offers and 

what benefit it provides to its target audience, it is important that this is reflected 

in its corporate image.  

 Believable and Credible Corporate image must be believable in the minds of the 

public. It should not be image just written on papers but shown to the public.  
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 Advertising Parallels Advertising strategies must parallel the image a company 

is striving to create. Advertising strategy of the company should be aligned to 

suite the corporate image of the company.  

 Alignment with Similar Value Corporate image is the way the company is 

identified and perceived by the market. It is essentially the personality of an 

organization and what differentiate it from competitors. A good corporate image 

is created by its leadership team, its employees, marketing experts, public 

relations and media and other formalized form of promotion.  But is also defined 

by how well the company align its product services, and actions with the image it 

is trying to create. A good corporate image is what generates and promotes sales 

and revenue for a company and it is reflection of day to day activities of the 

organization. 

 

2.2.6  Relations between the antecedents 

1. Customer Satisfaction: 

Customer satisfaction is described as the result of a comparison of the customer's 

expectations and his or her subsequent perceived performance of service quality. 

(Herington, Weaven , Dennis & Merrilees, 2009);(Pérez, del Mar García de los 

Salmones  & Rodríguez del Bosque, 2013);(Chung, Yu et al., 2015);(Servera-

Francés & Arteaga-Moreno ,2015); (Arıkan & Güner 2013);(Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 

2012) agreed about that customer satisfaction has appositive and direct relation with 

customer loyalty, if the customer more satisfied by the service or the product offered 

they become more loyal to the firm . 

In marketing relationship, customer satisfaction is considered one of the 

most affecting factors on customer loyalty (Kandampully & Suhartanto 2000) when a 

customer is satisfied with a bank‘s service quality, the customer will more likely 

favor the bank and be continuously loyal to it   . 
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2. Corporate Image:  

corporate image results from service quality evaluation process. If customers are 

satisfied with the delivered services, they tend to hold positive image toward that 

service firm. 

Corporate image too exerts a direct effect on service loyalty. (Boohene & 

Agyapong ,2010) indicated that when corporate image increase customer loyalty 

toward the brand will be increase, and they confirm that corporate image affect 

behavioral intention of a customer . 

The corporate image directly affects the customer‘s trust, and also indirectly 

affects customer‘s loyalty.(Sallam ,2016) indicated that corporate image has 

significantly a positive influences on customer trust .  (Aydin & Özer, 2005) found 

that corporate image affects positively customer loyalty but the effect is not 

statistically significant, it has indirect effect on customer loyalty, the others indicated 

that corporate image plays as moderator role in the relationship between corporate 

social responsibility and customer loyalty (Chun & Bang ,2016),(Martínez, Pérez et 

al., 2014).  

Corporate image positively influences behavioral intention of service 

loyalty, the more positive the corporate image and high service quality, the greater 

the trust of the firm. If a bank provides valuable service to a customer, it will lead to 

higher customer satisfaction, and this in turn will improve its image. Then client will 

trust the bank . 

3. Trust: 

In service industries, it appears that when a customer trusts a brand and service 

quality, customers are likely to build a positive behavioral attitude toward the brand, 

on the other hand (Trif ,2013) proved appositive link between customer trust and 

customer behavioral and attitudinal loyalty ,it also reveals that customer satisfaction 

is better indicator of customer loyalty than customer trust. 

 Servera-Francés & Arteaga-Moreno (2015) , Madjid (2013) agreed that 

customer trust has appositive and statistically significant effect on customer 

satisfaction and building up trust enhances customer satisfaction. It is also noted that 

trust palys a mediating role in a relationship between customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty. Which means that customer satisfaction has indirect significant 
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effect on customer loyalty through customer trust. So in order to gain customer 

loyalty the corporation should ensure high level of customer trust. 

2.2.7  Corporate Social Responsibility and Customer Loyalty 

 

Many studies have articulated the impact of corporate social responsibility on 

customer loyalty whether directly as noted by Many researchers (Chung and 

Bang ,2016); (Abbasi, Mozzi , Ayvazi and Ranjber, 2012); (khan,Fergusonn and 

Perez , 2014); (Taheri and Bavarsad,2015); (alam and rule ,2014) which mentioned 

in chapter 3 "The previous studies". 

Customer loyalty is one of the most important factors which reflects consumer 

behaviors, businesses use CSR as a marketing tools to influence customer loyalty.   

Chun and Bang (2016) indicated that corporate social responsibility affect 

indirectly customer loyalty through corporate image and customer trust ,while 

(Chung, Yu et al. ,2015) approved an indirect relationship between CSR and loyalty 

through customer satisfaction.  

 In 2010, Liu et al. conducted a study on the perceived CSR and customer 

loyalty based on the dairy market in China. After testing and analyzing the 

hypotheses ,he argues that product quality, trust, image and satisfaction have a 

positive influence on customer loyalty, while there was no significant direct 

relationship between CSR and customer loyalty. He concluded that the perceived 

CSR might have an indirectly effect on customer loyalty (Liu & Ji, 2010) .Most 

studies indicates an indirect relationship between corporate social responsibility and 

customer loyalty though loyalty antecedents ( satisfaction, corporate image, service 

quality ,trust, commitment, customer identification ). 

Researcher from this study aims to explore whether the CSR activities of the 

bank have a direct or indirect effect on clients loyalty , based on the role of loyalty 

antecedence ( satisfaction, trust, bank image) to explain the effect more accurately. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Section 3 

Population Profile 

2.3.1 Introduction  

Bank of Palestine was established in 1960 with the view of promoting financial 

services in Palestine, financing projects and fulfilling the financial and banking needs 

of the different economic and social segments of the Palestinian society. Bank of 

Palestine is one of the largest national banks operating in Palestine with a broad 

range of branches, offices and ATMs. The Bank employs a crew of qualified 

personnel providing services to more than 750,000 customers including individuals, 

firms and organizations. Through keeping up-to-date and utilization of the latest 

technology conjointly with the implementation of the best policies and international 

practices including disclosure, good governance, transparency. The Bank‘s trading 

shares were listed in the Palestinian Exchange in 2005 hence becoming the second 

largest company listed by its market value amounting to about 15% of the Exchange 

market value. 

The community projects in the Palestinian society gained support by Bank 

of Palestine, where 6%  of its total annual profit has been allocated to support the 

community. Corporate social community policy of the Bank of Palestine is involved 

in initiatives across the local community sectors such as including education, youth 

empowerment, innovation, sports, health and environment, arts and culture, 

development , economic affairs and diaspora relations, humanitarian aid in addition 

to women empowerment. Employees of the bank of Palestine are highly encouraged 

to effectively participate in voluntary work development projects in partner 

organizations and humanitarian initiatives.         

Bank of Palestine claims that they  are dedicated to continued humanitarian 

progress across all economic and social sectors and creating a progressive influence 

in our communities. 

 

Social contributions of the bank reached 2,292,806 US dollars during 2014, 

which is equivalent to 5.39% of the Bank‘s net profit, as it led several developmental 
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projects along with its partners, in addition to the needs within ―Palestine in Our 

Hearts‖ campaign. 

The Bank also completed the implementation of ―Zamala‖ program to 

contribute to the development and advancement of university education in Palestine, 

through enriching the expertise of lecturers and professors in Palestinian universities; 

46 professors were sent on fellowships to conduct studyand training in various 

specialties. The Bank‘s efforts and activities also focused on children and 

environment; the Bank, in collaboration with its partners within ―Al-Bayyara 

Playgrounds‖ project, established seven new recreational parks for children in 

several governorates, bringing the total number of parks to 17. More than ten other 

parks will be established in various areas. 

2.3.2 Bank's corporate social responsibility activities 

 

a) Sports 

Sports, as a common language, significantly contributes towards reflecting a 

civilized image of the Palestinian society to various countries around the world. 

Accordingly, the Bank provided its support and sponsorships to this sector, including 

sports clubs and championships, international matches for our Palestinian teams, and 

many other events. 

  The most important sports projects sponsored by the Bank during 2015 

included: 

 Sponsorship of the national team during their participation in the AFC Asian Cup. 

 The Bank‘s sponsorship of the Palestinian Cup primary match between Ahli Al-

Khalil Club and Shijaia Football Club, and provided financial support to both 

clubs. 

 Sponsorship of the General Women League, which is the main championship for 

women's football in Palestine 

 

b) Health and Environment 

During 2015, the Bank continued to provide great contributions towards supporting 

the health sector and the preservation of the environment, as they both constitute an 

essential and sustainable part of peoples‘ lives. Moreover, the Bank committed to 
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contributing to this sector voluntarily due to its enormous and national long-term 

benefits.  

  The most important health projects sponsored by the Bank during 2015 

included: 

 Providing financial support to Al-Makassed Hospital to strengthen its resilience 

and also the distinctive health services in the heart of Jerusalem. 

 A campaign launched by the Bank in partnership with the Palestine Red Crescent 

Society to support people with hearing impairments through the collection of 

1000 hearing aids. 

 

c) Arts And Culture 

Culture plays the largest role in the advancement and development of communities 

and the growth in various scientific, intellectual and literary fields. Culture 

constitutes one of the main components of the Palestinian identity and is a part of our 

ancestors‘ legacy that we are responsible to preserve. Accordingly, the Bank 

promoted and supported cultural activities in Palestine, through various sponsorships 

of cultural events, festivals, and exhibitions that reflect our identity and enlighten our 

memory. This is in addition to honoring our innovators and poets.  

The most important cultural – art  projects sponsored by the Bank during 

2015 included: 

 Milan Expo 2015 for Global Culture, with the participation of Palestine, which 

was organized by the Palestine Trade Center (PalTrade). 

 Continued support of Edward Said National Conservatory of Music, who 

established a national orchestra group for youth. 

 Sponsorship of a range of cultural festivals that promote the Palestinian identity 

and revive the history and nobility of the Palestinian people. 

 

d) Development, Economic Affairs and Diaspora Relations 

The developmental aspects in Palestine diverge to form plans for projects that 

promote growth and alleviate unemployment. As for abroad, the Bank provided 

support to events that attract Palestinians in the diaspora and investors within the 
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Arab world, in order to make a quantum leap in terms of the development of the 

economy and other projects. 

  The most important projects sponsored by the Bank within this sector during 

2015 included: 

 Providing support to the maintenance of governmental schools in the Gaza Strip, 

through the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for a period of 

three years. 

 Sponsorship of a project to develop the professional capabilities of fishermen in 

the fields of construction and maintenance of fishing boats, in order to help the 

fishermen in Gaza Strip living under difficult circumstances. 

 The Bank continued with the implementation of ―Al-Bayyara Parks‖ project to 

establish safe and healthy recreational spaces for children's‘ entertainment. 

e) Humanitarian Endeavors 

The Bank continued to provide humanitarian contributions inside the country and 

abroad by adopting a group of programs, projects, and partnerships with charitable 

associations and community organizations that support orphans and children with 

special needs in addition to providing assistance for social cases.  

  The most important projects sponsored by the Bank within this sector during 

2015 included: 

 The Bank provided its sponsorship to ― Wajd ‖ program that aims to support orphans as a 

result of the war on Gaza in 2014, by providing comprehensive and sustainable 

sponsorships  to around 2,128 orphans who lost one of their parents or their entire 

families due to the war. 

 A group of Ramadan Iftars for orphans in various cities in the West Bank and the Gaza 

Strip, with the participation of more than 3000 orphans. 

 Continued partnership with Give Palestine Association that provides humanitarian 

services to people under poverty in various governorates of the country. 

 

f) Women Empowerment 

The Bank greatly focuses on Palestinian women through its activities that aim to 

encourage their active participation in the various sectors of the social and economic 
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life .This is in addition to launching banking and financial programs to support 

Palestinian women to participate in various sectors within the economy. The Bank 

also conducted awareness campaigns to raise women's‘ awareness in various fields, 

including culture, health, social issues, as well as other fields, which was positively 

reflected within the sectors of the society. The Bank believes that the advancement of 

the society is achieved through the empowerment of women, by providing a greater 

role for women to participate in the various aspects of the social and economic life.  

The most important projects sponsored by the Bank within this sector during 

2015 included: 

 Providing  support to the Business Women Forum to contribute to enhancing the 

role of Palestinian women within the economy. 

 The Bank‘s sponsorship for the contestant Noor Daod in Formula 2 races, in 

which she represented Palestine in many international forums (bank of Palestine , 

2015). 
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Chapter 3 

Previous Studies 
3.1 Introduction 

Many researches and scientific paper discussed corporate social responsibility 

development and how customer perceived it and how organizations implemented it 

and concern about it, lot of studies discuss the effect or relationship between 

corporate social responsibility and loyalty and may other factors. 

From reviewing the previous studies it is obvious that CSR is a main 

concept that most organizations tend to apply in order to success and achieve 

sustainability , it is considered as strategic tool for achieving companies goals and 

competitive advantages. 

This study reviews twenty six studies , 21 of them foreign studies , 3 of 

them Arabic studies (regional) and 2 of them is local studies (Palestinian studies), in 

which conducted in many sectors (manufacturing or service) such as banking, 

restaurants, hosting, retailing, education, telecommunication ;  most of these studies 

has a direct relations with the main topic of the study.   

This study discuss the effect of corporate social responsibilities on clients 

loyalty (attitudinal or behavioral and cognitive) by exploring the effect of loyalty 

antecedents ( trust , customer satisfaction and corporate image) as a mediators in the 

relationship between CSR activities and clients loyalty. 

 

3.2 Local Studies ( Palestinian Studies): 

 

1.  (Mehjez, 2016).The Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility on Banking 

Brand's Image in Gaza Strip (Employee's Perspective) 

The main objective of this study is to measure the effect of Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) (employees, customer, services  and economic development, 

legal regulations, ethical dimension and finally, management concern towards 

investors, owners and the community)  on banking Brand's Image in Gaza Strip. The 

study targets all the banks that working in Gaza Strip which are eleven banks.   

A questionnaire was used as a tool for collecting a data which was 

distributed to all top and middle managers who are 184. A number of 151 

questionnaires were valid for analysis.  
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The results founded that:  

CSR key factors have a positive effect on the bank's brand image in Gaza Strip. It is 

noticed that management concern towards: employees, ethical dimension and finally, 

management concern towards investors, owners and the community have the highest 

effect on brand image. As local banks indicate that CSR key factors have a good 

impact on brand's image greater than foreign banks. But it is the same positive 

relationship for both Islamic and traditional banks.   

The main recommendation of this study are: 

Banking sector should pay special attention to CSR through clear vision and mission 

that contains economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic dimensions. Moreover, banks 

should focus on CSR as an effective strategy with indirect and long term financial 

benefits through enhance their brand image. Additionally, banks should give more 

interest in reporting CSR annually, and raise awareness between staff and the abroad 

of the company. 

 

2. (El-Ashkar, 2016). Assessing the Extent of Awareness and Practice of 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) In Achieving Competitive Advantage 

In Commercial Banks Working In Palestine. 

This study aimed to study the extent awareness of the commercial banks working in 

Palestine to corporate social responsibility‘s practices, and how it can achieve the 

competitive advantage between rivals. It also gives the insight on the mainstream 

methodology of the most commercial banks‘ managements in adapting CSR 

practices.  

Analytical descriptive approach was used. A questionnaire, in addition to 

unstructured interviews, was design to collect data from the staff working on the 

middle and senior management of all the commercial banks working in Palestine, 

both in Gaza Strip and West Bank, which are: Bank of Palestine, The Quds Bank, 

The National Bank, The Palestine Investment Bank and the Palestine Commercial 

Bank, as they have a wide awareness to CSR activities implemented in the banks. 

The study population was (463) employees, the study sample were randomly selected 

of (202) employees, (137) questionnaires have been received and analysed.  
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The Main Finding of the Study showed that :  

The Palestinian commercial banks have high  perception level on the CSR and these 

initiatives have positive impact on achieving the competitive advantage. CSR plays 

as opportunity more than cost or constrain can lead to achieve business goals and 

sustainable competitive advantage.  

The Most Important Recommendations of the Study are: 

Banks should pay more attention to the recruitment strategies to involve the special 

need individuals, increase the donation to charity and to needy families, develop the 

cooperation with the government and with the competitors as well to fulfill the public 

objectives, and more attention should be paid to protect the environment and reduce 

pollution, in addition to enhance and improve the pension and insurance systems. 

3.3 Regional Studies: 

 

1. (Sallam, 2016). An Investigation of Corporate Image Effect on WOM: The 

Role of Customer Satisfaction and Trust 

The purpose of this study to explore the effects of independent variable ,corporate 

image on word of mouth which represents a dependent variable ,and the role of 

mediating variables trust and customer satisfaction on this relations. 

A questionnaire was designed to verify the hypotheses, it distributed to 150 

consumers who used any kinds of car service  in Saudi Arabia, the study targeted 

group includes consumers from Young and middle age people who are living in 

Najran city . Most of these students have at least three-year experience to deal with 

cars services.  

The samples for this study are randomly chosen among the targeted 

population. 
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The Results of this Study Found:  

Both customer satisfaction and customer trust have positively affected by  

corporate image ,customer trust has greater significant effects on customer's word of 

mouth rather than customer's satisfactions. 

The Study also Offers Important Recommendations: 

More efforts are needed to create strong corporate image in Saudi Arabia 

Companies in order to gain and sustain customer trust and satisfaction of the 

provided services. therefore , building a strong customer trust and satisfaction would 

affect greatly on word of mouth which is considered to be one of the cheapest and 

easiest way of attracting new customers instead of spending a lot of money of TV 

advertisements, billboards, etc. this study will help a marketing mangers of car 

services companies to understand the market orientations in their decision making 

process and also help them to use  company's corporate image and trust as variables 

to create more satisfied customers with the provided services. 

2. (Al Humaidan, 2016). The Effect of Corporate Social Responsibility on 

Customer Satisfaction of Jordan Telecommunication Companies.  

The study aimed to explore the effect of CSR dimensions (economic responsibility, 

legal responsibility, ethical responsibility, charity responsibility), on customer 

satisfaction in mobile  telecommunication companies from Jordan university  

students perspective. 

The researcher use a questionnaire as a tool for collecting the data , The 

study population included customers of telecom operators cellular in Jordan, they 

are: Zain, Umniah and Mobilcome, sample has been used which consisted of 600 

customers, 404 questionnaires were returned, the data was analyzed using SPSS 

program depends on mean , standard deviation , correlation and one way a nova tests. 

The Results Show that :  

There is a statistically significant effect of the application of (economic 

responsibility ,legal responsibility ,ethical responsibility, charity responsibility) on 

customer‘s satisfaction. There are no statistically significant differences of 

customer‘s satisfaction of Jordanian cellular communications when applying the 

dimensions of social responsibility that are attributable to gender whereas there are 

differences of place of residency. 
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The Study Recommended that :  

The importance of perception of strategic managers in cellular communications 

companies to the concept of social responsibility, and researcher suggest that CSR 

must be within the vision and mission of these companies. increase staff awareness 

of the importance of social responsibility, and holding training courses that will help 

them in the understanding and application of social responsibility.  Adopt initiatives 

and social programs that contribute to the service community. 

3. (Alafi and Hasoneh, 2012). Corporate Social Responsibility Associated With 

Customer Satisfaction and Financial Performance a Case Study with 

Housing Banks in Jordan  

This study aimed to investigates the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) services and customer satisfaction then to represents the 

relationships between CSR services and financial performance ; and finally is to 

explore the role of mediating variables  (customer satisfaction) on the relationship 

among CSR services and financial performance. To achieve these, the study utilizes 

a questionnaire that responded voluntarily by  203 customers from Jordanian 

Housing banks. Findings were analyzed by multiple regression equation.  

The Results of this Study found :  

There is a positive relationship between customer satisfaction and financial 

performance, CSR services are associated with customer satisfaction and finally  

customer satisfaction plays as a mediator role between the CSR services and 

financial performance.  
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The Study also offers Important Recommendations:   

A good CSR will help business to be sustained and gain customer satisfaction, more 

efforts needed from government institutions in order to encourage banks to improve 

the integrate CSR services into their business and to be  more socially responsible in 

the community. banks management strategies  had to broaden their product offerings 

in a competitive world in order to generate more profits . For the benefit of society, 

banks should be more socially responsible financial institutions.  

3.4 Foreign studies: 

 

1. (Van Esterik-Plasmeijer and Van Raaij, 2017) Banking System Trust, Bank 

Trust, and Bank Loyalty. 

  The purpose of this paper is to test a model of banking system trust as an 

antecedent of bank trust and bank loyalty. Six determinants of trust and loyalty are 

included: competence, stability, integrity, customer orientation, transparency, and 

value congruence. The study provides insights which determinants are crucial for 

explaining bank trust and bank loyalty, and thus for rebuilding trust and loyalty.  

  The study tested used structural equation modeling , the data collected by 

distributing survey among 1079 respondent of 18 years and older in The 

Netherlands .  

The Results of this Study found that: 

  Integrity is the most important determinant of bank trust. Transparency, 

customer orientation, and competence are also significant. Trust is a strong predictor 

of clients loyalty. The levels of institution and system trust are lower than the level of 

person trust, Consumers have more trust in their personal bank (institution trust) than 

in banks in general (system trust).In building trust, banks should focus on improving 

their performance on these important determinants of bank trust and bank loyalty. 

These efforts are likely to result in a higher trust in and a higher loyalty of customers 

with their bank. 
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The Study also Offers Important Recommendations : 

  There is a need for collective action of the banking industry to improve trust 

in the banking system. 

2. (Chun and Bang, 2016). Effect of CSR on Customer Loyalty: Moderating 

Effect of Authenticity 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of CSR (ethical, 

environmental and well-being CSR) on customer loyalty through brand image and 

customer trust as well to represent the moderating effect of authenticity for fast food 

corporate such as McDonald, Lotteria, Mom's touch etc. 

The survey was filled by 220 people including most university students in 

Jinju city.  

The Findings Revealed that: CSR has a positive effect on brand image and 

customer trust, as well as each brand image and customer trust positively influences 

customer loyalty. In addition, the moderating effect of authenticity is significant. 

This study demonstrates that authentic CSR plays a role of a contributor to customer 

loyalty through brand image and customer trust.  . 

The Study key Recommendations: First, fast food firms must consider not 

only how authentic CSR activities in connection with corporate goal are effective 

and strategically, but also making the restaurant managers understand the importance 

of each of these elements. Second,  managers and executives should  develop 

reasonable expectations of benefits that can be generated from such CSR initiatives. 

 

3. (Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2015). Corporate Social Responsibility and 

Customer Loyalty : Exploring the Role of Identification , Satisfaction and 

Type of Company. 

The study aimed to examine the impact of corporate social responsibility 

image from three dimensions ( society , customers and employees) on relationship 

customer affective ( identification and satisfaction) and behavioral ( recommendation 

and repurchase) loyalty in banking industry, The authors also test how the type of 

banks ( commercial , saving) moderates customer responses to these dimensions of 

CSR image. 

In this quantitative study  the structural equations model is tested to 

determine how differently the dimensions of the CSR image influenced customer 
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affective and conative responses in each sample, using information collected by a 

surveys which filled up with in depth interview that were undertaken along one 

month , the study sample contains 648 saving bank's customers and 467 commercial 

banks customer's in Spain.  

The Study Findings show that : 

The perception of CSR initiative positively impact customer identifications , 

satisfaction, recommendations and repurchase behavior. there is no significant 

differences between savings and commercial bank's customers in term of customer 

dimension of CSR on identification and satisfaction and  in the effect of 

identification and satisfaction on customer's recommendation behavior. Saving 

bank's customers respond to the CSR initiatives oriented to society and employees 

better than commercial's bank customers. The CSR image that reflect customer 

perception of employees issues is the least influential on customer identification and 

satisfaction in both banks.There is a significant differences between banks customer's 

about the role of identification and satisfaction in the generation of loyalty 

(repurchase)of  banking services.There is no significant differences in the effect of 

identification and satisfaction on customer's recommendation behavior. 

The Study key Recommendations :  

Banking institution should improve its CSR strategies toward its employees and to 

search for better tool to communicate the CSR initiatives . Banks should care for the 

implementation of good CSR initiatives oriented to customer .Saving banks should 

be restore their creditability and customer confidence in its financial strength. 

 

4. (Servera-Francés and Arteaga-Moreno, 2015).The Impact of CSR on the 

Customer Commitment and Trust in the Retail Sector. 

This study aimed to confirm the influence of CSR polices toward its 

stakeholders ( customers, shareholders, staff and society.) on building up relationship 

via trust and commitment , and how these values influence satisfaction and loyalty. 

A structured survey was developed to verify the hypotheses , it distributed 

to a sample of  501 customers of modern distribution retail stores ( supermarkets , 

hypermarkets) in Spain. 
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The Study Findings Represent that: 

 CSR polices influence on commitment and consumer trust to the company,it also 

confirms the indirect influence of CSR on customer satisfaction .CSR is an essential 

tool for developing along lasting relationship between customers and company.  

The Study key Recommendations are:  

 

Retails stores have to increase it's Investing  in social responsibility actions in order 

to meet the main stake- holders‘ needs, mainly with customers, staff, society and of 

course, with shareholders.Setting  policies in order to build up customers‘ trust and 

commitment to the company, especially in times of crisis. 

 

5. (Hashim, Abdullateef et al. ,2015). The Moderating Influence of Trust on the 

Relationship between Institutional Image, Perceived Value on Student 

Loyalty in Higher Education Institution. 

the purpose of this paper is to investigate the influence of trust on the 

relationship between corporate image and students loyalty. 

Quantitative method was employed to test and analyze the data, a 

questionnaire was developed to collect data , the study sample includes 304 

postgraduate international students in university of Utara Malaysia. 

The Study Findings shows that: 

Students perceived value and trust is positively correlated with corporate image. 

Students loyalty is correlated with commitment and reputation .The most correlated 

variables is trust followed by corporate image then perceived value. Trust doesn't 

moderate the relationship between university image and student loyalty ,however 

corporate image and perceived value have appositive relation with student loyalty. 

Satisfaction, service quality , commitment and perceived value played a moderating 

role in a relationship between university image and student loyalty.  institutional 

image and perceived value cannot be undermined as they play a very crucial role in 

influencing student loyalty. 

The Study Recommendation can be Summarized in the following: 

To successfully compete in a dynamic and complex market , the universities must 

have a favorable image and reputation in terms of practices and actions that 

transform to higher perceived value and student loyalty behavior. 
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6. (Khan, Ferguson et al., 2015).Customer Responses to CSR in the Pakistani 

Banking Industry.  

This study aimed to empirically explore the impact of corporate social 

responsibility dimensions (ethical- legal - voluntary) on consumer's perceived service 

quality and loyalty in the banking industry of Pakistan; and to represent the role of 

customer trust in the relationship between the dependent and independent variables. 

 The study tested used structural equation modeling , the data collected by 

distributing survey for 408 customers of five different banks of Pakistan. 

The Study Findings shows that: 

 CSR plays as a multidimensional variable that serves as a direct factor of perceived 

service quality , trust, repurchase and word of mouth (WOM) intentions. CSR has a 

direct impacts on customer attitudes in the banking industry of a developing 

economy.  perceived service quality has a direct and positive influences, otherwise, 

trust has a direct and positive impact on repurchase and WOM intentions. Customer 

trust variable play as a mediator in a relationship between perceived service quality 

and repurchase and WOM intentions (loyalty), it means that there is an indirect 

relationship between perceived service quality and repurchase and WOM intentions . 

 

The key Recommendations of this Study are:  

Business has to developed their marketing strategies and plans of CSR activities in 

which used as a tool to achieve high levels of customer CSR awareness, effective 

communication through online communication and materials such as pamphlets and 

brochures.  Banks has to increase their budgets which assigned to employees training 

programs and developing a banking system, concerned with building trusted 

relationship with their clients in order to sustain and further gain their loyalty, design 

their service operations and marketing plans in such manner to revolve around 

customer trust and CSR. And finally, make customers feel that they are highly 

credible, reputable and dependable in their business conduct. 
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7. (Taheri  and Bavarsad, 2016) .The Effect of Companies Social Responsibility 

on Customer loyalty According to the Role of Trust, Customer Identification 

and Satisfaction Among Customer of Boushehr Mellat Bank.  

This study aimed to investigate the impact of social responsibility toward 

stakeholders (customer and employees) on loyalty,  and explore the role of 

satisfaction, Trust and customer identification on the relationship among the 

dependent and independent variable. 

This study used a descriptive analytical method, a questionnaire was 

designed to 384 bank's clients in the city of Bushehr, Statistical society of this study 

is all customers of the bank nation constitutes town of Bushehr in iran. 

 The Findings Revealed that : 

 Customers trust factor, Customer satisfaction  and Customer identification has 

appositive impact on customer loyalty. Corporate social responsibility is affected by 

customer trust , customer satisfaction and consumer identification. Corporate social 

activities of the bank positively affect customer loyalty. 

 

Bank supervision is Recommended for Managers in Bushehr the following:  

The effective measures to enhance the customer's perception of the bank's charitable 

activities to do. improve the confidence of customers perceptions of service received 

about privacy and other issues related to financial transactions. Bank managers 

should try to be the way to increase employees sense of identification with the 

necessary measures to ensure that employees, customers, more than the sense of 

determining the identity of the bank. 

 

8. (Martínez, Pérez et al. ,2014). CSR Influence on Hotel Brand Image and 

Loyalty. 

The purpose of this paper is to explore  the influence of corporate social 

responsibility (economy , society and environment)  on brand image and loyalty in 

the hotel industry from consumers perspectives. 

a quantitative method (structural equations model) used to test the study 

hypotheses included the development of a survey questionnaire to measure  Spanish 

customers‘ perceptions of hotel brands. Researchers conduct their study on top ten 

Spanish hotel, data collection of 1,921 valid questionnaires were obtained. 
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Findings from this Study show : 

 That CSR has a greater influence on the affective dimension of brand image than on 

the functional dimension .  functional brand image has a greater influence on brand 

loyalty than affective brand image . CSR has a positive direct effect on brand loyalty.  

The Study key Recommendations are: 

Mangers who thinks to enhance brand image through CSR initiatives ,it will be more 

effective if they develop a brand personality associated with emotional and social 

aspects than through functional aspects, but if managers want to improve brand 

loyalty through brand image they should design strategies linked with the functional 

benefits of the service . managers who aim to create a loyal consumer base through 

CSR initiatives they should  make it through policies and strategies that 

communicate a responsible brand image. any company has to effectively 

communicate their social and environmental orientation to their target audiences 

through different communication channels , It is also possible to involve consumers 

in this type of activities, Such as reduce their energy and water consumption, recycle 

different materials. 

 

9. (Arli and Tjiptono, 2014) Does Corporate Social Responsibility Matter to 

Consumers in Indonesia? 

The aim of this study is to investigate consumer's perceptions of corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) and to explore the effect of CSR dimension (a) economic, 

(b) legal, (c), ethical, and (d) philanthropic  on Indonesian consumers.  

Questionnaires were developed and distributed in Yogyakarta, Indonesia in 

two areas: (1) food area of large shopping mall (2) canteen area and open space of 

private university, 300 questionnaire were distributed while 254 surveys were 

collected and  valid to be analyzed and tested. 

Findings from this Study showed that : 

Each type of social responsibility, as perceived by consumers in Indonesia, stands on 

its own, not just one similar underlying construct. In addition, there are a strong 

relationship between each of the responsibilities. Indonesian consumers consider all 

four types of responsibility as part of social responsibility , legal and philanthropic 

considered as the most important responsibilities from customers point of view 
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followed by economic and ethical responsibilities. Therefore, there is no significant 

differences due to the demographic factors ( Age, Gender, Education, and  Position). 

The Study key Recommendations :  It is important for businesses in 

Indonesia to focus on being companies that follow the regulatory system, This 

strategy will help improve corporate image, more than other companies in Indonesia 

which suffer from lack of trust due to extensive corruption and discrimination. 

Moreover, companies also need to focus on  philanthropic activities such as poverty 

reduction, especially when half of the population in Indonesia lives just above the 

national poverty line. By developing the society, through philanthropic activities, 

companies may gain trust from the customers.  

10. (Alam and Rubel ,2014). Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility on 

Customer Satisfaction in Telecom Industry of Bangladesh. 

This study aimed to examin the effect of corporate social responsibility 

factors (ethical , legal , economic and philanthropic) on customer satisfaction in 

telecommunication industry of Bangladesh, it also explore the effect of service 

quality and customer satisfaction on customer loyalty and consumer purchase 

intention. 

A questionnaire used as a primary source for collecting the data from 

university students ,while the secondary data collected from newspaper and websites 

of related companies , sample size of the study is 200 business students from dhaka 

city. 

This Study found the following : 

There is no significant relationship between awareness of CSR and purchase 

intention .There is significant relationship between service quality and customers 

satisfactions. There is no significant relationship between customer satisfaction and 

purchase intention.  

  This paper recommends telecommunication companies have to provide 

better service quality for gaining more customer satisfaction. 
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11.  (Ene and Özkaya, 2014).A study on Corporate Image , Customer 

Satisfaction and Brand Loyalty in the Context of Retail Store  

This study examined the relationship between corporate image, customer 

satisfaction and brand loyalty in the retail stores in goods and garment retail stores in 

Istanbul. A  questionnaire has been developed for 246 individual who shop from the 

retail food and garment stores, located in İstanbul, Turkey .the targeted group of this 

study is  individuals who are over 18 years of age, capable of making their own 

shopping decision . 

The Findings Revealed that :  

 It has been agreed that there is a significant relationship between corporate image 

factors (Store Layout, Store Prestige, Service Quality of Store, Products, In-Store 

Promotion, and Support Services and Equipment) and customer satisfaction. 

Therefore, there is a significant relationship between customer satisfaction and brand 

loyalty. 

The Study Recommended the following: 

In order to decrease a corporations advertisements costs , it should be care to increase 

their corporate image and customer satisfaction .Even more, new customers will be 

reached by word of mouth and customer's suggestions. This will enable corporation 

to acquire competitive advantages, compared to their rivals and to improve their 

successes. In order to sustain and to create an image on consumer's minds, 

Organizations should be care of establishing their band image successfully ,which 

will lead to increase customers loyalty and customer satisfaction.   

 

12. (Naqvi ,2013).Impact of Corporate Social responsibility on Brand image in 

Different FMCGs of Pakistan. 

This paper examined the relationship of corporate social responsibility and 

dimensions of brand image. A descriptive method used in that study , The primary 

data were collected through personally designed questionnaires and mails from 180 

respondents during March 2012 Respondents included only students of 22 different 

universities of Pakistan. 

Results have shown that 

The CSR activities highly influence Perceived quality and Brand satisfaction than 

Brand loyalty.  most of the consumers give preference to Unilever due to high quality 
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products and its corporate social responsibility. consumers not only give importance 

to high quality products but they also take keen interest in what the firms are doing 

for improving the infrastructure of the country, Corporate social responsibility 

actions of firms can create positive  picture of the company in the minds of 

consumers. 

The Study Recommended that: 

 Companies in Pakistan can use CSR as a tool to implement long term strategy and 

can help to develop  its relationship with community . Companies can create 

consumer market by implementing ecological practices in their strategy as a 

company. 

 

13. (Chung , Choi and Shin, 2013).The Effect of CSR on Customer Satisfaction 

and Loyalty in China : the Moderating Role of Corporate Image. 

This study targeted exploring how CSR factors (philanthropic , ethical , 

economic, legal environmental and consumer protection) influence customer 

satisfaction and loyalty and whether the corporate image in the relationships between 

CSR and customer satisfaction and loyalty are or not. 

Structured equation modeling (SEM) was used to test hypotheses and 

information were obtained by web based survey ( email , social networks), four cities 

were nominated ( Liaoning, Beijing, shanghai, and Shandong province) in china for 

this purpose, a questionnaire was distributed to 500 participants where 276 (55.2%) 

is responding to it. 

The Results of this Study found that: 

 CSR clearly affect customer satisfaction more than customer loyalty , and customer 

satisfaction positively affects customer loyalty. It also shows the importance of CSR 

factors as follows: consumer protection, philanthropic, legal , ethical , economic and 

environmental contribution. The higher the level of corporate image in CSR, will 

cause a much more positive effect on customer satisfaction. 
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The Study key Recommendations: 

 It is necessary to educate consumers on the importance of environmental 

contribution. firms should maximize budget assigned to CSR activities. The 

resources allocated to CSR should be spent in the way that yield a benefits to 

society and stakeholders.  

 

14. (Madjid, 2013).Customer Trust as Relationship Mediation Between 

Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty At Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) 

Southeast Sulawesi. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of customer satisfaction 

and  trust on customer loyalty and the role of customer trust as a mediator on a 

relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. A questionnaire 

was developed to be used as a tool for collecting a data , A total of 150 respondents 

are selected using convenience sampling at Kendari Southeast Sulawesi, one of the 

leading government bank in Indonesia. Structural equation method and Partial 

Least).  were used to analyze the date . 

The Results showed that: 

 Customer satisfaction has significant influence toward customer trust and loyalty. 

customer trust has positive and significant influence on customer loyalty . Customer 

trust played role as a mediator between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.  

The Study key Recommendations are: 

 Organizations have to concerned with the relationship marketing concept to build 

along run relationship with customers and be used as a tool to improve customer 

loyalty . the bank should guarantee the saving security to the customers.  Feel of 

security can be obtained by providing the information related to the administrative 

cost at the information board and/or delivered by customer service officer by rotating 

the employee's position from one department to another for minimizing fraud and 

violation of their authority.  Giving photograph and identity card of on each 

employee also improves the trust to anticipate fraud from particular person who 

claims to be the employee of BRI Kendari Branch.  In order to improve the 
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commitment of BRI Kendari Branch's customers, it can be attained by encouraging 

the intention to visit BRI when they need banking service by providing computer that 

contains all information about BRI, regulation of Bank of Indonesia, and add more 

employees in customer service department to provide information and listen to the 

customer complaints. 

15.  (Arıkan and Güner , 2013) .The Impact of CSR , Service Qand Customer 

Company Identification on Customers. 

This study aimed to explore the impact of  CSR and service quality have on 

customer company identification such as ( customer satisfaction and customer 

loyalty) , it also represents the role of  the mediating variable of customer – company 

identification and satisfaction on customer loyalty . 

A survey on customers of a well-known Turkish bank is conducted to test 

hypotheses, this survey choose online questionnaire (e- mail) to collect data from 242 

bank's customers. 

The Results of the Study support that : 

The quality is an important attributes in the context of service, it also reveals the that 

CSR has a the direct effect on customers loyalty and the indirect effect  through CCI 

and customer satisfaction on loyalty , CSR's roles is not only attributes but also 

determinant.It represents that the effect of CSR on CCI creates more satisfied and 

loyal customers. 

The Study key Recommendations are:  

Managers should invest more in social initiatives more than other  CSR activities. 

Company's resources should be allocated carefully and giving more emphasis to CSR 

activities. Managers should not compromise their investment in service quality 

because it represents an attributes for building customer satisfaction. 

 

16. (Loh,2013).Determinants of Customer Satisfaction in Domestic Retail 

Banking Sector. 

This study aimed to identify determinants of customer satisfaction in 

domestic retail banking sector and to explore the impact of variables (service quality, 

corporate image, perceived value, price of services and relationship marketing) on 

dependent variable (customer satisfaction) in domestic retail banking sector, it also 
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aims to explore the effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty in domestic 

retail banking sector.  

A descriptive method used in that study , The primary data were collected 

through self-designed questionnaires. A total of 250 questionnaires were distributed 

physically among customers from domestic retail banks located in Kuala Lumpur 

and Selangor. 

 The Results of this Study found that: 

 Service quality , corporate image ,perceived value and relationship marketing have a 

significant positive relationship with customer satisfactions , so all of these variables 

indicates a determinates of customer satisfaction .On the other hand Price of service 

has no significant relationship with customer satisfaction . Customer satisfaction 

positively affect customer loyalty. 

The Study also offers Important Recommendations: 

 Banks have to make proper staff arrangement and planning to decrease the issue that 

employees too busy to respond to customer's needs. it have to assign service 

ambassador who responsible for providing assistance to customers. Finally bank 

should open a counter to accomplish  single transactions because customers feel that 

service quality provided did not worth customer time. 

 

17. (Trif ,2013). The Influence of overall Satisfaction and Trust on Customer 

Loyalty. 

The purpose of this study is to explain the concept of loyalty and explore the 

influence of both customer satisfaction and customer trust on customer loyalty in the 

banking sector in Romania. 

To achieve these, the study utilizes a questionnaire administered via email 

that responded by  78 firms provided the date for the empirical study .Structural 

equation modeling (SEM) was used in order to test and analyze the data.  

The Results of the Empirical Study show that: 

 Customer satisfaction and customer trust have a significant relationship with both 

dimensions of loyalty, (customer‘s behavioral and attitudinal loyalty) .overall 

customer satisfaction and customer trust are positively and strongly associated. 

overall customer satisfaction is a more important factor of customer loyalty than 
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trust. This study reinforces the importance of customer loyalty as a source of 

sustainable competitive advantage that secures banks with a stable position in the 

banking sector over time. 

 

The Study also offers Important Recommendations: 

 Mangers should care of providing a high quality services and a good cooperation 

with clients in order to build and maintain customer satisfaction for a long period of 

time. bank employees must demonstrate competence, customer care and a warm 

attitude towards financial officer of the firm in order to gain customer trust. 

managers can also use this information (customer satisfaction and trust) as a tool in 

hiring and rewarding bank employees. 

 

18. (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012). Exploring of Relationship between 

Corporation Social Responsibility and Loyalty and Satisfaction Customer 

and the Facilitating Role of Advertising on It. 

This study aimed to examine the relationship between Corporate social 

responsibility and customer loyalty , satisfaction and to explore the role of 

advertising role in this relations. 

Descriptive approach was used in order to explore the relationship between 

variables , a closed questionnaire illustrated to gather, the study sample size is 183 

customers of SHIRAZIT corporation in shiraz city in Iran. 

Study Results show that :  

Social responsibility actions of SHIRAZIT Company about environmental concerns 

has a strong relationship  with customer‘s positive view to the Company. promotions 

on SHIRAZIT Company social responsibility actions had a great effect on its 

relationship with customer‘s positive view, Furthermore there is a positive and strong 

relationship between customer‘s positive view to the SHIRAZIT Company and their 

satisfaction.  

Finally, study results show that there is a positive and strong relationship 

between customer satisfaction and their loyalty. This matter justifies that one of the 

best ways to make and keep customers loyal, is making them happy and satisfied. 
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The Study Recommendations are: 

 A top manger of companies should increase the finical budget assigned to CSR 

activities, the advertisements of social activities , the application of these activities 

help companies to penetrate markets and compete others, in order to gain customer 

loyalty and satisfaction. 

19. (Boohene and Agyapong, 2010), Analysis of the Antecedents of Customer 

Loyalty of Telecommunication Industry in Ghana: The Case of Vodafone 

(Ghana) 

The study aimed to investigate the antecedents of customer loyalty in 

Vodafone (Ghana)  service quality, customer satisfaction and image. The study 

adapted the service quality model as the main framework for analyzing service 

quality. regression analyses were used to examine the relationships between 

variables.  

The total population of the study are a clients of Vodafone (Ghana) in the 

Cape Coast Metropolitan area, included 7,621 clients. The researcher used simple 

random sampling to collect the data, (520) questionnaires were developed and 

distributed, about 460  is a valid to  be analyzed . 

The Results Indicated that : 

 There is a positive relationship between service quality and customer loyalty.  There 

is a negative relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.  There 

is a positive relationship between customer loyalty and corporate image. 

 

The Study key Recommendations are:  

 Top management should pay attention to improve their staff skills, offering fast and 

high quality services, knowledge, attention to customers and meet their requirements. 

management should provide training courses to their staff on relationship marketing 

skills. Such training would build a customer-oriented climate in which contact staff 

can deliver service efficiently and effectively. 
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20. (Swaen and Chumpitaz, 2008).Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility on 

Consumer Trust. 

This study aimed to explore  the effect of consumer's perceptions of 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities on their trust toward the company 

by including intermediary variables both perceived quality and satisfaction . 

The researcher administered questionnaire survey to collect a data, a study 

sample contains  618 consumers of cosmetics and sportswear.  

Results of the Study show that :  

Consumer's perceptions of CSR activities have a direct and  positive impact on their 

trust toward the company, and indirectly through the influence on perceived quality 

of the products offered and consumer satisfaction, and finally CSR activities make 

people trust the company will indeed fulfill the term of exchange , perform as 

expected and be honest. 

The Study key Recommendations are: 

Managers should focus on the fit between consumer perceptions and the image they 

want to give to their company. The implementation of CSR activities must be 

accompanied by a well-conceived customer communication program. Firms must be 

sensible about which CSR activities they want to implement and the way to be 

communicated to the general public. 

 

21. (Aydin and Özer,2005).The Analysis of Antecedents of Customer Loyalty 

Mobile Telecommunication Market. 

The study aimed to investigate the relationships between (service quality , 

switching cost, trust and corporate image) and consumer loyalty, and to explore the 

relationships among these factors in the Turkish GSM sector. 

The researchers administered A questionnaire to collect a data from 1662 

mobile phone users in turkey , a structured equation modeling was used to analyze 

the data and to test the relationships between variables. 

The Analysis of  Results Represent that: 

 Trust is the most important determinant of customer loyalty. Service quality and 

switching cost factors have the same effect on consumer loyalty. Trust influence 

perceived switching cost more than perceived quality. Perceived service quality is 
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necessary but is not considered a main determinant for customer loyalty (it has an 

indirect relationship with customer loyalty). 

 

The Most Important Recommendations of the Study are: 

Competition in GSM sector in price and core services should encourage operator to 

differentiate their services and quality to maintain market share. In order to build up 

a positive corporate image for acompany in the mind of your users  and increase 

trust , the operator should differentiate services and quality standards of their services 

offered. 
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3.5 Comment on the Previous Studies: 

 Based on a previous studies , it shows that CSR dimensions is taken from 

different perspectives , some authors as Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque (2015); 

(Servera-Francés and Arteaga-Moreno, 2015); (Arıkan and Güner , 2013) and 

(Alafi and Hasoneh, 2012), are classified the dimensions of CSR according to 

stakeholder theory focusing on  ( society , customer and employees and 

shareholders) most of them considered that CSR initiatives toward society are 

philanthropic and donations to community projects , while CSR initiatives toward 

customers include quality of goods or services offered , innovation, guarantee 

offered and information provided to customers , they also demonstrate that CSR 

toward employees also positively affect customer behavior via paying fair salaries 

to its employees , treat them fairly , offer training to them and offer a pleasant 

work environment. On the other hand , (Chung, Yu et al., 2015); (Chun and Bang, 

2016); (Arli and Tjiptono, 2014) ;(Alam and Rubel, 2014) ; (Khan, Ferguson et al. 

2015) and (Al Humaidan, 2016) articulated that CSR dimensions are : ethical , 

legal economic and philanthropic, as noted in (carroll ,1971) pyramid of CSR 

dimensions. in addition (Naqvi ,2013);(Martínez, Pérez et al., 2014) ; (mehjez, 

2016) ; (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012); (Taheri and  Bavarsad, 2015) , (Swaen and 

Chumpitaz ,2008) and (El Ashkar, 2016)  classified CSR dimensions as a mix of 

carroll dimensions and stakeholder theory . The researcher totally agreed with a 

different methods of classifications but to be more specific and generates an 

accurate results it is preferable to be focused on one model of CSR. 

 Researches argue that there are direct and indirect relationship between customer 

satisfaction and loyalty .(Chung, Yu et al. 2015); (Pérez and Rodríguez del 

Bosque, 2015) ; (Servera-Francés and Arteaga-Moreno, 2015) ; ( Taheri and 

bavarsad, 2015) ; (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012) and (Naqvi, 2013) agreed that 

customer satisfaction has appositive and direct relation with customer loyalty , if 

the customer more satisfied by the service or the product offered they become 

more loyal to the firm , on the other hand (Alam and Rubel ,2014) articulated that 

there is no relationship between customer satisfaction and purchase intention and 

customer retention which used as a measuring factors of customer loyalty , 
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(Bohene and Agyapong ,2011) confirm that there is a negative relationship 

between customer satisfaction and loyalty, (Arıkan and Güner , 2013) reveals 

there is indirect relationship between service quality and loyalty through the 

customer satisfaction , (Madjid, 2013), confirms that trust played as a mediator 

between the relationship between customer satisfaction and loyalty. 

 Many researches indicated that trust is one of the most determinant of customer 

loyalty and it had adirect or indirect effect on customer loyalty , some researchers 

as (aydin and ozer, 2004) confirms that there is  indirect effect of trust on 

customer loyalty based on the direct effect of perceived switching cost , while 

(taheri and baversad ,2015) ; (Khan, Ferguson et al., 2015) and (van Esterik-

Plasmeijer and van Raaij, 2017) agreed that customer trust has appositive and 

significant effect on customer loyalty , (Hashim, Abdullateef et al. ,2015) noted 

that trust doesn't moderate the relationship between university image and student 

loyalty  and it considered as the most correlated variable with loyalty, (trif ,2013) 

proved appositive link between customer trust and customer behavioral and 

attitudinal loyalty ,it also reveals that customer satisfaction is better indicator of 

the two dimensions of customer loyalty than customer trust . the researcher agreed 

with all researchers that customer trust has a significant and positive relation on 

customer loyalty because when one party trust the other it is likely to develop 

appositive behavioral intention towards the others and increased buying intention 

of specific brand.  

 Some researchers confirm that trust has a significant relationship on customer 

satisfaction , and it could be played as a mediator role between different variables. 

Madjid (2013) and Servera-Francés and Arteaga-Moreno (2015) agreed that 

customer trust has appositive and statistically significant effect on customer 

satisfaction , building up trust enhances customer satisfaction , it also exert that 

trust act as a mediating role in a relationship between customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty it means that customer satisfaction has a significant effect on 

customer loyalty through customer trust so to have a loyal customer the company 

must ensure high level of customer trust. The researcher agreed with researchers 

points because when a customer more satisfied he/she will has a higher trust so it 

turns to increase his or her loyalty. 
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 Some researchers confirm that corporate image has a significant relationship on 

trust . Sallam (2016) and Hashim, Abdullateef et al. (2015) indicated that 

corporate image has significantly a positive influences on customer trust The 

researcher agreed with this relations between the variables because when 

customer owns a good brand image about the company , the company's image will 

affect his or her trust. 

 Many researchers agreed that there is a relationship between corporate image and 

customer satisfaction , and they indicated a direct or  indirect relationship between 

corporate image and loyalty . Chung, Yu et al. (2015) and Naqvi (2013) agreed 

that consumer perception of corporate image has a significant effect on customer 

satisfaction ,(Boohene and Agyapong ,2010) indicated that when corporate image 

increase customer loyalty toward the brand will be increase, and they confirm that 

corporate image affect behavioral intention of a customer , on the other hand 

(Aydin and Özer, 2005) found that corporate image affects positively customer 

loyalty but the effect is not statistically significant, it has indirect effect on 

customer loyalty. the others indicated that corporate image plays as mediator role 

in the relationship between corporate social responsibility and customer loyalty 

(Chun and Bang, 2016) and (Martínez, Pérez et al., 2014).  

 Most researchers noted that there are significant and direct relationship between 

CSR and satisfaction (Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2015); (Servera-Francés 

and Arteaga-Moreno, 2015); (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012); (Alafi and Hasoneh, 

2012);(Al Humaidan, 2016) and (Naqvi ,2013) approved that corporate social 

responsibility significantly and positively affect customer satisfaction , (Chung, 

Yu et al. ,2015) agreed the relations between variables but they agreed that CSR 

affect customer satisfaction more than customer loyalty, on the other hand 

(Servera-Francés and Arteaga-Moreno ,2015) confirm that CSR influence 

customer satisfaction indirectly through trust and commitment. 

 Many reserchers agreed that CSR activities positively affect customer loyalty 

whether directly or indirectly (Chung and Bang ,2016); (Abbasi, Mozzi , Ayvazi 

and Ranjber, 2012); (khan,Fergusonn and Perez , 2014);(Taheri and 

Bavarsad,2015); (alam and rule ,2014) and (Chun and Bang, 2016) indicated that 

corporate social responsibility affect indirectly customer loyalty through corporate 
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image and customer trust while others confirmed the relation between CSR and 

loyalty through customer satisfaction(Chung, Yu et al. 2015), also (Abbasi, 

Moezzi et al. ,2012) noted an indirect relations between CSR and loyalty through 

advertising and customer satisfaction , (Arıkan and Güner ,2013) concludes that 

CSR has indirect effect on customer loyalty through customer satisfaction 

  Some researchers in their studies argue that CSR has an effect on corporate image 

, (Chun and Bang, 2016),(Martínez, Pérez et al. ,2014), (mehjez,2016) agreed that 

CSR has appositive effect on corporate image or brand image whether affective or 

functional dimensions of brand image, while (Martínez, Pérez et al. ,2014) found 

that CSR influence affective dimensions of brand image more than functional 

dimensions . 

  Researchers in their studies argue that CSR has an effect on trust, (Swaen and 

Chumpitaz, 2008); (Khan, Ferguson et al., 2015); (Chun and Bang, 2016) found 

that CSR have appositive influence on customer's trust, whether directly or 

indirectly as noted in (swean and chumpitaz,2008), through perceived quality 

offered and customer satisfaction.  

 

3.6 The Study Contribution 

This study considered the first one which investigates the relationship between 

corporate social responsibility and consumer (client) loyalty in Palestine, it add a 

new dimension to Carroll pyramid of corporate social responsibility which is " 

environmental responsibility"  . 

Most previous studies focused on studying the relationship between CSR 

and loyalty using one or two mediating factors , but the researcher use most of 

loyalty antecedents (trust, customer satisfaction and corporate image) to represent it's 

effect on the relations between the dependent and independent variables, it also use 

all dimension of carroll in details while most studies focus on some factors or in all 

dimensions but in general without  representing the effect of each dimension on 

customer loyalty. 
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Chapter 4 

Research Design and Methodology 
4.1 Introduction  

The main aim of this chapter is to define and highlight the implemented methodology 

in the research. Various techniques such as information about the study procedures, 

study population, pilot study, questionnaire design, validity of the content and 

statistical data analysis are used in order to accomplish this study.     

4.2 Study Procedures:  

1. The first step of the study , the researcher prepared the study proposal which 

contains an introduction about the topic ,representing and defining the problem, 

identifying the objectives and importance of the study , setting the hypotheses to 

be tested and finally the researcher define the key terms of the study.    

2. The second step, a literature review was performed for the main variables of the 

study , a number of previous studies which is related to the study problem were 

revised and  summarized in points. 

3. The third step, a survey or the assessment tool of the study was performed in 

which includes a several fields measure the study problem "the effect of corporate 

social responsibility in client's loyalty – case study – bank of Palestine". 

4. The fourth step, the questionnaire design which was adjusted based on the 

supervisor notes and academics comments.  

5. The fifth step of the study, a questionnaire was distributed on the study sample in 

order to collect the required data . Three hundred and ninety questionnaires were 

distributed to the study sample , two hundred and fifteen of  a questionnaires were 

received from the bank itself , the residual questionnaires were distributed by the 

researcher herself. 

6. The sixth step of the study was data analysis and discussion. Statistical Package 

for the Social Sciences, (SPSS) was used to perform the required analysis.  

7. The final step , the researcher conducted an appropriate conclusions of the 

research results and recommendations. 
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Figure(4.1): Research Methodology Flow Chart.  

Source: (Kothari,2004).  

  

4.3 Data Sources  and  Methodology : 

There are many sources found to collect the required data for achieving the study 

objectives, the researcher depends on two main sources as follows:  

 TThe secondary resources :  books, journals, university thesis , articles and papers 

and web pages, were used to collect the needed data. 

 Primary resources : a questionnaire was used as a primary tool for collecting the 

data needed for getting opinions about  the effect of corporate social responsibility 

on clients loyalty in bank of Palestine- Gaza strip. Study methodology depends on 

analysing the data using (a descriptive analytical method), which depends on the 

poll and use the main program (SPSS). 
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4.4 Population and Sample Size: 

 

 Study population : 

The population of the study includes all bank's clients who have an active account in 

bank of Palestine branches in Gaza strip, the total population for the eight branches is 

about 169,040 clients as given from the bank of Palestine, which distributed as 

follows: 

Table (4.1): Study population 

Source: unpublished report - bank of Palestine, 2017 

# Branch Clients No. 

1.  El Nasser branch 13097 

2.  Nusirat branch 10426 

3.  Main branch (Omar el Mokhtar) 36183 

4.  Khan Younis branch 22739 

5.  Jabalia branch 16003 

6.  El Remal branch 41677 

7.  Rafah branch 17891 

8.  Dier el- Balah branch 11024 

Total population size 169040 

 

 Study sample size (safi ,2017): 

Here are the formulas used to determine the Sample Size due to given population : 

Sample Size  
2

2

Z
n

m

 
  
    (1) 

Where: 

Z = Z value (e.g. 1.96 for 95% confidence level)  

m = confidence interval (margin of error), expressed as decimal  (e.g., 0.05 = ±5) 

Correction for Finite Population 

n  corrected  = 1 

nN

N n   (2) 

Where: N = Population size 
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Using Equation (1), the sample size is: 
2

1.96
384

2 0.05

 
  

 
n

 
Suppose that the population size is 169040, the corrected sample size using equation 

(2) is: 

n
corrected = 383

1384169040

169040384






 
 

Therefore, the minimum sample size required is at least 383.  
 

The sample of this study is Stratified Random Sample based on number of clients in 

bank branches includes 383 clients, as shown in table (4.2) which is  calculated by a 

statistician expert.  

The bank polices refuse the researcher to distribute or to supervise the process 

of distribution of questionnaires to the clients, after taking the approval from the 

bank to distribute the questionnaires the bank appoint an employee at every branch to 

be responsible for distributing and collecting the questionnaires and after one month 

the researcher received 215 filled questionnaires from all branches and the rest of 

138  questionnaires  distributed by researcher herself. 

Table (4.2): study sample size  

Source: Adopted by Researcher, 2017 

 Branch sample size 

1.  El Nasser branch 30 

2.  Nusirat branch 24 

3.  Main branch (Omar el Mokhtar) 82 

4.  Khan Younis branch 52 

5.  Jabalia branch 36 

6.  El Remal branch 93 

7.  Rafah branch 41 

8.  Dier el- Balah branch 25 

 Total sample size 383 

 

4.5 Pilot Study  

A pilot study of 50 respondents for the questionnaire was conducted before 

completing the process of distribution and collecting a data  of the sample. It 

provided a trial run for the questionnaire, the main objectives of this study are to test 
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the wordings of question, identifying uncertain questions, testing the tools and 

techniques of collecting data, and measuring the effectiveness of standard deviation 

to respondents. 

4.6 Questionnaire Procedures: 

 

The researcher utilized the following questionnaire procedures: 

1. The questionnaire was designed by the researcher based on serveral prvious 

studies , then reviewed and modified by the research's supervisor Dr. Rushdy 

Wady. 

2. The modified questionnaire was given to a number of six academic referees, 

Referees list was attached in (appendix III). 

3. The questionnaire was then modified based on the referee's comments. 

4. Next, a pilot study targeted a sample of 50 questionnaires distributed to test the 

validity and reliability of the questionnaire, this provides a trial for the 

questionnaire, which involves testing the wordings of questions, and identifying 

ambiguous questions. 

5. Based on the pilot phase findings, it was concluded that the questionnaire is 

ready to be distributed as a final copy. 

The questionnaire was designed in the Arabic language to make it more 

understandable; it was attached in (appendix II) . An English version was translated 

by the researcher and attached in (appendix I). Unnecessary personal data, complex 

and duplicated questions were avoided. The questionnaire was provided with a 

covering letter which explained the purpose of the study, the way of responding, the 

aim of the study and the security of the information in order to encourage high 

response.   

A structured questionnaire was specially designed for the study and it 

consisted of two main sections:  

• The first section was general information about the respondent.  

• The second section was the main body of the questionnaire and it was divided into 

Five sub-sections related to the main variables of the study ( corporate social 
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responsibility dimensions , clients satisfaction , clients trust, corporate image and 

clients loyalty) .  

The process adopted by the researcher was as follows :  

• Establish relationship with the organization and hold informal discussion to 

introduce the study and data collection approach to attract their interest .  

• Proceed to setting up appointment with the targeted individuals to take an 

approval to take the statistical information needed and finally to arrange the 

process of distributing and collecting questionnaire. 

• The bank refuse to distributes the questionnaire by the researcher in the bank they 

appoint a person who conduct the process of distributing and collecting it , the rest 

of unfilled questionnaires were distributed by the researcher in different places.    

4.7 Data Measurement  

 

Selecting the appropriate method for analysing the data , it depends on understanding 

the level of measurement used. There is/are appropriate method/s can be 

implemented and used for each type of measurement. In this study the researcher 

depends on ordinal scales for measuring the data. In Ordinal scale the data is rating 

in ascending or descending order using specific integers. The numbers assigned to 

the important (1,2,3,4,5) do not indicate that the interval between scales are equal, 

nor do they indicate absolute quantities. They are merely numerical labels. Based on 

Likert scale we have the following: 

 Table (4.3): Likert scale 

Item 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Scale 5 4 3 2 1 

 

4.8 Content Validity of the Questionnaire:                          

The content validity of the questionnaire was conducted through the supervisor 

review in order to assure that the content of the questionnaire is consistent with the 

study objectives, and evaluate whether the questions reflect the study problem or not. 

Appendix shows the questionnaire in its final shape.  
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Validity of Questionnaire 

Validity is described the degree to which a research study instrument (questionnaire) 

measure what is purported to measure. There are many methods and aspects used to 

assess the research questionnaire validity.In this study both internal and structural 

validity was used to evaluate the research instrument validity. 

 

Internal Validity                     

First, the validity of the instrument which used by the researcher (questionnaire) was 

tested and evaluated using an internal validity test, an exploratory sample using 50 

questionnaires was used to measure it by finding the correlation coefficient a among 

each item of one filed and for the field as whole. 

 

Table (4.4): Correlation coefficient of each item of " economic responsibility " 

and the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The Bank contributes in reducing the 

problem of unemployment by providing 

jobs opportunities. 

.709 0.000* 

2.  The Bank seeks for excellence by 

providing a various services, 

professional performance and achieving 

high profit. 

.770 0.000* 

3.  The bank contributes  in supporting  the 

local and national economy by providing 

funding for small and medium projects. 

.754 0.000* 

4.  The Bank  adopts entrepreneurial ideas 

for projects. 
.887 0.000* 

5.  The bank contributes in providing 

training programs for university students. 
.760 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level . 

 

Table (4.4) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the "economic 

responsibility " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the 

correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05,  so it can be said that 

the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  

Table (4.5) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " Legal 

responsibility " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the 
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correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05,  so it can be said that 

the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  

 

Table (4.5): Correlation coefficient of each item of " Legal responsibility " and 

the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The Bank is committed to perform transactions 

that are compatible with the laws issued by the 

Palestinian Monetary Authority. (such as 
combating the phenomenon of money laundering) 

.825 0.000* 

2.  The bank bears all damages  and harm that clients 

may exposed while they are performed their 

transactions in a bank. 
.787 0.000* 

3.  The bank employees are committed to all 

instructions and procedures for health, safety, and  

Security environment. 
.796 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

 

Table (4.6) : Correlation coefficient of each item of " Ethical responsibility " 

and the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The bank promotes its business properly and 
ethically by showing all the details and conditions 

of advertising campaigns for offered programs. 
.732 0.000* 

2.  The Bank accomplish its work in a manner 
consistent with the moral values of society and 

without differentiating among clients on the basis 

of gender, race or political affiliation.  

.864 0.000* 

3.  The Bank respects the customs, traditions and 
ethics of the society in which it operates. 

.839 0.000* 

4.  I think the mission and objectives of the bank are 

Compatible with the goals and values of the 

community. 
.848 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

Table (4.6) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " Ethical 

responsibility " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the 

correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05,  so it can be said that 

the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  

Table (4.7) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " 

Philanthropic/ voluntary responsibility " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) 

are less than 0.05, so the correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 
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0.05, so it can be said that the items of this field are consistent and valid to be 

measured what it was set for.  

Table (4.7): Correlation coefficient of each item of " Philanthropic/voluntary 

responsibility " and the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The Bank provides grants to support the 

local community such as supporting 

college students. 

.745 0.000* 

2.  The Bank allocates part of its profits to 

support charitable organizations 
.805 0.000* 

3.  The bank contributes in enhancing  

infrastructure to support the local 

community (such as roads, hospitals and 

schools) 

.830 0.000* 

4.  The Bank contributes easing effects of the 

blockade and damage on Gaza strip after 

Israel's wars 

.835 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

 

Table (4.8) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " 

Environmental responsibility " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less 

than 0.05, so the correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05, so it 

can be said that the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it 

was set for.  
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Table (4.8): Correlation coefficient of each item of " Environmental 

responsibility " and the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The bank contributes in volunteer 

campaigns to preserve the 

environment (such as providing 

awareness campaigns) 

.831 0.000* 

2.  The Bank Supports investment 

projects towards a "green 

environment". 

.812 0.000* 

3.  The Bank contributes in solving  

problems related to environmental 

pollution, such as support natural 

resources recycling projects. 

.891 0.000* 

4.  The Bank contributes to improve the 

appearance of civilization and 

cleanliness of cities and streets. 

.782 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

 

Table (4.9) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " Clients 

Trust " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the 

correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05, so it can be said that 

the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  

 

Table (4.9) : Correlation coefficient of each item of " Clients Trust " and the 

total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The process of providing banking 

services in the bank is safe around the 

clock. 

.720 0.000* 

2.  The relationship within the bank and 

its clients based on mutual trust. 
.625 0.000* 

3.  The Bank  uses a clear language in 

the provision of banking services. 
.728 0.000* 

4.  The Bank performs its obligations 

towards clients. 
.790 0.000* 

5.  The banking Accounts processing 

system  is trustworthy. 
.607 0.000* 

6.  Fairness and justice constitute the 

cornerstone of the bank's transactions. 
.801 0.000* 
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No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

7.  Employees preserve a high degree of 

credibility in maintaining the 

confidentiality of clients data. 

.700 0.000* 

8.  The Bank has a consistency and 

continuity by providing of high 

quality services. 

.806 0.000* 

9.  Bank employees have the knowledge 

and the skill needed to solve the 

various issues. 

.707 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

 

Table (4.10) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " Clients 

Satisfaction " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the 

correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05, so it can be said that 

the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  

 

Table (4.10) : Correlation coefficient of each item of " Clients Satisfaction " and 

the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  I feel satisfied about the quality of 

services provided by the bank. 
.844 0.000* 

2.  I think I've taken the right decision 

when i joined the Bank of Palestine 

to make all my transactions. 

.773 0.000* 

3.  I feel comfortable in my relationship 

with the bank and all its staff. 
.806 0.000* 

4.  The Bank is characterized by speed 

and accuracy in delivered services 

and transactions. 

.801 0.000* 

5.  The bank is characterized by speed in 

handling Complaints and problem 

solving. 

.766 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

 

Table (4.11) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " 

corporate Image " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so 

the correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05, so it can be said 

that the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  
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Table (4.11) : Correlation coefficient of each item of " corporate Image " and 

the total of this field 

No. Item 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  The Bank is generally characterized by 

a good reputation. 
.750 0.000* 

2.  The Bank offers high quality and 

variety of services which are 

compatible with the new technology. 

.741 0.000* 

3.  Bank branches are designed excellently 

to greet clients (building, furniture, 

hygiene etc ....) 

.735 0.000* 

4.  You can perform any banking 

transaction easily from any region due 

to the spread of its branches. 

.667 0.000* 

5.  The bank's advertisement campaign is 

presented  attractively and effectively. 
.674 0.000* 

6.  I  gain services in exchange of what I 

pay as fees. 
.626 0.000* 

7.  Dealing with the bank and its staff 

always leaves a good impression on 

me, they are characterized by 

professionalism and efficiency. 

.650 0.000* 

8.  The bank achieve an excellent financial 

performance. 
.712 0.000* 

9.  The mechanism of execution and  

completion of transactions in the bank 

is easy and convenient. 

.730 0.000* 

10.  The bank is interested in society issues 

and charity. 
.726 0.000* 

11.  Bank branches provide enough private 

space parking lots for clients cars 
.591 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  

 

Table (4.12) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each item of the " Clients 

Loyalty " and the total of the field. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the 

correlation coefficients of this field are significant at α = 0.05, so it can be said that 

the items of this field are consistent and valid to be measured what it was set for.  
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Table (4.12) : Correlation coefficient of each item of " Clients Loyalty " and the 

total of this field 

No. Item Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  I have the desire to continue dealing with the 

bank. 
.697 0.000* 

2.  I always talk about the bank in a positive way in 
front of others. .770 0.000* 

3.  I strongly defend Bank in front of others. .756 0.000* 

4.  The Bank is my first choice when I need any 
banking service. .825 0.000* 

5.  I will not turn towards another bank, whatever the 

competitors offers. 
.790 0.000* 

6.  I intend to increase my financial transactions with 
the bank over the coming period. .749 0.000* 

7.  In case the interest  is raised, I will preserve my 
dealings with the bank. .768 0.000* 

8.  I always recommend others to deal with this bank .786 0.000* 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  
 

Structure Validity of the Questionnaire                          

Second, the researcher test the validity of the structure of the study assessment tool 

(questionnaire) ,using structure validity test, which testing the validity of each filed 

and the validity of the instrument used with it's all fields as a whole. 

In this test the correlation coefficient was evaluated a mong one field and all 

the fields of questionnaire which have the same grade of likert scale.  

Table (4.13): Correlation coefficient of each field and the whole of questionnaire 

No. Field 

Pearson  

Correlation 

Coefficient 

P-Value 

(Sig.) 

1.  Economic Responsibility .856 0.000* 

2.  Legal Responsibility .889 0.000* 

3.  Ethical Responsibility .861 0.000* 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary Responsibility .899 0.000* 

5.  Environmental Responsibility .904 0.000* 

 Social Responsibility .937 0.000* 

1.  Clients Trust .946 0.000* 

2.  Clients Satisfaction .917 0.000* 

3.  Corporate Image .958 0.000* 

4.  Clients Loyalty .885 0.000* 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level  
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Table (4.13) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each field and the whole 

questionnaire. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the correlation coefficients of 

all the fields are significant at α = 0.05, so it can be said that the fields are valid to be 

measured what it was set for to achieve the main aim of the study.  

 

4.9 Reliability of the Research 

It refers to the degree to which an assessment tool used by researcher have a stable 

and consistent results. The more distinctions or variations produced by an assessment 

tool in it's repeated measurement of dimensions, the lower its consistency. To ensure 

the stability the test can be repeated for the same sample in different cases then 

compare the results generated by computing consistency (George and Mallery,2006). 

To insure the reliability and dependability of an assessment tool used  the researcher 

use Cronbach‘s Coefficient Alpha test. 

 

Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha                            

Cronbach‘s alpha (George and Mallery, 2006) It is a statistical test used commonly 

to measure the internal Reliability of the questionnaire ,it measures whether all items 

of the questionnaire measure the same thing it conducted for The normal range of 

Cronbach‘s coefficient alpha value between 0.0 and + 1.0, the more the value of the 

test closed to (+1) the higher level internal consistency it approved. The Cronbach‘s 

coefficient alpha was calculated for each field of the questionnaire. 

 

Table (4.14): Cronbach's Alpha for each field of the questionnaire 

No. Field Cronbach's Alpha 

1.  Economic Responsibility 0.831 

2.  Legal Responsibility 0.720 

3.  Ethical Responsibility 0.840 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary Responsibility 0.815 

5.  Environmental Responsibility 0.843 

 Social Responsibility 0.947 

1.  Clients Trust 0.875 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 0.878 

3.  Corporate Image 0.879 

4.  Clients Loyalty 0.896 

 All items of the Questionnaire 0.976 
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Table (4.14) shows the values of Cronbach's Alpha for each field of the 

questionnaire and the entire questionnaire. For the fields, values of Cronbach's Alpha 

were in the range from 0.720 and 0.947. This range is considered high; the result 

ensures the reliability of each field of the questionnaire. Cronbach's Alpha equals 

0.976 for the entire questionnaire which indicates an excellent reliability of the entire 

questionnaire. 

Thereby, it can be said that the researcher proved that the questionnaire was 

valid, reliable, and ready for distribution for the population sample. 

 

Test of Normality 

The One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test procedure compares the observed 

cumulative distribution function for a variable with a specified theoretical 

distribution, which may be normal, uniform, Poisson, or exponential. The 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z is computed from the largest difference (in absolute value) 

between the observed and theoretical cumulative distribution functions. This 

goodness-of-fit test tests whether the observations could reasonably have come from 

the specified distribution. Many parametric tests require normally distributed 

variables. The one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be used to test that a 

variable of interest is normally distributed (Ghasemi & Zahediasl, 2012). 

Table (4.15): Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

Field 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Statistic P-value 

Economic Responsibility 1.079 0.194 

Legal Responsibility 1.186 0.120 

Ethical Responsibility 0.600 0.880 

Philanthropic/Voluntary Responsibility 1.078 0.195 

Environmental Responsibility 1.026 0.243 

Social Responsibility 0.816 0.518 

Clients Trust 0.793 0.555 

Clients Satisfaction 0.832 0.494 

Corporate Image 0.786 0.567 

Clients Loyalty 0.602 0.861 

All items of the Questionnaire 0.883 0.417 
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Table (4.15) shows the results for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality. 

From Table (4.15), the p-value for each variable is greater than 0.05 level of 

significance, thus these variables are normally distributed. Consequently, parametric 

tests should be used to perform the statistical data analysis. 

Statistical Analysis Tools  

The researcher used data analysis both qualitative and quantitative data 

analysis methods. The Data analysis made utilizing (SPSS 24). The researcher utilize 

the following statistical tools: 

1) Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Normality. 

2) Pearson Correlation Coefficient for Validity. 

3) Cronbach's Alpha for Reliability Statistics. 

4) Frequency and Descriptive Analysis. 

5) Multiple Linear Regression Model. 

6) Parametric Tests (One-sample T test, Independent Samples T-test and Analysis 

of Variance (ANOVA)). 

T-test is used to determine if the mean of a item is significantly different from 

a hypothesized value 3 (Middle value of Likert scale). If the P-value (Sig.) is smaller 

than or equal to the level of significance, 0.05  , then the mean of an item is 

significantly different from a hypothesized value 3. The sign of the Test value 

indicates whether the mean is significantly greater or smaller than hypothesized 

value 3. On the other hand, if the P-value (Sig.) is greater  than the level of 

significance 0.05  , then the mean a item is insignificantly different from a 

hypothesized value 3. 

The Independent Samples T-test is used to examine if there is a statistical 

significant difference between two means among the respondents toward the effect of 

corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty in bank of Palestine- Gaza strip due 

to (gender). 

The One- Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used to examine if there is 

a statistical significant difference between several means among the respondents 

toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty in bank of 

Palestine- Gaza strip due to (age, Academic Level, Job, Income range, Type of Bank 

Account, number of years having a bank account and Bank branch). 
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Chapter 5 

Data Analysis and Hypotheses Testing 

 

5.1 Introduction  

In this chapter the researcher aimed to analyse the data which collected by 

questionnaire in order to provide an obvious picture about CSR and its effect on 

clients loyalty in bank of Palestine in Gaza Strip. This chapter contains three main 

sections. The first section is about descriptive analysis (the personal traits) which will 

be presented and discussed. The second is about Data analysis (Means and Test 

values for each field). The third section is testing the hypotheses. Finally the findings 

that respond to these questions and objectives will be discussed and compared to 

previous studies . 

5.2 The Personal Characteristics of the Respondents: 

 

Gender 

 

Table shows that the majority of the respondents are males and this represents 63.7% 

of the study sample and 36.3% are Females . This is expected and was  probably due 

to the Palestinian work culture, as the Palestinian central bureau of statistic showed 

that work force structure distributed as follows : 71.6% male , and 19.3% female 

(PCBS,2016) . 

Table (5.1):Gender 

Gender Frequency Percent 

Male 225 63.7 

Female 128 36.3 

Total 353 100.0 

Age  

 

Table shows that the more than 50% of the respondents have ages above 35 

years,This properly shows that youth was dominated the Palestinian community 

population structure . 
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Table (5.2): Age 

Age  Frequency Percent 

Less than 25 years   33 9.3 

25- Less than 35 years   154 43.6 

35- Less than 45 years   102 28.9 

45 Years and more  64 18.1 

Total 353 100.0 

 

Academic Level 

 

Table shows that approximately 80% of the respondents hold  Diploma , and 

Bachelor This reflects a high level of education that respondents hold, which reflects 

on their skills and abilities in dealing with questionnaire sections. 

Table (5.3):Academic Level 

Academic Level Frequency Percent 

Diploma 46 13.0 

Bachelor 236 66.9 

Master 55 15.6 

PhD 16 4.5 

Total 353 100.0 

 

Job 

 

Table shows that 53.3% of the respondents work in a private sector ,This properly 

shows that most of the clients work in a private sector , this because most of the 

private sector companies open their employees accounts in bank of Palestine , Gaza 

strip full of small and medium size companies and projects in the last decade, and of 

course the client is taken randomly to fill up the questionnaire. 

Table (5.4):Job 

Job Frequency Percent 

Governmental sector 37 10.5 

Freelancer 50 14.2 

Private sector 188 53.3 

NGO'S 52 14.7 

Unemployed 26 7.4 

Total 353 100.0 
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Income Range 

 

Table shows that 27.5% of the respondents have income between  "1501-2500 NIS 

",,  27.2% " in the range "2501- 3500 NIS" and 18.7% of  the sample  have an 

income " More than 4500 NIS ", 16.4% in the range "3501- 4500 NIS " and 10.2% 

less than 1500 NIS .This means that more that 50% of the clients had an income 

range between 1500-3500 NIS  

 

Table (5.5):Income Range 

Income range (NIS) Frequency Percent 

Less than 1500 36 10.2 

1501-2500 97 27.5 

2501- 3500 96 27.2 

3501- 4500 58 16.4 

More than 4500 66 18.7 

Total 353 100.0 

 

 

Type of Bank Account 

 

Table shows that 62.3% of the respondents have "A current account"  ",  29.7% " 

have "saving account" and 7.6% of  the sample  have " deposits", 1% have another 

account .The highest percent of accounts is for current account and this expected 

because most of the clients who visit the banks are actually employees of different 

sectors and the bank distributes the questionnaires on the first of January on the time 

that salaries deposited in the bank. 

 

Table (5.6):Type of Bank Account 

Type of Bank Account Frequency Percent 

Saving Account 105 29.7 

Current Account 220 62.3 

Deposits 27 7.6 

Other  1 0.3 

Total 353 100.0 

 

Number of years having a bank account ( account period) 

 

Table shows that 52.7% of the respondents have a bank account in bank of Palestine 

for "more than 5 years"  ",  30.6% " have a bank account for  "2- less than 5 years" 
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and 14.2% of  the sample  have a bank account for  " 1- less than 2 years", 2.5% have 

of them have it for less than one year .The highest percent of respondents had a bank 

account for more than 5 years which reflects on their abilities in dealing with 

questionnaire sections and this category actually had the ability to evaluate the bank 

correctly , they are loyal for the bank. 

 

Table (5.7): Account Period in (years) 

I had a bank account for   Frequency Percent 

Less than one years 9 2.5 

1- Less than 2 years 50 14.2 

2 - Less than 5 years 108 30.6 

More than 5 years 186 52.7 

Total 353 100.0 

 

Bank Branch 

 

Table shows that 52.7% of the respondents have a bank account in "El – remal 

branch"  , 30.6% " have a bank account in" Omar -Elmokhtar branch"  ,7.6% of 

clients had an account in " Nusirat" branch which is showed the lowest percent , this 

results properly and expected due to the bank statistical information given to the 

researcher. 

 

Table (5.8):Bank branch 

Bank branch Frequency Percent 

Rafah 38 10.8 

Khan Younis 47 13.3 

Dier el- balah 25 7.1 

Nusirat 24 6.8 

Main branch (Omar el Mokhtar) 74 21.0 

El remal 85 24.1 

El Nasser 27 7.6 

Jabalia 33 9.3 

Total 353 100.0 

 

From the above analysis , the researcher concluded that the respondent are 

qualified, youth , and have the ability to deal with all sections of a distributed 

questionnairs. 
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5.3 Analysis for Each Field 

 

In Dependant Variables "Social Responsibility Dimensions": 
  
1. Economic Responsibility 

 

 

Table (5.9): Means and Test values for “Economic Responsibility” 
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1.  The Bank contributes in 

reducing the problem of 

unemployment by providing 

jobs opportunities. 

4.06 0.94 81.25 21.18 0.000* 3 

2.  The Bank seeks for 

excellence by providing a 

various services, professional 

performance and achieving 

high profit. 

4.22 0.78 84.36 29.34 0.000* 1 

3.  The bank contributes  in 

supporting  the local and 

national economy by 

providing funds for small and 

medium projects. 

4.20 0.80 84.03 28.06 0.000* 2 

4.  The Bank  adopts 

entrepreneurial ideas for 

projects. 

4.03 0.89 80.51 21.57 0.000* 4 

5.  The bank contributes in 

providing training programs 

for university students. 

4.00 0.86 79.94 21.86 0.000* 5 

 All items of the field 4.10 0.65 82.01 31.92 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

Table (5.9) shows the following results: 

 The mean of the field ―Economic responsibility‖ equals 4.10 (82.01%), Test-

value = 31.92, and P-value= 0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. Researcher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of ―Economic responsibility ". 
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 Based on the answers of bank's clients , it represents that the bank actually 

concerned with the economic responsibility within the bank by achieving the 

highest levels of profits comparing with its competitors and it seeks for excellence 

by providing a various services, professional performance , the bank also seeks to 

reduce the unemployment rate which considered one of the most economical 

problems faced Gaza strip by providing jobs opportunities within the bank or by  

providing training programs for university students in order to prepare and help 

them to get a job in a future in different places other than the bank. 

 It also reveals that the bank help in improving the local, national economy of the 

country , by providing funding for small and medium projects and encouraging 

the entrepreneurial  ideas to be funded and implemented.  

 Chung, Yu et al. (2015), ranks the economic responsibility according to customer 

importance in fifth level after the consumer protection, philanthropic, legal , 

ethical responsibilities. Arli & Tjiptono (2014) argues that Indonesian consumers 

consider (economic , legal, Ethical and voluntary) as part of social 

responsibility ,while  legal and philanthropic considered as the most important 

responsibilities from customers point of view followed by economic and ethical 

responsibilities.Burianová & Paulík (2014) approved that banks shown caring 

about the economy of their country whether by the direct economic effect to a 

community by achieve high financial results for the development of CSR and 

philanthropic activities ,and indirect economic effect to a community by investing  

in a public welfare and public services development. And to support public 

projects and services on a voluntary basis without any profit‘s expectation. In this 

study the economic responsibility is ranked  in the fourth level of the total CSR 

dimensions applied by the bank after the legal , ethical and environmental 

responsibility ,according to the clients answer.  
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2. Legal Responsibility 

Table (5.10): Means and Test values for “Legal Responsibility” 
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1.  The Bank is committed to 

perform transactions that are 

compatible with (such as 

combating the phenomenon of 

money laundering) 

4.42 0.71 88.33 37.66 0.000* 1 

2.  The bank bears all damages  and 

harm that clients may exposed 

while they are performed their 
transactions in a bank. 

4.05 0.89 81.02 22.18 0.000* 3 

3.  The bank employees are 

committed to all instructions and 

procedures for health, safety, 

and  Security environment. 

4.20 0.78 84.02 28.76 0.000* 2 

 All items of the field 4.22 0.65 84.46 35.32 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

Table (5.10) shows the following results:  

 The mean of the field ―Legal responsibility‖ equals 4.22 (84.46%), Test-value = 

35.32, and P-value= 0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. Resercher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of ―Legal responsibility ". 

 According to clients answers , it represent that the bank concern with legal 

responsibility, it committed to performs all of its transactions and business 

compatible with  the laws issued by the Palestinian Monetary Authority, it also 

responsible toward any damages or harm that may faced by clients while they are 

in a bank such as (sudden accident), employees bank committed to apply all rules 

and procedures for health, safety, and  Security environment. 

 Chung, Yu et al. (2015), ranks the legal responsibility according to customer 

importance in third level after the consumer protection, philanthropic 

responsibilities . Arli & Tjiptono (2014) argues that Indonesian consumers 
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consider (economic , legal, Ethical and voluntary) as part of social 

responsibility ,while  legal and philanthropic considered as the most important 

responsibilities from customers point of view followed by economic and ethical 

responsibilities, Khan, Ferguson et al. (2015) noted that banks should concern 

with legal responsibility through promotes equal opportunities to all, no 

discrimination in gender, disability, race, religion, etc. , concerned to fulfill its 

regulations to its shareholders, suppliers, distributors and other agents and finally 

make sure that its employees act according to the laws and regulation. In this 

study the legal responsibility is in the highest rank of the total CSR dimensions 

according to the clients answer which represents that the bank operates within the 

legal framework of the society , performing in a manner consistent with 

expectations of government and law. 
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3. Ethical Responsibility 

Table (5.11): Means and Test values for “Ethical Responsibility” 
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1.  The bank promotes its business 

properly and ethically by 

showing all the details and 

conditions of advertising 

campaigns for offered 

programs. 

4.39 0.72 87.88 36.19 0.000* 1 

2.  The Bank accomplish its work in 

a manner consistent with the 
moral values of society and 

without differentiating among 

clients on the basis of gender, race 
or political affiliation. 

4.10 0.79 82.04 26.29 0.000* 4 

3.  The Bank respects the customs, 

traditions and ethics of the 

society in which it operates. 

 

4.22 0.78 84.38 29.14 0.000* 2 

4.  I think the mission and 

objectives of the bank are 

Compatible with the goals and 

values of the community. 

4.13 0.82 82.62 25.92 0.000* 3 

 All items of the field 4.21 0.64 84.24 35.81 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

Table (5.11) shows the following results:  

 The mean of the field ―Ethical responsibility‖ equals 4.21 (84.24%), Test-value = 

35.81, and P-value= 0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of ―Ethical responsibility ". 

 Based on the clients answers , it showed that bank of Palestine concern with " the 

ethical responsibility " by promoting its business ethically and providing a clear 

details and conditions  for any campaigns offered and it respects the tradition and 
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ethics of the local economy , the bank mission and vision reflects the community 

values . 

 It concerns to public a code of ethics applied by the bank for the general public 

and accomplish its work in a manner consistent with the moral values of society, 

respecting all clients and treat them fairly ignoring their gender, race or political 

affiliation and this actually important to survive and continue the business , it 

should be meet the expectation of clients values and shareholders. 

 Chung, Yu et al. (2015), ranks the ethical responsibility according to customer 

perspective in last level after the consumer protection, philanthropic 

responsibilities and legal responsibility. Arli & Tjiptono (2014) argues that 

Indonesian consumers consider (economic , legal, Ethical and voluntary) as part 

of social responsibility ,while  legal and philanthropic considered as the most 

important responsibilities from customers point of view followed by economic 

and ethical responsibilities, Khan, Ferguson et al. (2015) shows that banks should 

concern with ethical responsibility by  Respecting ethical principles in its 

relationships with others , it has priority over achieving superior economic 

performance in ethics over profits and it approve that the bank should has a well-

defined and enforced code of ethics, practices and principles. In this study ethical 

responsibility is in the second rank of the total CSR dimensions according to the 

clients answers. This means that the bank performing in a manner consistent with 

expectations of societal mores and ethical norms. 
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4. Philanthropic/Voluntary Responsibility 

Table (5.12): Means and Test values for “Philanthropic/Voluntary 

Responsibility” 
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1.  The Bank provides grants to 

support the local community 

such as supporting college 

students. 

4.36 0.75 87.14 34.08 0.000* 1 

2.  The Bank allocates part of its 

profits to support charitable 

organizations 

4.13 0.85 82.69 24.94 0.000* 2 

3.  The bank contributes in 

enhancing  infrastructure to 

support the local community 

(such as roads, hospitals and 

schools) 

4.03 0.86 80.57 22.41 0.000* 3 

4.  The Bank contributes easing 

effects of the blockade and 

damage on Gaza strip after 

Israel's wars 

3.87 1.00 77.45 16.46 0.000* 4 

 All items of the field 4.10 0.71 81.94 29.10 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

 

Table (5.12) shows the following results:  

 The mean of the field ―Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility‖ equals 4.10 

(81.94%), Test-value = 29.10, and P-value= 0.000 which is smaller than the level 

of significance 0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field 

is significantly greater than the hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that 

the respondents agreed to field of ―Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility ". 

 According to clients answers , it showed that the bank concerned with 

Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility toward its community by providing grants 

to support the local community such as supporting college students, it allocates 

part of its annual profits to support charitable projects ,it actually budgeted 6% of 

its total annual profit to support community projects in the Palestinian society ,  
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enhancing  infrastructure to support the local community (such as roads, hospitals 

and schools) and finally contributes in easing effects of the blockade and damage 

on Gaza strip after Israel's wars. 

 The study of Chung, Yu et al. (2015), ranks the voluntary responsibility according 

to customer in highest level which affect their satisfaction. Arli & Tjiptono (2014) 

argue that Indonesian consumers consider (economic , legal, Ethical and 

voluntary) as part of social responsibility ,while  legal and philanthropic 

considered as the most important responsibilities from customers point of view 

followed by economic and ethical responsibilities, Khan, Ferguson et al. (2015) 

shows that banks should concern with voluntary responsibility by  providing 

charitable donations towards society, supports in floods/earthquake natural 

disasters, , demonstrates strong respect in protecting the natural environment and  

anti-climate change, paperless banking, energy efficient lights , allocates a part of 

its budget to donations and social works towards local community investments 

such as schools, health care centers and vocational institutes, sponsors, finances or 

assist social events,  supporting anti breast cancer campaigns.  In this study 

voluntary responsibility is in the last rank of the total CSR dimensions according 

to the clients answers. This means that the bank should be performing in a manner 

consistent with the philanthropic and charitable expectations of society . 
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5. Environmental responsibility 

 

Table (5.13): Means and Test values for “Environmental Responsibility” 
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1.  The bank contributes in 

volunteer campaigns to 

preserve the environment (such 

as providing awareness 

campaigns) 

4.29 0.79 85.72 30.42 0.000* 1 

2.  The Bank Supports investment 

projects towards a "green 

environment". 

4.02 0.83 80.45 23.28 0.000* 2 

3.  The Bank contributes in 

solving  problems related to 

environmental pollution, such 

as support natural resources 

recycling projects. 

3.94 0.96 78.81 18.43 0.000* 4 

4.  The Bank contributes to 

improve the appearance of 

civilization and cleanliness of 

cities and streets. 

3.98 0.86 79.55 21.46 0.000* 3 

 All items of the field 4.13 0.58 82.63 36.43 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

Table (5.13) shows the following results:  

 The mean of the field ―Environmental responsibility‖ equals 4.13 (82.63%), Test-

value = 36.43, and P-value= 0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of ―Environmental responsibility ". 

 Clients answers approve that the bank well concern with the aspect of 

environmental responsibility , by contributing in volunteer campaigns to preserve 

the environment (such as providing awareness campaigns) , Supports investment 

projects towards a "green environment" such as provide " a green loans" , solving  

problems related to environmental pollution, such as support natural resources 
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recycling projects, contributes to improve the civilized appearance of the and 

cleanliness of cities and streets. 

 The study of  (Chung, Yu et al., 2015), ranks the environmental  responsibility 

according to customer in last level which affect their satisfaction.   

 (Burianová & Paulík ,2014) Argued that Banks have to adopt environmental 

policies and principles for a functioning of socially responsible organizations in 

regard to a sustainable growth and pressures from public. An environmental 

policy does not play an important role due to an economic performance of 

commercial banks but banks still give quite a lot of financial resources in an 

environmental matter especially in a form of financing of environmentally 

focused projects.   In this study environmental responsibility is in the third rank of 

the total CSR dimensions after the legal and ethical responsibilities according to 

the clients answers.  

 

In General " Social Responsibility ": 

 

Table (5.14): Means and Test values for " Social Responsibility " 
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1.  
Economic Responsibility 4.10 0.65 82.01 31.92 0.000* 4 

2.  
Legal Responsibility 4.22 0.65 84.46 35.32 0.000* 1 

3.  
Ethical Responsibility 4.21 0.64 84.24 35.81 0.000* 2 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

Responsibility 
4.10 0.71 81.94 29.10 0.000* 5 

5.  
Environmental 

Responsibility 
4.13 0.58 82.63 36.43 0.000* 3 

 All Items of Social 

Responsibility 
4.06 0.70 81.13 28.26 0.000* - 

            *The mean is significantly different from 3 
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 Table (5.14) shows the mean of all items equals 4.13 (82.63%), Test-value = 

36.43 and P-value =0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The mean of all items is significantly different from the hypothesized 

value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents agreed to all items of social 

responsibility. 

 The result of the corporate social responsibility table showed that the bank 

actually implement corporate social responsibility and it considered as a part of its 

strategy in order to achieve success, competitive advantages and gain clients 

loyalty , satisfaction and build a good image of the bank in the mind of their 

clients. 

 The table showed that Bank clients consider all five types of responsibility as part 

of social responsibility , legal and ethical responsibilities get the most emphasis 

from clients followed by environmental, economic and voluntary responsibilities.  

 researchers differs on their ranking of the importance of CSR dimensions and how 

it is adopted by organizations from customers views. 
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5.4 Mediatin Variables : 

1. Clients Trust 

Table (5.15): Means and Test values for “Clients Trust” 
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1.  The process of providing banking 

services in the bank is safe around 
the clock. 

4.56 0.62 91.27 47.13 0.000* 1 

2.  The relationship within the bank 

and its clients based on mutual 

trust. 
4.21 0.79 84.20 28.91 0.000* 5 

3.  The Bank  uses a clear language 

in the provision of banking 

services. 
4.25 0.78 85.10 30.31 0.000* 3 

4.  The Bank performs its obligations 
towards clients. 

4.19 0.77 83.77 28.70 0.000* 6 

5.  The banking Accounts processing 

system  is trustworthy. 
4.28 0.82 85.64 29.31 0.000* 2 

6.  Fairness and justice constitute the 
cornerstone of the bank's 

transactions. 
4.11 0.86 82.10 24.13 0.000* 8 

7.  Employees preserve a high degree 

of credibility in maintaining the 
confidentiality of clients data. 

4.14 0.92 82.83 23.20 0.000* 7 

8.  The Bank has a consistency and 

continuity by providing of high 
quality services. 

4.22 0.78 84.42 29.23 0.000* 4 

9.  Bank employees have the 

knowledge and the skill needed to 

solve the various issues. 
4.02 0.96 80.45 20.03 0.000* 9 

 All items of the field 4.22 0.60 84.42 37.97 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

 

Table (5.15) shows the following results:  

 The mean of the field ―Clients Trust‖ equals 4.22 (84.42%), Test-value = 37.97, 

and P-value=0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 0.05  . The 

sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly greater than the 

hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents agreed to field of 

"Clients Trust". 

 Based on the results , clients answers approve that the bank concerned with 

building a trust with their clients, it provides a banking services safe around the 
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clock ,keep secure for clients information, bank System t is trustworthy  in general 

in conducting operations and transferring money ,it also provides banking services 

in a clear language "transparency" , it provides a services with high quality  

characterized by consistency and continuity, it keep Honesty in fulfilling promises 

made by the banks to its clients, taking  into consideration consumer interests 

when making decisions, the staff have a knowledge and the skill needed to solve 

the various issues faced by clients . 

 van Esterik- Plasmeijer & van Raaij (2017) agree that 

Integrity ,Transparency ,Customer Orientation and Competence is the most 

important determinant of bank trust, which will help a bank to gain clients loyalty 

on the other side he argues that staff and bank trust is the most determinates for 

building a strong trust than concerned with bank system.  
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2. Clients Satisfaction 

 

Table (5.16): Means and Test values for “Clients satisfaction” 
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1.  I feel satisfied about the quality 

of services provided by the 

bank. 

4.44 0.69 88.86 39.51 0.000* 1 

2.  I think I've taken the right 

decision when i joined the 

Bank of Palestine to make all 

my transactions. 

4.18 0.72 83.69 30.95 0.000* 3 

3.  I feel comfortable in my 

relationship with the bank and 

all its staff. 

4.22 0.88 84.49 26.23 0.000* 2 

4.  The Bank is characterized by 

speed and accuracy in 

delivered services and 

transactions. 

4.15 0.79 83.07 27.48 0.000* 4 

5.  The bank is characterized by 

speed in handling Complaints 

and problem solving. 

4.09 0.92 81.71 22.13 0.000* 5 

 All items of the field 4.22 0.64 84.40 35.71 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

 

Table (5.16) shows the following results:  

 The mean of the field ―Clients satisfaction‖ equals 4.22 (84.40%), Test-value = 

35.71, and P-value=0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of " Clients satisfaction ". 

 According to the results showed by the clients answers , it approved that the bank 

concerned with satisfying its clients ,this confirmed from clients answers that they 

feel satisfied with overall quality, speed and accuracy of services  provided by the 

bank they also feel that they take the right decision when they choose this bank to 

invest their money or to act any transactions , clients satisfied and comfortable 
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with their relation with banks staff (helpful, integrity ,kind) ,when they face any 

problem it solved quickly and the bank concerned with handling clients 

complaints. 

 This results approved with (Loh, 2013) who confirms that bank clients satisfied 

when they pleased to be associated with the bank, happy to do  their transaction 

with the bank, feel good on their decision to do business with the bank and the 

bank is able to satisfy their wants and needs,(Pérez & Rodríguez del 

Bosque ,2015) presents that customer will be satisfied when they confirms that 

their decision to choose the bank was the right one; feel happy about their 

decision to choose the  banking company; bank is exactly the banking service 

provider they need. 
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3. Corporate Image 

Table (5.17): Means and Test values for “Corporate Image” 
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1.  The Bank is generally 

characterized by a good 

reputation. 

4.53 0.67 90.57 42.51 0.000* 1 

2.  The Bank offers high quality and 

variety of services which are 

compatible with the new 

technology. 

4.27 0.71 85.40 33.33 0.000* 3 

3.  Bank branches are designed 

excellently to greet clients 

(building, furniture, hygiene etc 

....) 

4.36 0.77 87.24 33.17 0.000* 2 

4.  You can perform any banking 

transaction easily from any 

region due to the spread of its 

branches. 

4.22 0.76 84.39 30.06 0.000* 7 

5.  The bank's advertisement 

campaign is presented  

attractively and effectively. 

4.26 0.75 85.23 31.35 0.000* 4 

6.  I  gain services in exchange of 

what I pay as fees. 
4.01 0.85 80.29 22.29 0.000* 10 

7.  Dealing with the bank and its 

staff always leaves a good 

impression on me, they are 

characterized by professionalism 

and efficiency. 

4.02 0.96 80.34 19.81 0.000* 9 

8.  The bank achieve an excellent 

financial performance. 
4.26 0.79 85.14 29.84 0.000* 5 

9.  The mechanism of execution and  

completion of transactions in the 

bank is easy and convenient. 

4.26 0.78 85.11 30.10 0.000* 6 

10.  The bank is interested in society 

issues and charity. 
4.12 0.86 82.33 24.23 0.000* 8 

11.  Bank branches provide enough 

private space parking lots for 

clients cars 

3.47 1.21 69.40 7.29 0.000* 11 

 All items of the field 4.16 0.57 83.23 38.16 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 
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Table (5.17) shows the following results:  

 

 The mean of item ―The Bank is generally characterized by a good reputation‖ 

equals 4.53 (90.57%), Test-value = 42.51, and P-value = 0.000 which is smaller 

than the level of significance 0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean 

of this item is significantly greater than the hypothesized value 3 . researcher 

concludes that the respondents agreed to this item. 

 The mean of item ―Bank branches provide enough private space parking lots for 

clients cars‖ equals 3.47 (69.40%), Test-value = 7.29, and P-value = 0.000 which 

is smaller than the level of significance 0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, 

so the mean of this item is significantly greater than the hypothesized value 3 . 

researcher concludes that the respondents agreed to this item. 

 The mean of the field ―corporate image‖ equals 4.16 (83.23%), Test-value = 

38.16, and P-value=0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of " corporate image ". 
 

 

 Based on the answers of clients banks , the researcher noted that bank of Palestine 

has a good image in the mind of their clients ,because it concern with : corporate 

identity, corporate reputation and service quality provided by the bank . 

 It also represents that bank of Palestine has a good reputation compared with rival 

banks , it also concern with the physical attributes of the bank (building, furniture, 

hygiene) , provides a high quality services which compatible with new 

technology , provides effective and attractive advertisements , The mechanism of 

execution and  completion of transactions in the bank is easy and convenient that's 

reflects a good layout of a bank, banks branches available at any place so clients 

can operate their transactions from any geographical area , on the other hand they 

approved that bank services is not compatible with the fees paid,  bank doesn't left 

a private space parking clients cars , this will affect negatively the image clients 

had about the bank.  

 Researcher results agrees with (Khvtisiashvili , 2012)  study who confirms that 

corporate image has a role in creating customer  perception of a bank  during 
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interaction with it. distinctive features and quality of advertising were 

acknowledged as sustainable parts of corporate identity , natural focus or 

unrestricted view outside the building, the physical quality is represented through 

the parking space near the service centers however, given factor is ignored by 

commercial banks operating in Georgian banking system. Ene & Özkaya (2014) 

Approved that retail store corporate image can be measured by (Store 

Layout ,Store Prestige ,Service Quality of Store ,Products , In-Store 

Promotion ,Support Services and Equipment) . 
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5.5 Dependent variables : 

1. Clients Loyalty 

 

Table (5.18): Means and Test values for “Clients Loyalty” 
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1.  I have the desire to continue 

dealing with the bank. 
4.34 0.69 86.80 36.75 0.000* 1 

2.  I always talk about the bank in 

a positive way in front of 

others. 

4.07 0.79 81.30 25.23 0.000* 5 

3.  I strongly defend Bank in front 

of others. 
4.09 0.92 81.77 22.09 0.000* 3 

4.  The Bank is my first choice 

when I need any banking 

service. 

4.12 0.84 82.40 24.81 0.000* 2 

5.  I will not turn towards another 

bank, whatever the competitors 

offers. 

4.01 0.99 80.17 19.09 0.000* 7 

6.  I intend to increase my 

financial transactions with the 

bank over the coming period. 

4.01 0.84 80.29 22.47 0.000* 6 

7.  In case the interest  is raised, I 

will preserve my dealings with 

the bank. 

3.64 1.09 72.80 10.99 0.000* 8 

8.  I always recommend others to 

deal with this bank 
4.07 0.88 81.47 22.94 0.000* 4 

 All items of the field 4.04 0.72 80.84 27.30 0.000*  
* The mean is significantly different from 3 

Table (5.18) shows the following results:  

 

 The mean of item ―I have the desire to continue dealing with the bank‖ equals 

4.34 (86.80%), Test-value = 36.75, and P-value = 0.000 which is smaller than the 

level of significance 0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this 

item is significantly greater than the hypothesized value 3 . researcher concludes 

that the respondents agreed to this item. 

 The mean of item ―In case the interest  is raised, I will preserve my dealings with 

the bank‖ equals 3.64 (72.80%), Test-value = 10.99, and P-value = 0.000 which is 
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smaller than the level of significance 0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so 

the mean of this item is significantly greater than the hypothesized value 3 . 

researcher concludes that the respondents agreed to this item. 

 The mean of the field ―Clients Loyalty‖ equals 4.04 (80.84%), Test-value = 

27.30, and P-value=0.000 which is smaller than the level of significance 

0.05  . The sign of the test is positive, so the mean of this field is significantly 

greater than the hypothesized value 3. researcher concludes that the respondents 

agreed to field of " Clients Loyalty ". 

 From the results given by clients answers , it represents that clients are loyal in 

general to bank of Palestine (behavioral, attitudinal or cognitive) , the respondent 

confirms that they desire to continue dealing with the bank because they fell trust , 

satisfied dealing with bank and for any banking services the clients returned to 

bank of Palestine to act , they defend about the bank in front of others , always 

recommend others to deal with this bank because they feel comfortable to treat 

with it and its staff, but the result showed that if other competitors provides better 

offers or in case the interest rate is raised they may think to change it (cognitive 

loyalty). 

 Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque (2015) agrees that loyalty could be measured by 

(behavioral , attitudinal) aspects , if the client is loyal he \she will recommend 

his\ her bank when others asks for advice, talking positively about bank when 

other clients ask about it,  always contact banking company when they need a new 

banking service, banking company is always their first choice when they  need to 

contract a new banking service ,(Chung, Yu et al. 2015) also confirms customers 

would be loyal if they would like to positively speak to surrounding people about 

this firm, patronize this firm, recommend this firm to colleagues who seek an 

advice. 

 Martínez, Pérez et al. (2014) also use behavioral and attitudinal aspects to 

measure loyalty , and he represents that the customer will be loyal if they continue 

considering a bank as a main brand in the next few years , recommend this brand 

if somebody asked  for an advice , make positive comments about this brand to 

relatives and friends , usually use this brand as a first choice compared to other 

brands. 
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5.6 Research Hypotheses: 

1. Corporate social responsibility has a significant effect on clients loyalty α 

≤ 0.05. 

Rsearcher use a Multiple Linear Regression Model and obtain the following 

results: 

 

Table (5.19):Result of multiple linear regression analysis 

Variable B T Sig. R 
R-

Square 
F Sig. 

(Constant) 0.360 1.899 0.058 

.739 0.547 83.715 0.000** 

Economic responsibility 0.142 2.139 0.033* 

Legal responsibility 0.162 2.333 0.020* 

Ethical responsibility 0.113 1.636 0.103 

Philanthropic/voluntary 

responsibility 
0.246 3.810 0.000* 

Environmental 

responsibility 
0.230 3.769 0.000* 

* The variable is statistically significant at 0.05 level 
* * The relationship is statistically significant at 0.05 level 

 

Table (5.19) show the flowing results: 

 

 The Multiple correlation coefficient R =0.739 and R-Square = 0.547. This means 

54.7% of the variation in clients loyalty is explained by all of the independent 

variables together " Economi, Legal, Ethical responsibility, Philanthropic/ 

voluntary and Environmental responsibility ) " . 

 The Analysis of Variance for the regression model. F=83.715, Sig. = 0.000, so 

there is a significant relationship between the dependent variable clients loyalty 

and the independent variables " Economic, Legal, Ethical, Philanthropic/ 

voluntary and Environmental responsibility ". 

 For the variable " Economic responsibility ", the t-test =2.139, the P-value (Sig.) 

=0.033, which is smaller than 0.05, hence this variable is statistically significant. 

Since the sign of the test is positive, then there is significant positive effect of the 

variable economic responsibility on clients loyalty. Results showed that 

respondents consider economic responsibility is important to be more loyal , this 

is logic because clients will be loyal if they feel that the bank is the best bank 

comparing with other banks in term of ( profitability , performance).  
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 For the variable " Legal responsibility ", the t-test =2.333, the P-value (Sig.) 

=0.020, which is smaller than 0.05, hence this variable is statistically significant. 

Since the sign of the test is positive, then there is significant positive effect of the 

variable legal responsibility on clients loyalty. Results showed that respondents 

consider that legal responsibility is important to be more loyal , this is logic 

because clients seem to be loyal when they feel that the bank complying with all 

the state laws and  local regulations.  

 For the variable " Ethical responsibility ", the t-test = 1.636, the P-value (Sig.) 

=0.103, which is greater than 0.05, hence this variable is statistically insignificant. 

then there is insignificant effect of the variable extent of ethical responsibility on 

clients loyalty. In this part banks clients confirm that ethical responsibility is not 

influence their behavior to be loyal, this may because all organizations in Gaza 

actually performed with the moral , tradition of the community and this dimension 

considered as an optional dimension to be applied by the firm other than the 

economic and legal responsibility.  

 For the variable " Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility ", the t-test =3.810, the P-

value (Sig.) =0.000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence this variable is statistically 

significant. Since the sign of the test is positive, then there is significant positive 

effect of the variable philanthropic/voluntary responsibility on clients loyalty. 

Results showed that respondents consider voluntary responsibility is important to 

be more loyal , this is logic because clients will be loyal if they feel that the bank 

providing a donations for several projects that enhance a community's "quality of 

life" . 

 For the variable " Environmental responsibility ", the t-test =3.769, the P-value 

(Sig.) =0.000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence this variable is statistically 

significant. Since the sign of the test is positive, then there is significant positive 

effect of the variable environmental responsibility on clients loyalty. Results 

showed that respondents consider environmental responsibility is important to be 

more loyal , this is logic because clients will be loyal if they feel that the bank 

caring about the environment they lived in and it try to reduce the harmful effects 

of new projects loans by it on their environment.   
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 In addition, based on the P-value (Sig.), the most significant independent variable 

is Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility, then Environmental responsibility, then 

Legal responsibility, then Economic responsibility and Ethical responsibility.  

 Banks respondents showed that  Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility, 

Environmental responsibility affect their loyalty more than Economic 

responsibility and Ethical responsibility . 

 Chung, Yu et al., (2015) argued that CSR dimensions (economic responsibility) 

positively affect customer satisfaction more than customer loyalty and he ranks 

the economic responsibility according to customer importance in fifth level after 

the consumer protection, philanthropic, legal , ethical responsibilities 

 

2. Corporate Social Responsibility has statistically significant effect on clients 

trust at α ≤ 0.05. 

 

Table (5.20): Regression of corporate social responsibility on clients trust 

 

Outcome :clients trust 

Model summary  

 R R- sq MSE F Df1 Df2 P 

 .8055 .6488 .1289 569.9906 1.0000 350.0000 .0000 

 

Model  

 Coeff Se T p LLCI ULCI 

Constant  .7593 .1525 4.9806 .0000 .4595 1.0592 

CSR  .8374 .0351 23.8745 .0000 .7685 .9064 

 

 Table (5.20) shows the flowing results: The Multiple correlation coefficient R 

=0.8055 and R-Square = 0. 6488. This means 64.88% of the variation in clients 

trust is explained by Corporate Social Responsibility. 

 The t-test =23.8745, the P-value (Sig.) =0.000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence 

corporate social responsibility is statistically significant. Then there is effect of 

corporate social responsibility on clients trust. 

 There exist a significant effect of corporate social responsibility on clients trust.  

For building trust, banks should focus on improving their performance on 

important determinants of bank trust and through caring about their community by 
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adopting CSR dimensions. These efforts are likely to result in a higher trust in and 

a higher loyalty of customers with their bank. 

 The more the bank concerned with CSR concept (economic legal , ethical , 

voluntary and environmental responsibilities) the more clients become trusted on 

the bank .    

  Swaen & Chumpitaz (2008); Khan, Ferguson et al.,(2015), Chun & Bang, (2016) 

found that CSR have appositive influence on customer's trust, whether directly or 

indirectly as noted in (swean & chumpitaz,2008), through perceived quality 

offered and customer satisfaction. 

 

 

3. Corporate Social Responsibility has statistically significant effect on clients 

satisfaction at α ≤ 0.05 

 

Table (5.21): Regression of corporate social responsibility on clients satisfaction 

Outcome :clients satisfaction 

Model summary  

 R R- sq MSE F Df1 Df2 P 

 .7377 .5442 .1873 338.8026 1.0000 350.0000 .0000 

 

Model  

 coeff Se T P LLCI ULCI 

Constant  .8628 .1921 4.4921 .0000 .4851 1.2406 

CSR  .8116 .0441 18.4066 .0000 .7249 .8983 

 

Table (5.21) show the flowing results: 

 

 The Multiple correlation coefficient R =0.7377 and R-Square = 0.5442. This 

means 54.42% of the variation in clients satisfaction is explained by Corporate 

Social Responsibility. 

 The t-test =18.4066, the P-value (Sig.) =0.000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence 

corporate social responsibility is statistically significant. Then there is significant 

effect of corporate social responsibility on clients satisfaction. 

 There exist a significant effect of CSR on clients satisfaction , Most researchers 

noted that there are significant and direct relationship and effect between CSR and 

satisfaction (Pérez & Rodríguez del Bosque ,2015); (Servera-Francés & Arteaga-

Moreno, 2015); (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012); (Alafi & Hasoneh, 2012);(Al 
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Humaidan ,2016) ; (Naqvi ,2013) approved that corporate social responsibility 

significantly and positively affect customer satisfaction , (Chung, Yu et al., 2015) 

agreed the relations between variables but they agreed that CSR affect customer 

satisfaction more than customer loyalty, on the other hand (Servera-Francés and 

Arteaga-Moreno, 2015) confirms that CSR influence customer satisfaction 

indirectly through trust and commitment. 

 to keep customers loyal, companies need to recover customer trust in their 

robustness by triggering satisfaction feelings based on CSR initiatives oriented to 

enhance the procedures to comply with customers‘ complaints, corporate 

information about products and services or the procedures oriented to understand 

customer needs and demands (Pérez & Rodríguez del Bosque, 2015). 

 

 

4. Corporate Social Responsibility has statistically significant effect on 

Corporate image at α ≤ 0.05 

 

Table (5.22): Regression of corporate social responsibility on Corporate image 

 

Outcome :corporate image  

Model summary  

 R R- sq MSE F Df1 Df2 p 

 .7905 .6249 .1227 406.9689 1.0000 350.0000 .0000 

 

Model  

 Coeff Se T P LLCI ULCI 

Constant  .9537 .1650 5.7819 .0000 .6293 1.2781 

CSR  .7759 .0385 20.1735 .0000 .7002 .8515 

 

Table (5.22) show the flowing results: 

 

 The Multiple correlation coefficient R =0.7905 and R-Square = 0.6249. This 

means 62.49% of the variation in Corporate image is explained by Corporate 

Social Responsibility. 

 The t-test =20.1735, the P-value (Sig.) =0.000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence 

corporate social responsibility is statistically significant. 

 Then there is significant effect of corporate social responsibility on Corporate 

image .the bank which care about their profitability and performance comparing 

with other rivals ,and performs in a matter consistent with community morals and 
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governmental laws , specialized apart of its profits for charitable projects and 

caring about their community , all of these activities will build a good image 

about the bank in the mind if it's clients. 

 Chun and Bang (2016); Martínez, Pérez et al., (2014) and mehjez( 2016) agreed 

that CSR has appositive effect on corporate image or brand image whether 

affective or functional dimensions of brand image, (Martínez, Pérez et al., 2014) 

found that CSR influence affective dimensions of brand image more than 

functional dimensions. 

 

Table (5.23): Regression of mediator variables and corporate social 

responsibility on Clients loyalty 

Outcome :clients loyalty 

Model summary  

 R R- sq MSE F Df1 Df2 P 

 .7377 .5442 .1873 338.8026 1.0000 350.0000 .0000 

 

Model  

 Coeff Se T P LLCI ULCI 

Constant  -0.4114 .1712 -2.4034 .0168 -0.7482 -0.0747 

Trust   .0597 .0938 .6367 .5248 -0.1248 .2442 

Satisfaction  .4588 .0764 6.0036 .0000 .3085 .6091 

Image  .2890 .0953 3.0326 .0026 .1016 .4764 

CSR .2579 .0916 2.8145 .0052 .0777 .4381 

 

Table (5.23) show the flowing results: 

 

 The Multiple correlation coefficient R =0.8302 and R-Square = 0.6893. This 

means 68.93% of the variation in clients loyalty is explained by the mediator 

variables (clients trust, clients satisfaction, and corporate image) and corporate 

social responsibility. 

 It means that CSR affect clients loyalty positively through the effect of mediators 

(clients trust, clients satisfaction, and corporate image) , which will be discussed 

in more details later. 

 

5. Clients trust has statistically significant effect on clients loyalty at α ≤ 0.05 

 

 For the variable "clients trust": The t-test =0.6367, the P-value (Sig.) =0.5248, 

which is greater than 0.05, hence clients trust is statistically insignificant. Then 

there is insignificant effect of clients trust on clients loyalty.  
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 The result showed that there is insignificant effect of clients trust on loyalty which 

is unexpected results in comparison with the previous literature review on the 

relationship , some  researchers result are compatible with this result,  (Wang, 

2012) noted that 60% of respondents who trust a specific company are not loyal to 

it where's 40% say that if they trust, the researcher observe that trust helps in 

building loyalty but it doesn't mean that if there is trust there is loyalty. And  

(Glynn & Woodside, 2009) who approved a negative and not significant 

relationship between trust and loyalty . 

 From researcher point view It is not necessary that when clients trusted specific 

bank transactions and performance , he\she will returned to it and be loyal. there 

are many causes turned clients to other bank such as ( high interest rate on loans, 

difficult to reach a bank , many conditions needed to perform any transactions …. 

etc). 

 

6. Clients satisfaction has statistically significant effect on clients loyalty at α ≤ 

0.05 

 

 For the variable "clients satisfaction": The t-test =6.0036, the P-value (Sig.) 

=0.0000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence clients satisfaction is statistically 

significant. Then there is significant effect of clients satisfaction on clients 

loyalty. 

 The results approved that there is a significant effect of clients satisfaction on 

loyalty,  it considered one of the most indicators for clients loyalty , once the 

client satisfied by the treatment and the services offered he\she will intend to 

revisit the bank and increase the transactions with it , and encourage the others to 

deal with . 

 Researches argues that there are direct and indirect relationship and effect 

between customer satisfaction and loyalty .Chung, Yu et al., (2015) ; Pérez & 

Rodríguez del Bosque (2015);Servera-Francés & Arteaga-Moreno (2015) ; Taheri 

& bavarsad ( 2015); Abbasi, Moezzi et al.,(2012) and Naqvi (2013) agreed about 

that customer satisfaction has appositive and direct effect on customer loyalty , if 

the customer more satisfied by the service or the product offered they become 

more loyal to the firm , on the other hand (Alam & Rubel, 2014) articulated that 
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there is no effects of customer satisfaction on purchase intention and customer 

retention which used as a measuring factors of customer loyalty , (Bohene & 

Agyapong ,2011) confirm that there is a negative effect of customer satisfaction 

on loyalty, while( Arıkan & Güner , 2013) reveals there is indirect effect of 

service quality and loyalty through the customer satisfaction , (Madjid ,2013), 

confirms that trust played as a mediator between the relationship between 

customer satisfaction and loyalty 

7. Corporate image has statistically significant effect on clients loyalty at α ≤ 

0.05 

 For the variable "corporate image": The t-test =3.0326, the P-value (Sig.) 

=0.0026, which is smaller than 0.05, hence corporate image is statistically 

significant. Then there is significant effect of corporate image on clients loyalty. 

 The results approved that there is a significant effect of  corporate image on 

clients loyalty, once the clients found a good service quality and good physical 

attributes , good reputation compared with other banks , he \ she will behaviorally 

and attitudinally became loyal to the bank.  

 Boohene & Agyapong (2010) indicated that when corporate image increase 

customer loyalty toward the brand will be increase, and they confirm that 

corporate image affect behavioral intention of a customer , on the other hand 

(Aydin & Özer, 2005) found that corporate image affects positively customer 

loyalty but the effect is not statistically significant, it has indirect effect on 

customer loyalty. 

* Corporate social responsibility has statistically significant effect on clients 

loyalty at α ≤ 0.05 ( associated with study mediators) 

 For the variable " corporate social responsibility ": The t-test =2.8145, the P-value 

(Sig.) =0.0052, which is smaller than 0.05, hence corporate social responsibility is 

statistically significant. Then there is significant effect of corporate social 

responsibility on clients loyalty. 

 The results approved a significant effect of CSR on loyalty , once the bank 

implemented the economic , ethical , legal voluntary and environmental 

responsibilities strategies , it mean that the bank concerned with community not 

just increase its profits , but also clients become more loyal , but this relation is 
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still very week , so the researcher will examine if there are indirect relationship 

between CSR and loyalty through the mediators. . 

  Chung & Bang (2016); Abbasi, Mozzi , Ayvazi & Ranjber, (2012); 

khan ,Fergusonn and Perez (2014); Taheri & Bavarsad (2015) and alam & rule 

(2014) agreed that CSR activities positively affect customer loyalty whether 

directly or indirectly, (Chun & Bang ,2016) indicated that corporate social 

responsibility affect indirectly customer loyalty through corporate image and 

customer trust while others confirmed the effect of CSR on loyalty through 

customer satisfaction(Chung, Yu et al., 2015), also (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012) 

noted an indirect effect of CSR on loyalty through advertising and customer 

satisfaction.  

 

Table (5.24): Regression of corporate social responsibility on Clients loyalty 

 

Outcome :clients loyalty   

Model summary  

 R R- sq MSE F Df1 Df2 p 

 .8302 .6893 .2371 .1613 4.0000 347.0000 .0000 

 

Model  

 Coeff Se t P LLCI ULCI 

Constant  .3053 .2138 1.4284 .1541 -0.1151 .7257 

CSR  .9044 .0494 18.3117 .0000 .8073 1.0016 

 

Table (5.24) show the flowing results: 

 The Multiple correlation coefficient R =0.7345 and R-Square = 0.5394. This 

means 53.94% of the variation in clients loyalty is explained by corporate social 

responsibility. 

 For the variable " corporate social responsibility ": The t-test =18.3117, the P-

value (Sig.) =0.0000, which is smaller than 0.05, hence corporate social 

responsibility is statistically significant. Then there is significant effect of 

corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty.  
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Table (5.25): Total, Direct, and Indirect Effects . 

Total effect of corporate social responsibility on Clients loyalty 

 Effect Se T P LLCI ULCI 

 .9044 .0494 18.3117 .0000 .8073 1.0016 

Direct effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty 

 Effect Se T P LLCI ULCI 

 .2579 .0916 2.8145 .0052 .0777 .4381 

Indirect effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty 

 Effect Boot SE Boot LLCI Boot 

ULCI 

Total .6465 .0749 .5030 .7947 

Trust .0500 .0749 -0.0958 .1982 

Satisfaction .3723 .0656 .2528 .5085 

Corporate 

image 

.2242 .0718 .0938 .3727 

 

Table (5.25) show the flowing results: 

 

 The total effect of corporate social responsibility on Clients loyalty equals 0.9044 

and the 95% confidence interval of the effect is (0.8073, 1.0016). Since the 

confidence interval does not contain 0, then we can conclude that the total effect 

is statistically significant. 

 The direct effect of corporate social responsibility on Clients loyalty equals 

0.2579 and the 95% confidence interval of the effect is (0.0777,0.4381). Since the 

confidence interval does not contain 0, then we can conclude that the direct effect 

is statistically significant. 

 The indirect effect of corporate social responsibility on Clients loyalty equals 

0.6465. and the 95% confidence interval of the effect is(0.5030, 0.7947). Since the 

confidence interval does not contain 0, then we can conclude that the indirect 

effect is statistically significant. 

 The results indicate that there is a very large indirect effect of CSR on clients 

loyalty , on the other hand there is no direct (reduced to zero )effect of corporate 

social responsibility dimensions on loyalty, this mean that there are a mediators 

variables which can play a significant role in explaining  the relationship between 

dependent and independent variables. 
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8. Clients trust does mediate the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility and clients loyalty at α ≤ 0.05. 

 The indirect effect of clients trust on Clients loyalty equals 0.0500 and the 95% 

confidence interval of the effect is (-0.0958,0.1982). Since the confidence interval 

contains 0, then researcher can concludes that the indirect effect of clients trust on 

Clients loyalty is statistically insignificant. It means that clients trust does not 

mediate the relationship between corporate social responsibility and clients 

loyalty. 

9. Clients satisfaction does mediate the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility and clients loyalty at α ≤ 0.05. 

 The indirect effect of clients satisfaction on Clients loyalty equals 0.3723 and the 

95% confidence interval of the effect is (0.2528,0.5085). Since the confidence 

interval does not contain 0, then researcher can concludes that the indirect effect 

of clients satisfaction on Clients loyalty is statistically significant. It means that 

clients satisfaction does mediate the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility and clients loyalty. 

 Chung, Yu et al. (2015) confirmed the relation between CSR and loyalty through 

customer satisfaction, also (Abbasi, Moezzi et al., 2012) noted an indirect 

relations between CSR and loyalty through advertising and customer satisfaction, 

(Arıkan & Güner ,2013) concludes that CSR has indirect effect on customer 

loyalty through customer satisfaction 

 

10. Corporate image does mediate the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility and clients loyalty at α ≤ 0.05. 

 The indirect effect of Corporate image on Clients loyalty equals 0.2242 and the 

95% confidence interval of the effect is (0.0938,0.3727). Since the confidence 

interval does not contain 0, then researcher can concludes that the indirect effect 

of corporate image on Clients loyalty is statistically significant. This means that 

Corporate image does mediate the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility and clients loyalty 
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 Based on Chun and Bang (2016) indicates that corporate image plays as a 

mediator role in the relationship between corporate social responsibility and 

customer loyalty 

 Researcher finally concludes that customer satisfaction and corporate image play 

as a mediator on a relationship between CSR and loyalty , however customer 

satisfaction has more effect in a relation than corporate image , on the other hand 

clients trust doesn't mediates the relationship between dependent and independent 

variables.  

The relations between variables can be summarized in the following chart: 

11. There exists a statistical significant differences at α 0 ≥ .05 among clients 

responses due to personal traits (gender, age, academic level, job, income, 

bank account type ,  years of having a bank account and bank branch). 

This hypothesis can be divided into the following sub-hypotheses: 

- There exists a statistical significant differences at α 0 ≥ .05 among clients 

responses toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients 

loyalty due to gender. 

-  

Table (5.26): Independent Samples T-test of the fields and their p-values for 

gender 

No. Field 
Means Test 

Value 
Sig. 

Male Female 

1.  Economic Responsibility 4.14 4.03 1.444 0.150 

2.  Legal Responsibility 4.24 4.19 0.713 0.476 

3.  Ethical Responsibility 4.21 4.21 0.120 0.905 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

Responsibility 
4.13 4.04 1.156 0.249 

5.  Environmental Responsibility 4.12 3.95 2.259 0.024* 

 Social responsibility 4.16 4.07 1.379 0.169 

1.  Clients Trust 4.23 4.20 0.556 0.579 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 4.21 4.13 1.060 0.290 

3.  Corporate Image 4.17 4.15 0.314 0.754 

4.  Clients Loyalty 4.07 4.00 0.804 0.422 

 All items of the questionnaire 4.17 4.11 0.974 0.331 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 
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 Table shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance  = 

0.05 for the field ―Environmental responsibility‖, then there is significant 

difference among the respondents toward this field due to gender. researcher 

concludes that the personal characteristics‘ gender has an effect on this field. 
 

 For the other fields, the p-value (Sig.) is greater than the level of significance  = 

0.05, then there is insignificant difference among the respondents toward these 

fields due to gender. researcher concludes that the personal characteristics‘ gender 

has no effect on the other fields. 

 The results approved that male category is more affected on environmental 

dimension than female, this may due to most of questionnaire respondents is from 

male category  and they also have more awareness of banks associations to 

improve community environment than females in reducing pollution problems 

and implementation of green environment , and it may according to the nature of 

Palestinian community that the male more interact with environment and 

interested in that issues more than females. 

 On the other hand the other fields of the study is not affected by whether the 

respondents male or female because all of the fields is very important for both of 

them and of course they aware about it such as ( economic ,legal, ethical , 

voluntary and trust m satisfaction ,corporate image and loyalty )   .  

 these results confirm with (Al Humaidan ,2016) who approved that there is no 

statistically significant differences at the level (0.05) in customer‘s satisfaction of 

Jordanian cellular communications corporate when applying the dimensions of 

social responsibility that are attributable to  gender, (Arli & Tjiptono, 2014) 

confirms that there is no significant differences among customer responses on the 

CSR dimensions ( economic, legal, ethical and voluntary) within the demographic 

factors based on  gender. 
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- There exists a statistical significant differences at α  ≥ .05 among clients 

responses toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients 

loyalty due to age. 

 

 

Table (5.27):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for age 

No. Field 

Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

less 

than 

25 

Year 

25 - 

less 

than 

35 

Year 

35- 

less 

than 

45 

Year 

45 

Years 

and 

over 

1.  Economic 

Responsibility 
4.08 4.18 4.02 4.03 1.557 0.200 

2.  Legal Responsibility 4.30 4.30 4.12 4.16 1.811 0.145 

3.  Ethical Responsibility 4.36 4.26 4.12 4.16 1.723 0.162 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

Responsibility 
4.18 4.15 4.07 3.98 1.014 0.387 

5.  Environmental 

Responsibility 
4.14 4.13 3.97 3.98 1.443 0.230 

 Social Responsibility 4.20 4.20 4.06 4.06 1.715 0.164 

1.  Clients Trust 4.27 4.30 4.10 4.21 2.374 0.070 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 4.24 4.26 4.05 4.19 2.224 0.085 

3.  Corporate Image 4.21 4.25 4.05 4.10 2.976 0.032* 

4.  Clients Loyalty 4.17 4.13 3.90 3.98 2.572 0.054 

 All items of the 

Questionnaire 
4.22 4.22 4.04 4.09 2.642 0.051 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 

 

 Table shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance  = 

0.05 for the field ―corporate Image‖, then there is significant differences among 

the respondents toward this field due to age. Researcher  concludes that the 

personal characteristics‘ age has an effect on this field. 

 For field ―corporate Image " 25 - less than 35 Year " respondents have the highest 

among the other age category, then researcher concludes that the category " 25 - 

less than 35 Year " respondents is agreed much more than the other age category. 

 This results is logic because most of the respondents (44%) for the questionnaire 

form category (youth) ,and this result may due to the passion of youth to the 

image of any organizations who deal with especially the reputation of the 
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bank ,physical quality and appearance of the bank , quality of service , building 

and they more aware about that banks image than other age categories.  

 This results of the study inconsistent with (Mehjez, 2016) who confirms that there 

is  no  statistically significant differences at the level of α = 0.05 about the impact 

of corporate social responsibility on banking corporate image in Gaza Strip due to 

age, (Arli & Tjiptono 2014) confirms that there is no significant differences 

among customer responses on the CSR dimensions ( economic, legal, ethical and 

voluntary) within the demographic factors based on  age. 

 For the other fields, the p-value (Sig.) is greater than the level of significance  = 

0.05, then there is insignificant difference among the respondents toward these 

fields due to age. researcher concludes that the personal characteristics‘ age has 

no effect on the other fields.  

 This means that other factors ( CSR dimensions , trust , satisfaction, loyalty) are a 

crucial aspects form viewpoints of all age categories it should be concerned with 

in the bank. 
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- There exists a statistical significant differences at α 0 ≥ .05 among clients 

responses toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients 

loyalty due to academic level. 

 

Table (5.28):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for academic level 

No. Field 

Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

Diploma Bachelor 

Master 

and 

PHD 

1.  Economic Responsibility 4.22 4.16 3.83 8.363 0.000* 

2.  Legal Responsibility 4.27 4.29 3.96 7.694 0.001* 

3.  Ethical Responsibility 4.21 4.24 4.13 0.842 0.432 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

Responsibility 
4.06 4.15 3.93 2.851 0.059 

5.  Environmental 

Responsibility 
4.18 4.10 3.85 4.250 0.015* 

 Social responsibility 4.18 4.18 3.93 5.337 0.005* 

1.  Clients Trust 4.22 4.29 4.00 6.463 0.002* 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 4.24 4.22 4.04 2.287 0.103 

3.  Corporate Image 4.18 4.22 3.97 5.076 0.007* 

4.  Clients Loyalty 4.14 4.13 3.69 11.102 0.000* 

 All items of the 

Questionnaire 
4.19 4.20 3.93 6.959 0.001* 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 

 

 Table shows that the p-value (Sig.) is greater than the level of significance  = 

0.05 for the fields ―Ethical responsibility, Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility 

and Clients Satisfaction‖, then there is insignificant difference among the 

respondents toward these field due to academic level. researcher concludes that 

the personal characteristics‘ academic level has no effect on these fields. 

 Results means that all respondent with various academic level ( bachelor, master, 

PHD , diploma) have no effect on the prior fields , this may reflect the importance 

of  Ethical responsibility, Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility at any bank, it is 

a matter of performing tasks according to the morals and tradition of the 

surrounding community and to contributes with apart of  its profits to developing 

the society ,this issues will be obvious for all individuals if it is implemented by 

the bank or not .  
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 For the other fields, the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance  = 

0.05, then there is significant difference among the respondents toward these 

fields due to academic level. researcher concludes that the personal 

characteristics‘ academic level has an effect on the other fields. 

 For the other fields, The mean for the category " Bachelor " and "diploma"  

respondents have the highest means among the other academic level category, 

then researcher concludes that the category "Bachelor" and "diploma" respondents 

is agreed much more than the other academic level category. 

 The results showed that there is an effect of the academic level (bachelor, 

diploma, master, PhD ) in the field of economic and legal and environmental 

responsibility, these responsibilities may considered  as an obligations for any 

firms to act and performed in order to gain clients however, Ethical responsibility 

and Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility is an optional responsibilities from the 

viewpoints of community and customers . 

 Bachelor and diploma respondent agreed much more than other academic level 

about this point,  this is logical result because 66% of respondents from this 

academic category and most of people  in Gaza hold a bachelor degree certificates 

than any other academic certificates , bachelor and diploma graduated students 

represents the youth category who had more effect on a future decisions in the 

community , and they have more awareness about the economic , legal or 

environmental issues than other academic levels they more concerned if the bank 

actually contributes in supporting small projects to help them after their 

graduation to do their own business. Most of youth ( bachelor or diploma ) 

category has an entrepreneurial ideas for a projects and they always search for a 

donors to embrace it , they always search for organizations providing training 

programs for university students to help them in holding a job in a future. They 

also want to feel more secure about their money deposited in a bank , so they 

search for a bank who performed all of its transactions compatible with 

governmental laws and regulations. 

 For a  Clients trust, loyalty and corporate image variables are also affected by 

respondent answers from all educational levels, in which the bachelor and 
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diploma category have the most effect on this fields than other category , this due 

to their a awareness of the bank image than others . 

 Arli & Tjiptono (2014) confirms that there is no significant differences among 

customer responses on the CSR dimensions ( economic, legal, ethical and 

voluntary) within the demographic factors based on  education level. Mehjez 

(2016), showed that that there is no statistically significant differences at the level 

of α = 0.05 about the impact of corporate social responsibility on banking brand 

image in Gaza Strip refer to educational degree.  

- There exists a statistical significant differences at α   ≥ 0.05  among clients 

toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty due to job. 

Table (5.29):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for job 

No. Field 

Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

g
o
v
er

n
m

en
t
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l 

se
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la
n
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U
n
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1.  Economic 

esponsibility 
3.96 3.98 4.28 3.83 3.75 9.748 0.000* 

2.  Legal 

Responsibility 
4.01 4.09 4.42 3.90 3.96 11.351 0.000* 

3.  Ethical 

Responsibility 
4.06 4.13 4.36 3.99 3.97 6.163 0.000* 

4.  Philanthropic/ 

voluntary 

Responsibility 

3.98 3.87 4.30 3.82 3.75 10.018 0.000* 

5.  Environmental 

Responsibility 
3.86 3.98 4.24 3.74 3.77 8.615 0.000* 

 Social 

Responsibility 
3.97 4.00 4.32 3.85 3.83 12.084 0.000* 

1.  Clients Trust 4.12 4.06 4.40 3.93 3.98 10.418 0.000* 

2.  Clients 

Satisfaction 
4.03 4.02 4.38 3.89 3.89 10.139 0.000* 

3.  Corporate Image 4.00 4.03 4.34 3.83 3.98 12.658 0.000* 

4.  Clients Loyalty 3.77 3.83 4.31 3.65 3.66 17.914 0.000* 

 All items of the 

Questionnaire 
3.98 3.99 4.34 3.83 3.87 15.622 0.000* 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 
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Table shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance  

= 0.05 for each field, then there is significant difference among the respondents 

toward each field due to job. researcher concludes that the personal characteristics‘ 

job has an effect on each field. 

For each fields, " private sector " respondents have the highest mean among 

the other job category, then we conclude that the category " private sector " 

respondents is agreed much more than the other job category. 

 ( private sector ) respondents is the most affected category in all fields of the 

study , this due to that most of the questionnaire respondent ( 53%) hold a jobs in 

private sector . Many private organizations had realized the importance of using 

business ethics as a tool for retaining customers and increasing its market share by 

taking up the initiatives of CSR. Therefore, the private sector employees believe 

in the CSR importance and its various benefits toward the society. On the other 

hand the unemployed clients and NGO'S had the lowest influence , unemployed 

category had a little visits and treatment and less informed of bank's CSR 

importance and whether it applied by a bank or not, bank of Palestine also closed 

most of NGO'S accounts at the bank, and most of NGO'S contracts is a temporary 

one so the employees open their accounts for a specific period of time until the 

contract is terminated , so they don't aware about the CSR of bank and they will 

not become a loyal within this period.  
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- There exists a statistical significant differences at α  ≥ .0.05   among clients 

toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty due to 

income. 

 

Table (5.30):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for income 

No. Field 

Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

le
ss

 t
h

a
n

 1
5

0
0
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1
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0

0
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- 
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0
0
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4
5

0
0

 

1.  Economic 

Responsibility 
3.83 4.14 4.09 4.15 4.17 1.975 0.098 

2.  Legal Responsibility 4.03 4.18 4.26 4.25 4.31 1.328 0.259 

3.  Ethical Responsibility 3.97 4.22 4.26 4.21 4.26 1.625 0.168 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

Responsibility 
3.76 4.08 4.14 4.14 4.21 2.577 0.037* 

5.  Environmental 

Responsibility 
3.78 4.04 4.08 4.16 4.11 1.830 0.122 

 Social Responsibility 3.86 4.13 4.16 4.19 4.19 2.297 0.059 

1.  Clients Trust 3.97 4.22 4.29 4.17 4.30 2.345 0.054 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 3.89 4.15 4.26 4.18 4.28 2.506 0.042* 

3.  Corporate Image 3.94 4.18 4.21 4.15 4.20 1.586 0.177 

4.  Clients Loyalty 3.69 3.98 4.12 4.08 4.18 3.469 0.009* 

 All items of the 

Questionnaire 
3.88 4.13 4.19 4.16 4.22 2.652 0.033* 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level. 

 

 

Table (5.30) shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance  

= 0.05 for the fields ―Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility, Clients Satisfaction, and 

Clients Loyalty ‖, researcher concludes that the personal characteristics‘ income has 

an effect on these fields.  

For fields ―Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility, Clients Satisfaction, and Clients 

Loyalty", for the category "More than 4500" respondents have the highest among the 

other income category, then researcher concludes that respondents who hold" More 

than 4500 "income is agreed much more than the other income category. 

 the clients with higher income category (more than 4500 NIS) is the most affected 

category in the ―Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility, Clients Satisfaction, and 

Clients Loyalty" fields  , this may because they believe that they must specialized 
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apart of their income for charity and poor people and improve the community , so 

they have awareness more than other respondents category. 

 Results also confirm that ( satisfaction , loyalty ) affected by the higher income 

level than other clients ,because they are the most people deal with banks services 

and staff  and they always visit the bank to implement their transactions and they 

inform well of bank CSR Activities toward its community, so they will be more 

loyal and satisfied of bank. 

 For the other fields, the p-value (Sig.) is greater than the level of significance  = 

0.05, then there is insignificant difference among the respondents toward these 

fields due to income. researcher concludes that the personal characteristics‘ 

income has no effect on the other fields. 

 The other dimensions of CSR ( economic, legal , ethical and environmental ) is 

not influenced by clients income level , clients with different income level aware 

about the prior CSR fields and most of them agreed about it and the banks 

corporate image  .  

- There exists a statistical significant differences at α  ≥ 0.05  among clients 

toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty due to 

bank account type. 

Table (5.31):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for bank account type 

No. Field 

Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

sa
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1.  Economic responsibility 3.95 4.18 4.05 4.624 0.010* 

2.  Legal responsibility 3.97 4.37 3.98 17.466 0.000* 

3.  Ethical responsibility 4.04 4.32 3.97 9.706 0.000* 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

responsibility 
3.87 4.24 3.79 13.700 0.000* 

5.  Environmental responsibility 3.94 4.14 3.87 3.908 0.021* 

 Social responsibility 3.95 4.24 3.94 11.010 0.000* 

1.  Clients Trust 4.00 4.36 3.99 15.832 0.000* 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 3.98 4.31 3.95 10.992 0.000* 

3.  Corporate Image 3.95 4.30 3.86 19.943 0.000* 

4.  Clients Loyalty 3.80 4.18 3.82 12.219 0.000* 

 All Items of the Questionnaire 3.94 4.27 3.91 16.370 0.000* 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 
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 Table (5.31) shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance 

 = 0.05 for each field, then there is significant difference among the respondents 

toward each field due to bank account type. researcher concludes that the personal 

characteristics‘ bank account type has an effect on each field. 

 For each fields, " current account " respondents have the highest among the other 

bank account type category, then we conclude that the category " current account 

" respondents is agreed much more than the other bank account type category. 

 The results approved that the respondents who hold a ( saving, current , deposits) 

accounts agreed about all study fields , but clients who hold current account is the 

most respondents affected and agreed on the fields than others, this may because 

more that 60% of the respondent hold current account and they always treat with 

bank (withdraw , deposit , transfer etc..) and informed well  about CSR of banks 

so they will be more trusted , satisfied and loyal than others. On the other hand the 

deposit account had the lowest influences because clients invest their money for a 

long period of time , so they don't treat usually with bank or visit it ordinary. 
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- There exists a statistical significant differences at  ≥ 0.05  among clients 

toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty due to 

years of opening bank account (account period). 

 

Table (5.32):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for years of opening a 

bank account ( account period) 

No. Field 

Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

less 

than 2 

years 

2 – 

less 

than 5 

years 

more 

than 5 

1.  Economic Responsibility 4.08 4.02 4.15 1.303 0.273 

2.  Legal Responsibility 4.20 4.08 4.31 4.540 0.011* 

3.  Ethical Responsibility 4.17 4.15 4.26 1.131 0.324 

4.  Philanthropic/voluntary 

Responsibility 
4.00 4.05 4.15 1.307 0.272 

5.  Environmental Responsibility 3.99 4.06 4.08 0.319 0.727 

 Social responsibility 4.08 4.07 4.18 1.457 0.234 

1.  Clients Trust 4.24 4.12 4.27 2.175 0.115 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 4.20 4.10 4.23 1.190 0.305 

3.  Corporate Image 4.16 4.14 4.17 0.091 0.913 

4.  Clients Loyalty 4.07 3.92 4.11 2.386 0.093 

 All Items of the Questionnaire 4.14 4.08 4.19 1.376 0.254 
  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 

 

 Table (5.32) shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of significance 

 = 0.05 for the field ―Legal responsibility‖, then there is significant difference 

among the respondents toward this field due to bank account for. Researcher 

concludes that the personal characteristics‘ bank account for has an effect on this 

field. 

 For fields ―Legal responsibility", " more than 5 years " respondents have the 

highest among the other bank account for category, then researcher concludes that 

the category " more than 5 years " respondents is agreed much more than the other 

bank account for category. 

 Clients who hold an account for more than 5 years is the most affected and agreed 

category on legal responsibility this may because they prefer and interested in  

performing their transactions in a manner consistent with expectations of 

government and law and they aware about this issues than other respondents. 
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 For the other fields, the p-value (Sig.) is greater than the level of significance  = 

0.05, then there is insignificant difference among the respondents toward these 

fields due to bank accoun . researcher concludes that the personal characteristics‘ 

bank account for has no effect on the other fields. 

 All clients whether they deal with bank less than 2 years or more than 5 

years ,have no effect on all of the other fields. clients feel trusted, satisfied and 

agreed that the bank had a good corporate image whether they are a new or 

permanent customer. 

 

- There exists a statistical significant differences at α  ≥ 0.05  among clients 

toward the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty due to 

bank branch. 

Table (5.33) shows that the p-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of 

significance  = 0.05 for each field, then there is significant difference among the 

respondents toward each field due to bank branch. researcher concludes that the 

personal characteristics‘ bank branch has an effect on each field. 
 

" Nusirat " and "Rafah"  branches respondents have the highest among the 

other bank branch category, then resercher concludes that the branch " Nusirat " 

respondents is agreed much more than the other bank branch category. 

  



 

 

Table (5.33):ANOVA test of the fields and their p-values for bank branch 

No. Field 
Means 

Test 

Value 
Sig. 

Rafah 
Khan 

Younis 

Dier el- 

balah 
Nusirat 

Omar el 

Mokhtar 
El remal El Nasser Jabalia 

1.  Economic 

Responsibility 
4.22 4.04 3.77 4.61 4.20 3.92 4.02 4.24 5.132 0.000* 

2.  Legal 

Responsibility 
4.37 4.22 4.12 4.82 4.24 4.03 4.09 4.26 4.839 0.000* 

3.  Ethical 

Responsibility 
4.28 4.15 4.09 4.75 4.20 4.14 4.11 4.22 3.073 0.004* 

4.  Philanthropic/ 

Voluntary 

Responsibility 

4.20 4.11 3.73 4.71 4.15 3.94 4.01 4.14 4.640 0.000* 

5.  Environmental 

Responsibility 
4.05 4.12 3.71 4.65 4.18 3.81 3.93 4.29 6.435 0.000* 

 Social 

Responsibility 
4.21 4.12 3.87 4.70 4.19 3.96 4.03 4.23 5.975 0.000* 

1.  Clients Trust 4.32 4.19 4.14 4.68 4.19 4.14 4.12 4.26 2.683 0.010* 

2.  Clients Satisfaction 4.25 4.29 3.99 4.67 4.21 4.01 3.91 4.34 4.557 0.000* 

3.  Corporate Image 4.23 4.18 4.00 4.75 4.12 4.07 3.99 4.21 5.232 0.000* 

4.  Clients Loyalty 4.20 4.14 3.68 4.72 4.07 3.81 3.81 4.21 7.047 0.000* 

 All items of the 

Questionnaire 
4.24 4.17 3.92 4.71 4.16 4.00 3.99 4.24 6.116 0.000* 

  * The mean difference is significant a 0.05 level 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
6.1  Introduction 

  

This chapter will illustrate the main conclusions based on the prior results obtained. 

 Then recommendations will be listed in the light of the conclusion, the 

researcher will suggest some topics to be studied in the future at the end of this 

chapter . 

 

6.2 Conclusions: 

  

The main purpose of this study is to answer the question ―What is the effect of 

Corporate Social Responsibility on clients loyalty – bank of Palestine ?‖ More 

specifically, the researcher studied the effect of CSR activates on banks client loyalty   

and focused on measuring these effects through three primary antecedents of clients 

loyalty (satisfaction, trust , corporate image) . Hence, the study highlight the 

importance of implemented the concept of corporate social responsibility in the 

bank .  

Therefore, first the main variables (CSR and loyalty) of studies were 

identified through a literature. The researcher was focused on three primary 

antecedents of loyalty were; clients satisfaction, clients trust, corporate image. The 

construct of CSR and the antecedents of loyalty were then measured using a survey. 

the results indicated that CSR has a positive effect on clients loyalty. The strongest 

effect of antecedents ,was found clients satisfaction, followed in descending order by 

corporate image, on the other hand ,client trust does not mediate the relationship 

between CSR and loyalty.   

the Questionnaire has presented five variables which are actually five 

dimensions of Corporate Social Responsibility. These dimensions are economic, 

legal , ethical ,voluntary and environmental responsibility. three mediators identified 

( clients satisfaction, clients trust, corporate image) And finally the loyalty variable. 

The questionnaire has approved the importance of these variables to the success of 

the bank and showed how the corporate image and clients satisfaction play a major 

role to explain clients loyalty. 
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Bank of Palestine are actually implementing the concept of corporate 

responsibility  by nearly  81.13% . This conclusion is somehow expected since the 

study had concentrated on one of the largest financial organization (bank) in Gaza 

strip in which budgeted 6% of its total annual profit to support community ,projects 

in palestine , and engaged in initiatives across sectors in the community including 

education, youth empowerment, innovation, sports, health and environment, arts and 

culture, development , economic affairs and diaspora relations, humanitarian aid in 

addition to women empowerment. Bank of Palestine encourages its employees also 

engage in voluntary work through development projects in partner organizations and 

humanitarian initiatives. The banks clients reach 750000 client in 2016 , which 

indicates the positive image of bank and satisfaction of its clients.  

The following is a summary of the conclusions that can be drawn from this study 

based on the study fields :  

 There is a significant relationship between CSR in Bank of Palestine and clients 

trust, that means the more the bank enhances the CSR dimensions, the more 

clients are trusted. 

 There is a significant relationship between CSR in Bank of Palestine and clients 

satisfaction, that means the more the bank enhances the CSR dimensions, the 

more clients are satisfied 

 There is a significant relationship between CSR in Bank of Palestine and bank 

image, that means the more the bank enhances the CSR dimensions, the better 

image will be drawn in the mind of clients about the bank 

 There is no significant relationship between clients trust and clients loyalty, and 

this may because many companies obliged its employees to open their accounts in 

this bank , so it doesn't mean that client will returned to the bank and increase 

his\her transactions with it because he\she trust it , but it is a matter of firms 

policies ,also It is not necessary that when clients trusted specific bank 

transactions and performance , he\she will returned to it and be loyal. there are 

many causes turned clients to other bank such as ( high interest rate on loans, 

difficult to reach a bank , many conditions needed to perform any transactions …. 

etc). 
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 There is a significant relationship between clients satisfaction and loyalty, that 

means the more the bank satisfied its clients, the more they become more loyal. 

 There is a significant relationship between corporate image and loyalty, that 

means the more the bank has a good image in the mind of its clients , the more 

they become more loyal. 

 There is a significant direct relationship between CSR dimensions in Bank of 

Palestine and clients loyalty, that means the more the bank enhances the CSR 

dimensions, the more clients are loyal , but this relation still very low (reduced to 

zero ). 

 Corporate image and customer satisfaction mediate the relationship between CSR 

and loyalty, it means that both of them more explained the relationship between 

CSR and loyalty. 

  Customer satisfaction has the strongest effect on the relationship between 

dependent and independent variables . 

 there is significant difference among respondents' of bank of Palestine toward 

relationship between CSR and loyalty due to bank account type , branches and 

job. 

 There is significant difference among respondents of bank of Palestine toward 

relationship between CSR and loyalty due to academic level for the fields ―Ethical 

responsibility, Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility and Clients Satisfaction‖, 

The mean for the category " Bachelor " respondents is more than other academic 

level category, this is logical result because 66% of respondent are firm this 

academic category and most of people  in Gaza hold a bachelor degree 

certificates. 

 There is significant difference among respondents of bank of Palestine toward 

relationship between CSR and loyalty due to income for the fields 

―Philanthropic/voluntary responsibility, Clients Satisfaction, and Clients Loyalty 

‖, respondents who hold "More than 4500" income have the highest mean among 

the other income category. 

 There is significant difference among respondents of bank of Palestine toward 

relationship between CSR and loyalty due to age for the field ―corporate Image‖. 
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Respondents in the age between " 25 - less than 35 Years " have the highest mean 

among the other age category This results is logic because most of the 

respondents (44%) for the questionnaire form category (25-35 years) ,and this 

may due to the passion of youth to the image of any organizations who deal with 

especially the reputation with the bank ,physical quality and appearance of the 

bank , quality of service , building.   

 There is significant difference among respondents of bank of Palestine toward 

relationship between CSR and loyalty due to gender for the field ―Environmental 

responsibility‖, but Environmental responsibility is influenced by male more that 

female this due to most of respondents for the questionnaires is male . 

 There is significant difference among respondents of bank of Palestine toward 

relationship between CSR and loyalty due to number of years opening a bank 

account for the field ―Legal responsibility‖, Clients who hold an account for more 

than 5 years concerned with legal responsibility and it affect their loyalty because 

they prefer performing their transactions in a manner consistent with expectations 

of government and law. 

 Ethical responsibility ranked as a least responsibility form the clients perspective 

after economic ,legal  ,environmental  and voluntary responsibility in which affect 

clients loyalty , it means that voluntary responsibility is the most aspect in which 

affect or increase clients loyalty of the bank. 
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Other Important Conclusions  

Economic Responsibility : 

Bank of Palestine well implemented the concept of economic social through 

achieving the highest levels of profits comparing with its competitors and it seeks for 

excellence by providing a various services, professional performance , reduce the 

unemployment rate which considered one of the most economical problems faced 

Gaza strip by providing jobs opportunities within the bank or by  providing training 

programs for university students in order to prepare and help them to get a job in a 

future in different places other than the bank. The bank help in improving the local, 

national economy of the country , by providing funding for small and medium 

projects and encouraging the entrepreneurial  ideas to be funded and implemented. 

 

Legal Responsibility : 

Legal responsibility well implemented by bank of Palestine , it means the bank 

committed to performs all of its transactions and business compatible with the laws 

issued by the Palestinian Monetary Authority, employee's bank committed to apply 

all rules and procedures for health, safety, and  Security environment and it also 

responsible for any damages or risk may face clients while they are in abank such as 

a sudden accident caused by a bank furniture or a robbery. 

 

Ethical  Responsibility : 

Bank of Palestine well implemented the concept of ethical social responsibility, it 

means that bank concerned with " the ethical responsibility " by promoting its 

business ethically and provide a clear details and conditions for any campaigns 

offered and respects the traditions and ethics of the local economy , the bank mission 

and vision reflects the community values , accomplish its work in a manner 

consistent with the moral values of society , applying "equality" in a treatment 

among all clients without considering their gender, race or political affiliation, and 

this actually important to survive and continue the business , it should be meet the 

expectation of clients values and shareholders. 
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Voluntary Responsibility : 

Bank of Palestine well implemented the concept of Philanthropic/voluntary 

responsibility, it approved that the bank concerned with Philanthropic/voluntary 

responsibility toward its community by providing grants to support the local 

community such as supporting college students, allocates part of its annual profits to 

support charitable projects ,it actually budgeted 6% of its total annual profit to 

support community projects in the Palestinian society ,  enhancing  infrastructure to 

support the local community (such as roads, hospitals and schools) and finally 

contributes in easing effects of the blockade and damage on Gaza strip after Israel's 

wars. 

Environmental  Responsibility : 

Bank of Palestine well implemented the concept of environmental social 

responsibility, it means that the bank well concerned with the aspect of 

environmental responsibility , by contributing in volunteer campaigns to preserve the 

environment (such as providing awareness campaigns) , Supports investment 

projects towards a "green environment" such as provide " a green loans" , solving  

problems related to environmental pollution, such as support natural resources 

recycling projects, contributes to improve the civilized appearance of the country and 

cleanliness of cities and streets. 

 

Clients Satisfaction:  

The level of satisfaction is high from the perception of banks clients which showed 

that bank concerned with satisfying its clients ,this confirmed from clients answers 

that they feel satisfied with overall quality, speed and accuracy of services provided 

by the bank they also feel that they take the right decision when they choose this 

bank to invest their money or to act any transactions, clients satisfied and 

comfortable with their relationhip with banks staff (helpful, integrity ,kind) ,when 

they face any problem it solved quite quickly and the bank concerned with handling 

clients complaints. 
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Clients Trust: 

The level of trust is high from the perception of banks clients, which means that the 

bank provides a banking services safe around the clock ,keep secure for clients 

information, bank System t is trustworthy  in general in conducting operations and 

transferring money ,it also provides banking services in a clear language 

"transparency" , provides a services with high quality  characterized by consistency 

and continuity, keeps Honesty in fulfilling promises made by the banks to its clients, 

taking  into consideration consumer interests when making decisions, the staff have a 

quite a knowledge and a required skills needed to solve the various issues faced by 

clients . 

 

Corporate Image:  

The results showed that the bank has a good image from the clients perspectives, it 

means that the bank concerned with : corporate identity, corporate reputation and 

service quality provided by the bank .Clients answers represent that bank of Palestine 

has a good reputation compared with rival banks , it also concern with the physical 

attributes of the bank (building, furniture) , provides a high quality services which 

compatible with new technology , provides effective and attractive advertisements , 

The mechanism of execution and  completion of transactions in the bank is easy and 

convenient that's reflects a good layout of a bank, banks branches available at any 

place so clients can operate their transactions from any geographical area . 

 

Clients Loyalty : 

 

The results showed that bank clients are loyal to the bank, it means that clients are 

loyal in general to bank of Palestine (behavioral, attitudinal or cognitive) , the 

respondents confirm that they desire to continue dealing with the bank because they 

fell trust , satisfied dealing with bank,  for any banking services the clients returned 

to bank of Palestine to act , they defend about the bank in front of others , always 

recommend others to deal with this bank because they feel comfortable to treat with 

it and its staff, but the result showed that if other competitors provides better offers 

or in case the interest rate is raised they may think to change it (cognitive loyalty). 
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6.3 Recommendations: 

This study has demonstrated the impact of the corporate social responsibility on 

clients loyalty in Bank Of Palestine. Here are some of the proposed 

recommendations for banks mangers and staff to be considered in order to improve 

and reinforce clients  loyalty in Bank of Palestine: 

The bank's corporate social responsibility, trust, satisfaction, corporate 

image, need to be enhanced and reinforced in order to keep and increase the clients 

loyalty through the following: 

 More efforts are needed to improve the level of economic responsibility ,for 

examples providing a universities graduated students training courses in order to 

help them to have  job opportunity in the future , play an integral role in reducing 

the unemployment problem in Gaza by establishing projects which contribute in 

minimizing this problem , help the individuals who had an entrepreneurial ideas to 

implement their project by financing it or provide a sufficient support to be 

applied .  

 The bank need to improve its legal responsibility level , by caring about their 

clients while they are in a bank and be responsible for their  health and safety 

from any accident that may occur or a robbery , according to" customer protection 

law". 

  The bank need to improve its level of ethical responsibility by acting their 

operations consistent with the moral values of society by ensuring that banks 

goals are compatible with values of the community and respecting all clients and 

try to treat them fairly without taking into considerations their gender, race 

political affiliation and their career position.  

 More efforts are needed to improve the level of voluntary responsibility " this 

dimension is rank as a least one comparing with other dimensions form clients 

perspectives  ,by contributing in easing effects of the blockade and damage on 

Gaza strip after Israel's wars such as providing shelter for those who became 

homeless or at least provide financial support for them , support the local 

community by increasing a projects of  rebuilding roads, healthcare  and 
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educational projects , encouraging always their staff to provide a kind of 

voluntary work for their community . 

 More efforts are needed to improve the level of environmental responsibility, by 

providing programs and projects enhance solving problems related to 

environmental pollution, such as support natural resources recycling projects, and 

try to evaluate these projects to ensure that they perform as objectives needed and 

educate the clients and community about the importance of this responsibility.  

 Banks has to pay more attention to sustain customer trust by providing a training 

programs for their staff to improve thier ability and skills to solve the various 

issues and problems the customer faced, design it's service operations in a manner 

to revolve customer trust . 

 The bank have to improve its methods of handling clients complaints and 

problems in order to solve it more quickly by offering phone number or email to 

share clients problems. 

 It is better for a bank to inform their clients about the service they provided in 

exchange the fees that paid to make sure that the service is already worthy . 

 The bank have to train their staff how to deal with different clients ( be more kind 

and professional) in order to leave a good impression in the mind of their clients. 

 Bank should concerned with increasing customer satisfaction and make them 

happy all the time in order to gain their loyalty by offering gifts , providing high 

quality services or at least meeting their needs and want s expected of a bank. 

 More efforts are needed from government in order to encourage banks to be  more 

socially responsible in the community. 

 Banks shouldn't ignore clients trust to sustain a loyalty , it should think how 

develop their service operations and marketing strategies to make clients feel that 

they are highly reliable , improve the confidence of clients about privacy and 

other issues related to financial transactions. 
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6.4 Suggested Future Studies: 

This study implemented in one of the most largest bank in Gaza but it doesn‘t mean 

to generalize the result for other firms , so the researcher suggests to apply it in the 

banking sector as a whole in Gaza and in west bank and in sectors other than 

banking. 

Focusing on one of the CSR dimensions mentioned a above such as " 

Ethical Responsibility " , thus the results show that it has no effect on clients loyalty. 

Reinvestigate the relationship between trust and loyalty because the findings show 

insignificant relationship and compare the results between banking sector and other 

sectors. 

Here are some of the suggested topics for a future : 

 The effect of ethical responsibility on customer loyalty. 

 The effect of CSR dimensions on clients loyalty in Palestinian banking sector. 

 The effect of customer trust on loyalty in banking sector. 
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Appendix (I): Questionnaire 

 

Islamic University – Gaza  

Dean of Postgraduates Studies  

Faculty of Commerce  

Business Administration Department 

 

 

 

Dear respondents,, 

 

This questionnaire is a tool of collecting data in order to investigate the effect 

of corporate social responsibility on clients loyalty in bank of Palestine- 

Gaza strip, to be submitted in a partial fulfillment of the requirement for 

MBA degree. The Results of this questionnaire will be used for academic 

purposes only .  

Therefore, I would appreciate your giving me part of your valuable time to 

answer the questionnaire and return it at your earliest convenience, please be 

assured that your answers will be kept in strict confidence .Your help is crucial 

to this research.  Your cooperation will be highly appreciated 

 

 

Thank You for Your Cooperation 

 

 

     

 Resercher:            

 

Mona Younis Abo Samra 
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The survey 
 

Please indicate your answer by putting the sign ) √ ( in the appropriate place 

 Part One: Personal Information   

 

1. Gender: 

        )   (     Male                                    )  ( Female 

 

2. Age (Years): 

       (    )  Less than 25 (    ) 25 to less than 35  (     ) 35- less than 45 (     )More than 45 years 

 

3. Academic Level: 

      (    ) Diploma                 (    )  Bachelor                 (   ) Master                    (   ) PhD 

 

4. Job ( career): 

      (   ) Governmental sector (   ) Freelancer (   ) Private secto (   )  NGO'S (    ) Unemployed 

 

5. Income range (NIS): 

     (  ) less than 1500   (  ) 1501-2500   (  ) 2501- 3500   (   ) 3501- 4500 (   ) More than 4500 

 

6. Type of Bank Account: 

     (  ) S account (  )  Current account  (   ) Deposits (  ) Another …………………… 

 

7. I had a bank account for  (years): 

    (  ) Less than one years (  ) 1- less than 2 year (  )2 – less than 5 years (   ) More than 5 

 

8. Bank branch          :  

(  )  Rafah                (  ) Khan Younis                                             (   ) Dier el- balah 

(  ) Nusirat               (  ) Main branch (Omar el Mokhtar)              (   ) El Remal  

(  )  El Nasser          (  ) Jabalia  
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Second Part : Questionnaire Paragraphs 

# First section : Social Responsibility 

 1.  Economic Responsibility 

NO. Statement  

S
tr
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n

g
ly

 

A
g

re
e
 

A
g

re
e
 

N
eu

tr
a

l 

D
is
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g
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S
tr
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n

g
ly

 

D
is

a
g
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e
 

1.  

 

The Bank contributes in reducing the problem of 

unemployment by providing jobs opportunities. 
     

2.  
The Bank seeks for excellence by providing a 
various services, professional performance and 

achieving high profit. 
     

3.  

The bank contributes  in supporting  the local and 
national economy by providing funds for small 

and medium projects. 

 

     

4.  
The Bank  adopts entrepreneurial ideas for 
projects. 

     

5.  

The bank contributes in providing training 

programs for university students. 

 
     

 2. Legal Responsibility 

6.  

The Bank is committed to perform transactions 

that are compatible with the laws issued by the 

Palestinian Monetary Authority. (such as 
combating the phenomenon of money laundering) 

 

     

7.  

The bank bears all damages  and harm that clients 

may exposed while they are performed their 
transactions in a bank. 

 

     

8.  

The bank employees are committed to all 

instructions and procedures for health, safety, and  
Security environment. 

 

     

 3. Ethical Responsibility 

9.  

The bank promotes its business properly and 
ethically by showing all the details and conditions 

of advertising campaigns for offered programs 

 

     

10.  
The Bank accomplish its work in a manner 
consistent with the moral values of society. 

 
     

11.  

The Bank respects the customs, traditions and 

ethics of the society in which it operates. 
 

     

12.  

I think the mission and objectives of the bank are 

Compatible with the goals and values of the 
community. 
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 4. Philanthropic/Voluntary Responsibility 

13.  

The Bank provides grants to support the local 

community such as supporting college students. 

 
     

14.  
The Bank allocates part of its profits to support 
charitable organizations 

     

15.  

The bank contributes in enhancing  infrastructure 

to support the local community (such as roads, 

hospitals and schools) 
 

     

16.  

The Bank contributes easing effects of the 

blockade and damage on Gaza strip after Israel's 
wars 

     

 4. Environmental responsibility 

17.  

The bank contributes in volunteer campaigns to 

preserve the environment (such as providing 

awareness campaigns) 
 

     

18.  

The Bank Supports investment projects towards a 

"green environment". 

 
     

19.  

The Bank contributes in solving  problems related 

to environmental pollution, such as support natural 

resources recycling projects. 
 

     

20.  

The Bank contributes to improve the appearance 

of civilization and cleanliness of cities and streets. 
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# Second section: Clients Trust 

NO. Statement 
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1.  
The process of providing banking services in the 

bank is safe around the clock.      

2.  
The relationship within the bank and its clients 
based on mutual trust.      

3.  
The Bank  uses a clear language in the provision of 

banking services.      

4.  The Bank performs its obligations towards clients.      

5.  
The banking Accounts processing system  is 

trustworthy.      

6.  
Fairness and justice constitute the cornerstone of 
the bank's transactions.      

7.  
Employees preserve a high degree of credibility in 

maintaining the confidentiality of clients data.      

8.  
The Bank has a consistency and continuity by 
providing of high quality services.      

9.  
Bank employees have the knowledge and the skill 

needed to solve the various issues.      

# Third section: Clients Satisfaction 

NO. Statement 
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1.  
I feel satisfied about the quality of services 

provided by the bank. 
     

2.  

I think I've taken the right decision when i 

joined the Bank of Palestine to make all my 

transactions. 
     

3.  
I feel comfortable in my relationship with 

Bank's staff due to their polite behavior. 
     

4.  
The Bank is characterized by speed and 

accuracy in delivered services and transactions. 
     

5.  
The bank is characterized by speed in handling 

Complaints and problem solving. 
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Thank you for your cooperation 

# Fourth Section: Corporate Image 

NO. Statement 
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1.  
The Bank is generally characterized by a good 

reputation.      

2.  
The services offered by bank are compatible with 
the new technology.      

3.  
Bank branches are designed excellently to greet 
clients (building, furniture, hygiene etc ....)      

4.  
You can perform any banking transaction easily 

from any region due to the spread of its branches.      

5.  
The bank's advertisement campaign is presented  

attractively and effectively.      

6.  I  gain services in exchange of what I pay as fees.      

7.  

Dealing with the bank and its staff always leaves a 

good impression on me, they are characterized by 

professionalism and efficiency. 
     

8.  
The bank achieve an excellent financial 

performance.      

9.  
The mechanism of execution and  completion of 

transactions in the bank is easy and convenient.      

10.  The bank is interested in society issues and charity.      

11.  
Bank branches provide enough private space 

parking lots for clients cars      

# Fifth section: Clients Loyalty 

NO. Statement 
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1.  I have the desire to continue dealing with the bank.      

2.  
I always talk about the bank in a positive way in 
front of others.      

3.  I strongly defend Bank in front of others.      

4.  
The Bank is my first choice when I need any 

banking service.      

5.  
I will not turn towards another bank, whatever the 
competitors offers.      

6.  
I intend to increase my financial transactions with 

the bank over the coming period.      

7.  
In case the interest  is raised, I will preserve my 

dealings with the bank. 
     

8.  I always recommend others to deal with this bank      
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Appendix (II): االستببوت  

 
 

 غزة                                                     -الجامعة االسالمية
 عمادة الدارسات العميا                                                               

 قسم إدارة أعمال -كمية التجارة
 

 

 
 ,,,  الكريمة أًختي,,,  الكريم أخي
 ,بعد و طيبة تحية

 

االستباىة التي بين أيديكم ٌي أداة الدراسة الستكهال هتطمبات درجة الهاجستير في ادارة 
بىك  –أثر الهسئولية االجتهاعية لمهىظهات عمى والء الهستٍمك  حالة دراسية " االعهال وعىواىٍا

وتقييم أثر أبعاد الهسئولية االجتهاعية ) االقتصادية ،  والتي تٍدف الى دراسةفمسطين "، 
 القاىوىية ، األخالقية ، الخيرية واالىساىية ، والبيئية ( عمى والء عهالء بىك فمسطين .

عمى أسئمة االستباىة  باإلجابةالبحث  ذالذا أرجو هن سيادتكم التكرم بالهساعدة في اىجاز ٌ
ىا بالهعموهات والبياىات الهطموبة بكل دقة وهصداقية وذلك وتزويدوالهتكوىة هن جزأين  الهرفقة

، هع العمم أن كافة الهعموهات التي  األىسب ارةب( أهام الهربع الهقابل لمع √)   بوضع اشارة
 سيتم الحصول عميٍا لن تستخدم اال ألغراض البحث العمهي فقط.

 

 شبكزيه لكم حسه تعبووك

 

 

 

 البـــــــــــاحثـــــــة :
ى يوىس أبو سهرةهى   
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 االستبـــــــبوت

 
 ( أمام ما تراه مناسبا :√اختر االجابة المناسبة بوضع اشارة ) 

 الجزء األول : معمومات عـــــــــامة
 

 الجنس : .1

)(ذكر)(أنثى

 الفئة العمرية : .2

سنةفأكثر45 )(سنة45أقلمن-35)(سنة35أقلمن-25)(سنة25)(أقلمن

 

 المؤهل العلمي : .3

 )(دكتوراة)(ماجٌستٌر)(دبلوم)(بكالورٌوس

 

 الوظيفة : .4

)(مؤسسةغٌرحكومٌة)(غٌرموظف)(موظفحكومً)(أعمالحرة)(قطاعخاص  

 

 الدخل : .5

 (  )4500شٌكل3501-4500شٌكل)(2501 -3500)(شٌكل2500-1501)(شٌكل1500)(أقلمن

فأكثر

 

 نوع الحساب البنكي: .6

-------------)(غٌرذلك)(ودائع)(حسابجاري)(حسابتوفٌر

 

 لدي حساب ببنك فلسطين منذ :  .7

5)(أكثرمنسنوات5أقلمن)(منسنتٌنالى)(منسنةالىأقلمنسنتٌن)(أقلمنسنة

سنوات

 

 فرع البنك التابع له: .8

(دٌرالبلح))(رفح)(خانٌونس

)(فرعالرمالالرئٌس–)(النصٌرات)(غزةالفرع

 (فرعجبالٌا))(فرعالنصر
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 الجزء الثاني : فقرات االستبانة

 المحور األول :  المسئولية االجتماعية #

 أوال: المسئولية االقتصادية 

موافق  العبارة التسمسل
 بشدة

غير  محايد موافق
 موافق

غير موافق 
 بشدة

6.  
 

يساٌم البىك في التقميل هن هشكمة البطالة وذلك بتوفير 
      فرص عهل.

يسعى البىك الى التهيز عن الهصارف األخرى في تقديم   .2
      الخدهات الهتىوعة واألداء الهتهيز وتحقيق األرباح الهرتفعة. 

يساٌم البىك في دعم االقتصاد الهحمي والوطىي بتوفير   .3
      التهويل الالزم لمهشاريع الصغيرة والهتوسطة.

      لمهشاريع .يعهل البىك عمى تبىي األفكار الريادية   .4

      يساٌم البىك بتوفير براهج تدريبية لطالب الجاهعات.  .5

 ثانيا : المسئولية القانونية 

6.  
يمتزم البىك بههارسة األعهال التي تتوافق هع القواىين 
الصادرة عن سمطة الىقد الفمسطيىية ) كهكافحة ظاٌرة 

 غسيل األهوال(
     

يتحهل البىك كافة االضرار والهخاطر التي قد يتعرض لٍا   .7
      العهالء أثىاء تواجدٌم في البىك الجراء هعاهالتٍم.

يمتزم البىك وكافة عاهميً بتعميهات واجراءات الصحة   .8
      والسالهة والبيئة األهىية.

 ثالثا: المسئولية األخالقية 

9.  
يروج البىك ألعهالً بشكل الئق وأخالقي وذلك هن خالل 
توضح كافة تفاصيل وشروط الحهالت االعالىية لمبراهج 

 الهقدهة. 
     

يىجز البىك أعهالً بأسموب يتفق هع القيم األخالقية   .61
      لمهجتهع.

      يحترم البىك عادات وتقاليد وأخالق الهجتهع الذي يعهل فيً  .66

62.  
داف وقيم أعتقد أن  داف البىك تتوافق هع ٌأ رسالة وٌأ
 الهجتهع.
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 رابعا: المسئولية الخيرية واالنسانية 

يقدم البىك هىح لدعم الهجتهع الهحمي كدعم طمبة الجاهعات   .63
      هثال..

      يخصص البىك جزء هن أرباحً لدعم الهؤسسات الخيرية.  .64

لمهجتهع الهحمي يساٌم البىك في دعم البىى التحتية   .65
      ) كالطرق والهستشفيات والهدارس(

يساٌم البىك في التخفيف هن الحصار واالضرار التي   .66
      لحقت بالقطاع بعد الحروب االسرائيمية .

 خامسا : المسئولية البيئية 

يساٌم البىك في الحهالت التطوعية لمهحافظة عمى البيئة   .67
      ) كتقديم حهالت التوعية (

      يدعم البىك الهشاريع االستثهارية الهتجً ىحو "بيئة خضراء".  .68

يساٌم البىك في حل الهشاكل الهتعمقة بالتموث البيئي، كدعم   .69
      هشاريع اعادة تدوير الهوارد الطبيعية.

يساٌم البىك عمى تحسين الهظٍر الحضاري وىظافة الهدن   .21
      وشوارعٍا.

 

 ثــــقـــــة العمالءالمحور الثاني :   #

موافق  العبارة التسمسل
غير  محايد موافق بشدة

 موافق

غير 
موافق 
 بشدة

      عهمية تقديم الخدهة الهصرفية في البىك آهىة عمى هدار الساعة.  .26
      عالقة البىك هع العهالء تقوم عمى الثقة الهتبادلة.  .22
      . يعتهد البىك لغة واضحة في تقديم الخدهة الهصرفية  .23
      يىفذ البىك التزاهاتً اتجاي العهالء.  .24
      ىظام إعداد الحسابات في البىك جديرة بالثقة.  .25

ة والعدالة تشكالن حجر األساس في تعاهالت البىك الهصرفية.  .26       الىزٌا

يتهتع العاهمون بدرجة عالية هن الهصداقية في الهحافظة عمى سرية   .27
      بياىات العهالء.

      لدى البىك الثبات واالستهرارية في تقديم الخدهات ذات الجودة العالية  .28

يتهتع العاهمون بالبىك بالهعرفة والهٍارة الالزهة لهعالجة القضايا   .29
      الهختمفة.
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 المحور الثالث :  رضا العمالء #

موافق  العبارة التسمسل
غير  محايد موافق بشدة

 موافق

غير 
موافق 
 بشدة

6.  
 

 بالرضا عن جودة الخدهات الهقدهة هن قبل البىك. أشعر
     

أعتقد أىي قهت باتخاذ القرار الصحيح عىدها اخترت بىك فمسطين   .2
      إلجراء كافة تعاهالتي .

أشعر بالراحة فيها يتعمق بعالقتي هع البىك وكافة هوظفيً فٍم   .3
      يتعاهمون بكل لطف وذوق. 

      في اىجاز الخدهات والهعاهالت.  يتهيز البىك بالسرعة والدقة  .4

      يتهيز البىك بسرعة هعالجة الشكاوي وحل الهشاكل .  .5

 

 المحور الرابع :  صورة المنظمة #

موافق  العبارة التسمسل
غير  محايد موافق بشدة

 موافق

غير 
موافق 
 بشدة

      يتهتع البىك بشكل عام بسهعة طيبة.  .6

البىك  هواكبة لمتطور التكىولوجي الخدهات الهقدهة هن قبل   .2
      الحديث.

فروع البىك هٍيئة بشكل ههتاز الستقبال العهالء )الهبىى ،   .3
      األثاث ، الىظافة....الخ(

تستطيع اىٍاء أي هعاهمة  بىكية  بسٍولة هن أي هىطقة ،   .4
      الىتشار فروعً .

      الحهالت الدعائية لمبىك تقدم بشكل فعال وجذاب  .5

      هو رسَن.فعً ها أدهقابل عمى خدهات ل إىىي أحص   .6

التعاهل هع البىك وهوظفيً يترك دائها اىطباع جيد في ىفسي،   .7
      فٍم يهتازون بالمطافة والذوق والكفاءة بالتعاهل.

      يحقق البىك أداء هاليا هتهيزا.  .8

      الية اجراء واىجاز الهعاهالت في البىك سٍمة وهريحة.  .9
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تهاها ىحو قضايا الهجتهع واألعهال الخيرية  .61       . يوجً البىك ٌا

      فروع البىك توفر هساحات خاصة كهواقف لسيارات الزبائن.  .66

 

 
 

مشاكرين لكم حسن تعاونك  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 المحور الخامس :  والء العمالء #

موافق  العبارة التسمسل
غير  محايد موافق بشدة

 موافق

غير 
موافق 
 بشدة

      في التعاهل هع البىك.لدي الرغبة األكيدة باالستهرار   .6
      أتحدث عن البىك دائها بصورة ايجابية أهام اآلخرين.  .2
      أدافع عن البىك بقوة أهام اآلخرين.  .3
      أعتبر البىك خياري األول عىد حاجتي ألي خدهة هصرفية .  .4
      لن أىتقل ىحو بىك آخر هٍها كاىت عروض الهىافسين هغرية.  .5
      أىوي زيادة هعاهالتي الهالية هع ٌذا البىك خالل الفترة القادهة   .6

في حال رفع سعر العهولة ) الفائدة والخدهات( سوف أبقي   .7
      تعاهالتي هع البىك.

      أوصي دائها اآلخرين بالتعاهل هع ٌذا البىك.  .8
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Appendix (III) :List of Refrees 

No. Referee Name  Working Place  

1.  Dr. Sami Abo Roos Islamic university of Gaza 

2.   Dr. Yousif Bahar Islamic university of Gaza 

3.   Dr. Khaled Dehleez Islamic university of Gaza 

4.  Dr. Samir Safi Islamic university of Gaza 

5.  Dr.Wafeeq Al- Agha Al- azhar university - Gaza 

6.  Dr. Akram Samour Islamic university of Gaza  

7.  Mr. Khaldoon Abo Saleem  Bank of Palestine  

 




